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INTRODUCING

POWER OF CORDED.  FREEDOM OF CORDLESS.

What is FlexVolt batteries?
It is a single battery with dual voltage capabilities. These smart battery packs 
automatically change voltage depending on what tool they’re attached to. Priority 
termanal design connects in parrellel for 20V MAX* or in series for 60V Max* tools.

Can I use my existing
20V MAX* charger?
Yes! FlexVolt batteries work with existing
20V tools and slide-pack chargers.

DEW # DCB606-2

Dual-Pack
FlexVolt Batteries
$19999

DEW # DCS388T2 

FLEXVOLT™ 60V MAX*
Brushless Reciprocating Saw Kit

DEW # DCG414T2 

FLEXVOLT™ 60V MAX*
Brushless Low Profile Angle Grinder Kit
The brushless motor delivers 0-9,000 rpm and accepts from 
4-1/2” up to 6” wheel sizes for both cutting and grinding 
applications. The dust guard vent screens provide opti-
mum cooling of the motor. For operator safety the E-clutch 
activates in less than 1/10 of a second when a pinch/stall is 
detected, shutting down the motor. Also has a braking system 
that stops the tool when the trigger is released. A low profile 
gear case allows for work in tight areas. Features a 2-position 
side handle and tool-less adjustable wheel guard.
Kit Includes: (1) #DCG414 Grinder - (2) #DCB606 20/60V MAX* 
6.0Ah lithium-ion battery w/ fuel gauge indicators - (1) fast 
charger - (1) 4-1/2” Type 27 wheel - (1) contractor bag.

Measuring just 17.75” in total length this 
recip saw allows users to make cuts in con-
fined spaces. The brushless motor delivers 
0-3,000 spm with a stroke length of 1-1/8” 
for fast and efficient cutting. Features 
variable speed trigger and keyless 
lever-action blade change system. 
The pivoting adjustable shoe 
provides leverage for different ap-
plications. Built-in LED light helps 
to illuminate dark work areas.
Kit Includes: (1) #DCS388 Recip 
Saw - (2) #DCB606 20/60V MAX* 
6.0Ah lithium-ion battery w/ fuel 
gauge indicators - (1) fast charger 
- (1) blade - (1) contractor bag.

1/2” Drive 20V MAX*
Brushless High Torque
Impact Wrench (bare tool)
No battery included. Free with purchase 
of # DCG414T2 or #DCS388T2. For more 
specifications of this tool see page 35.
DEW # DCF899HB ................... $269.99

60V 
LITHIUM ION

MAX* THE POWER
OF CORDED

$44999

YOUR
CHOICE

EACH

20V 
LITHIUM ION

MAX*
UP TO4X
RUN TIME



SNX # 9933

14 Pc. MAGNETIC
NUT SETTERS

SNX # 3569

84 Pc. MASTER
HEX BIT IMPACT SET

SNX # 6603ASJPK

3-TON ALUMINUM
JACK with JACK STANDS

SNX # 7708

1,500 LB. CAR DOLLY

SNX # 3934

5 Pc. UPHOLSTRY
TOOL SET1/4, 5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2”  &  6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14mm

Complete set for removing 
door panel fasteners, 
upholstry and trim clips, 
dashboards, consoles and 
various other bits

FREE
Speaker with purchase of #3569

Bluetooth™

Purchase three (3) car dollys and get one (1) FREE!

1FREE

FREE
Sunex® Hat with
#SX231P Purchase

SNX # SX231P

1/2” Dr. IMPACT GUN
• 25 to 350 ft/lbs. working torque • 8k free speed
• Twin hammers produce 500 ft/lbs.

Opens to 24” and
accomodates large

 12.8” tires

This versitle set contains all the sizes and 
lengths of Hex bits you’ll need!

FREE

Speaker with
purchase of

#6603ASJPK

Bluetooth™

• Built around RapidRise technology
• 3.8” lowered height  • 19.3” maximum height
• Overload & bypass safety valves
• Only pump 7. 5 times to reach max height
• Included aluminum jack stands have height
 range between 10.6” & 15.4” 

4th QUARTER PROMOS

$37999

$27999

$12999

$4999

$5499

$16999
EACH

FREE Magnetic Skull
Tray with Purchase of either #9933  or  #3934

SNX # BTSPEAKER

SNX #
BTSPEAKER

SNX #
8810SKULL

SNX #
TRUCKERHAT

SNX # 7709 .......Wheel Dolly Rack (Holds 4 Dollys) .......$79.99



Gray Anodized
Micro LED Keychain

Small enough to fit in the palm of your hand or 
in your pocket. Simple twist the hex shaped part 
of the durable aluminum housing for easy On/
Off function. Nichia LED bulb delivers 18 lumens 
of light. Weather resistant. Batteries included.

Highly Visible
LED Emergency Disk

This super-bright light will help you prepare 
for life’s unexpected troubles. Has 12 red 
LED’s equally spaced round the 360° circle. 
A mode selector switch allows user to select 
from 5 blinking/flashing light patterns or 
the white LED area light. Tough rubberized 
polycarbonate body endures shock and 
extreme weather conditions. Has swivel 
hook and magnet on back for hands free 
use. Includes  (3) AAA batteries. 

 4-1/2”
 Micro Sized

 Trigger Clamp
Ideal for a variety of jobs including 
holding, spreading and glue ups. Can 
be easily operated with one hand. Its 
reinforced nylon body and heat-treated 
steel bar can produce up to 35 lbs. of 
clamping force. Measures 8” in overall 
length with 1-1/2” throat depth.

1969 Dodge Coronet 
Super Bee Diecast Collectible 
This new 1/24 scale muscle car is the latest edition to our line of Federated 
diecast collectible vehicles. Features detailed interior with working doors 
and hood as well as rolling wheels with soft rubber tires. Even comes on 
its very own stand for display purposes. Available only while supplies last.

3 Piece 
Camouflage Knife Set
This knife set is for those who do it all. Features textured 
aluminum handles with stylish camo finish and black 
non-glare stainless steel blades. Includes (1) 8” length 
fixed blade knife with belt sheath, (1) folding knife with 
belt clip and (1) 3” closed length, 2-blade stockman 
pocket knife. Complete with metal gift tin.

Ultra Strong
Adhesive &
Reinforcing
Powder Kit
Q-BOND can be used just as an adhesive or with 
the reinforcing powders allowing you to repair almost 
anything. Dries hard in 10 seconds. Fill in breaks, 
cracks, holes and gaps in plastics / metals. Repairs 
can then be ground, filed, sanded and painted to 
regain its original shape or look.  
Kit Includes - (2) 0.35 oz. bottles Q-BOND adhesive 
- (1) bottle black reinforcing powder for plastics - (1) 
bottle grey reinforcing powder for metals.

19 Pc.- Kids 
Junior Builder Tool Set
This set is designed to encourage kids’ 
creativity and imagination. Includes: pipe 
wrench, box end wrench, hand saw, 
screwdriver, plier, hammer, tape mea-
sure, safety goggles, hard hat and even 
some nuts and bolts. Comes complete 
with a tool belt for that young DIYer!

Tactical
Knife & Composite
Flashlight Set
This all black set includes a 3” blade skeleton 
frame tactical knife with in-line lock/release 
mechanism and thumb stud for easy, one hand 
operation. Also included is a composite flashlight 
with a Nichia LED bulb that delivers 55 lumens of 
bright white light and is submersible to one meter.

4X Magnifying Glass
Brings small print type and 
minuscule projects into focus. 
This 2-7/8” diameter 4X power, 
non-distorting optical grade 
glass lens has over-molded 
frame to provide extra protec-
tion. Features comfortable 
rubber grip handle.

11-in-1 Screwdriver 
Nut Driver Combo Tool

No loose pieces to carry around. Has a reversible 
quick change integrated shaft that offers (8) popular 
fastener tips and (3) common nut driver sizes. 
Features heavy duty double sided shaft that provides 
the nut driver feature while the industrial strength 
shortened bits have a detent ball that provides overall 
solid tool stability. Includes: • 3/8”, 5/16”, 1/4” nut drivers 
•  #1, #2 Phillips bits • 1/4”, 3/16” slotted bits • T10, T15 
Torx® bits • #1, #2 square Robertson bits.

6 + 1 Pocket
LED Flashlight
We talking 106 lumens 
from this small pen sized 
light. Has (6) ultra bright 
LED bulbs located in a 
line down the side of the 
flashlights working as an 
area light. (1) more LED 
bulb is located on the 
end providing a flash-
light function. Features 
lightweight rubberized 
grip housing and unique 
pocket clip which has a 
magnetic back for hands 
free use. Includes (3) 
AAA batteries.

Stocking
  Stuffers
Stocking
  Stuffers

$1069

$849

$469

PRT # W2491

PRT # W2353

DEW # DWHT83191

$1499

$2299

$499$1199

$1799

$2999

$769

PRT # W5601

PRT # W9335

PRT # W15029
PRT # W2368

ISN # KTI90002

ISN # KLE32500

TER # TLF-KEY1-GRY

$1699
FAP # ERTL16



Part # Description SALE PRICE
 DEW # D26950 ................DeWALT 1550 Watt ‘D’ Handle Heat Gun  .................$82.49
• Features 16 CFM of air delivery with variable temperature heat control settings between 120° 
to 1100° F. Built-in overload protection that shuts the heating element down to prevents burn up. 
Innovative kickstand support for greater stability and prevents tip over’s. Lightweight, compact 
design weighs only 2.1 lbs and has 10’ long power cord.

 PRT # W50076 ............................ 2-Speed Electric Heat Gun ..............................$19.99
• Features: dual temperature control switch (572° & 932°), a lightweight pistol grip double insu-
lated housing. Includes 6’ power cord and hang ring for convenient storage.

 PRT # W50078 ......................... 1600 Watt Industrial Heat Gun  ..........................$74.99
• Provides 6 SCFM air delivery from a generous 1” dia. aluminum nozzle and rugged cast housing. 
Temperature range between 1000 - 1100 deg. F° plus has a cool air selection. Includes a detach-
able 3-position steel base for hands free operation.

ELECTRICAL HEAT GUNS

Z

Z

Y

Y

X

X

VIC # 0387-0464 ......... Self Lighting Hand Torch Kit - Preset Flame ............... $53.99
• Kit Includes: auto igniting hand torch (#0387-0463) and 14.1 oz. propane fuel cylinder 
  (#0387-0436) in a clear blister package for ease of merchandising. 
VIC # 0387-0463 ......... Self Lighting Hand Torch - Preset Flame .................... $47.99
VIC # 0387-0465 ......... Self Lighting Hand Torch - Adjustable Flame .............. $53.99
VIC # 0387-0436 ......... Propane Fuel Cylinder - 14.1 oz .................................. $8.99
VIC # 0387-0400 ......... Manual Light Hand Torch - Adjustable Flame ............. $36.99

Firepower® 
Self Lighting Torches 
Simply pull of the trigger to light the torch. Has a 
trigger guard to protect against accidental light ups. 
A trigger lock holds flame for extended periods. 
Features: ergonomic easy grip handle made of 
high impact plastic, a stainless steel burn tube with 
brass tip, and a 180° swivel tip for easy positioning. 
Can be used with MAPP or Propane fuel without 
changing the orifice.

Flameless Micro Heat Gun
Provides up to a 1250°F flameless heat source 
that is safe to use in environments where 
vapors may be present or flames are prohibited. 
Windproof flame and curved heat deflector shield 
makes it a smart choice for heat shrink projects.
Features: automatic Piezo trigger ignition system. 
Includes a refillable butane fuel cell that provides 
approximately 20 minutes of continuous use.
SWC # WTT31 ...........................$32.99
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Propane Tank Top 
Radiant Style Heaters
Beautifully simple and cost-efficient way to heat space. 
Requires no electricity. The multi-directional burner head 
tilts and swivels to direct radiant heat anywhere. Complete 
with rear burner safety guard, rust proof chrome emitter 
guard and a safety tip over switch. Comes complete with 
10’ hose and regulator. Heaters are CSA Certified. 
Features include: (3) variable heat settings. A simple 
thumb-screw allows quick burner attachment to a 20 gallon 
propane tank. (Tank not included)
MAS # MH-16-TTC .......Single Head.......... $49.95
MAS # MH-32-TTC ........Dual Head ......... $114.99

MODEL NUMBER MH-16-TTC  MH-32-TTC 
Heat Output BTUs 12K – 14K – 16K  25K – 28K – 32K  

Heating Area (sq/ ft) 300 / 350 / 400  620 / 700 / 800

Fuel Tank Capacity 20 lb. 20 lb.

Fuel Type Propane Tank  Propane Tank  

Fuel Consumption (lbs /hr) 0.56 / 0.65 / 0.74  1.16 / 1.30 / 1.49

Maximum Operating Hours 36 / 30.8 / 27  17.2 / 15.4 / 13.4

MODEL NUMBER MH-75T-KFA MH-135T-KFA  MH-190T-KFA 
Heat Output BTUs 75,000  135,000  190,000 

Heating Area (sq/ft ) 1,875  3,375  4,750

Fuel Tank Capacity 5 gal. 10 gal. 13 gal.

Fuel Type Multi-Fuel Multi-Fuel Multi-Fuel 

Fuel Consumption (gal /hr) 0.56 1.00  1.42

Maximum Operating Hours 9 10  9

Air Flow (CFM) 240 540  630

SALE PRICE:  $249.99  $369.95   $425.00

Forced Air 
Torpedo Heaters with
Thermostat Control
Get relief from cold weather with these multi-
fuel capable heaters. Multi-fuel burner operate 
using kerosene, #1 or #2 diesel fuel, JP8/Jet A 
fuel and #1 & #2 fuel oil making these heaters 
convenient and versatile. Has quality rugged 
steel body construction, torpedo design and a 
place to wrap your extension cord. CSA Certified 
makes it ideal for use within garages, workshops, 
construction sites, warehouses, aircraft hangers, 
farms or anywhere portable heat is needed. 
Features Include: A built in calibrated air 
pressure gauge, thermostat, fuel gauge, 
and power on / off switch. Has an auto-
matic safety shut off system that shuts the 
heater down if power is interrupted, overheat-
ing occurs or the flame is extinguished. 
Model MH-135T-KTA & Model MH-190T-KFA 
also include digital temperature readout, LED 
diagnostics, easy lift handles and large wheels.

60,000 BTU LP Forced Air Heater
Heats up to 1,500 sq. feet and has three (3) variable 
output settings: 40,000 / 50,000 / 60,000 BTU’s of 
warmth. Heater plugs into a standard 3-prong house-
hold outlet that powers the blower and continuous elec-
tronic ignition. Delivers 300 cfm air flow. Adjustable front 
leg provides proper heat angle. Features automatic 
overheat shut-off protection. Operates approximately 11 
hours on a 20 lb. propane cylinder (not included)
Includes: 10’ hose and regulator.
MAS # MH-60V-GFA ...........$189.95

MODEL NUMBER MH-220T-DFV 
Heat Output BTUs 170 / 220,000 

Heating Area (sq/ft) 5,500

Fuel Tank Capacity 13 gal.

Fuel Type Multi-Fuel 

Fuel Consumption (gal/hr) 1.29 / 1.67

Maximum Operating Hours 10

Air Flow (CFM) 685

SALE PRICE $489.95

INTRODUCING SilentDrive®
• Dual Fusion Technology produces 
 50% less noise & consumes 46% less 
 electricity than a comparable heater
• Maintenance free electronic pump means
 no filters to replace or rotor gaps to keep set
• Easy accessible top mounted controls 
 with multiple function LED readout
• Two BTU heat settings allow efficient 
 use in a variety of locations

SilentDrive® 220 
Forced Air Torpedo Heater
The quietest forced air heating solution. For 
instance, a normal 200,000 BTU torpedo 
heater produces around 92 dBA of noise while 
operating, that is about the same noise as a 
loud motorcycle. The SilentDrive® 220,000 BTU 
heater produces just 82 dBA while running, or 
around the same noise as a household vacuum 
cleaner. Multi-fuel burner accepts kerosene, 
#1 or #2 diesel fuel, JP8/Jet A fuel and #1 & 
#2 fuel oil and is CSA Certified. Starts easily in 
temperatures as low as -4°F 
Advanced features include: built in thermostat 
for precise and convenient temperature control, 
high temperature limit (overheating) shut off sys-
tem, flame-out fuel cut off system and thermo-
couple. Has power switch, robust safety guards, 
contractor grade fuel cap and fuel gauge.

# MH-135T-KFA

# MH-75T-KFA

HEATERS

QUITE
PLEASE

# MH-220T-DFV



Provides 700 peak amps / 350 amps starting current. This portable power station 
features a compact slim design (3” x 5-1/2”) making it easy to carry and store. The 
USB port is perfect for charging devices like smartphones, tablets, cameras and 
handheld video games (5V/2A). 

Safety & Protection
Spark-free protection against short-circuit, overload, 
over-current, over-voltage and overcharge events. 

Scrolling Digital Display
Shows battery voltage, step-by-step 
instructions to properly jump start a 
battery and what mode it is in with a 

push of the button.

Charge On The Go 2X Faster
2 Amp USB port for charging of portable 

electronic devices, including smartphones, 
mp3 players, and tablets.

Lithium Ion Phosphate Battery
Portable high-capacity (12000 mAh) battery 

delivers 400 peak amps / 270 cranking 
amps of starting power.

Ultra-Bright LED Light 
Operate as a work light or 
flashes/strobes as a 
hazard signal.

$12999
DSR # SL-1

$8795

$8795

Black Power Station
SFA # 80600

Red Power Station
SFA # 80600R

It is a jump starter, fuel pack and battery back-up all combined in one compact unit that conveniently fits in 
your travel case, backpack or glove box. Jump-starter function is capable of starting 4-6 cylinder vehicles, 
motorcycles, ATV’s, boats, jet skis and more.

Include: (1) USB to Micro USB adapter, (1) Alligator clamp adaptor, (1) Female 12V DC accessory adaptor, 
(1) Male 12V DC accessory adaptor, (1) AC wall charger, (1) Owner’s manual and zippered storage case.

• ‘Spark Free’ Jump Starter Function: Can be connected directly to the 12V battery terminals 
• Automatic Power Cutoff Function: if the jump starter is connected to the vehicle for 45 
seconds without successfully starting the engine, the jump starter will automatically go into sleep 
mode to avoid reverse charging. 
• Overload & Thermal Protection: if the voltage or temperature exceed parameters, the jump 
starter will be automatically disengaged and automatically reset. 
• Output Short Circuit Protection: in case of any short circuit, the red
light will be visible and the jump starter will automatically disengage. 
• Includes: wall/usb charger, semi-hard carry case and backed by 1-year warranty

POWERED BY SCHUMACHER

GM APPROVED
Portable Power
Packs & Jump Starters

MP3 Players
Smartphones
Tablets

Compatible with

MP3 Players
Smartphones
Tablets

Compatible with

Premium grade Lithium-Ion Technology provides longer consistent battery life with more charg-
ing cycles. In fact they stay charged for months. These charge many USB devices, including 
smartphones, mp3 players and tablets. Best of all they are safe; protection against over-current, 
overload, under-voltage and short-circuits.

 10000mAh Capacity Fuel Pack
Ultra compact durable aluminum case. Kinetic (shake) 
wake feature allows the user to view battery status & 
charge rate on the digital LCD backlit display. Dual USB 
ports allows you to charge 2 devices at the same time.
Output: (1) 1 amp USB port, (1) 2 amp USB port
Input: (1) 5V / 1 amp Micro-USB port
DSR # SL-5 ................................... $49.99

 2600mAh Capacity Fuel Pack
Durable rectangular aluminum case with LED 
indicators that shows battery state-of-charge. 
Output: (1) 1 amp USB port
Input: (1) 5V / 1 amp Micro-USB port
DSR # SL-3 ..................... $12.99  4200mAh Capacity Fuel Pack

Thin scratch-resistant lightweight case. Features 
an embedded on-board cable for charging 
devices and recharging the fuel pack. Power 
button and (4) LED indicators show charging 
and battery state-of-charge. Dual USB ports al-
lows you to charge 2 devices at the same time.
Output: (1) 1 amp USB port, (1) 2 amp USB port.
Input: (1) 5V / 1 amp Micro-USB port
DSR # SL-4 ..................... $27.99

A

A

B

C

B
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Dual USB Vehicle Charger
This charger allows for (2) two devices to be 
simultaneously charged while utilizing only 
one of your vehicles valuable 12V DC power 
accessory sockets. Features 2 Amp USB power 
outputs for a quick and efficient charge. (5V 
regulated power) An LED confirms whether 
USB charger is properly connected. Works with 
iPad, iPod, iPhone, BlackBerry, phones, MP3 
players, PDAs & more.
DSR # SPUSB..........................$6.99

LITHIUM - ION
  DEVICE CHARGERS

Jump Starter with
Built-In Air Compressor
This handy portable power unit can be used to start a wide 
variety of vehicles or can operate other 12 volt devices 
anytime, anywhere. Features a 18 amp hour 12 volt battery 
that can be stored up to 2 months without charging. Can be 
charged easily using either the 12 volt cigarette lighter input 
jack, or can be plugged directly into any standard household 
outlet. Separate LED indicator lamps show charge status. 12V 
DC outlet has overload protection.
Other feature: two (2) 12 volt accessory/cigarette type outlets, 
bright work light and a handy built-in 120 PSI air compressor 
with a variety of adaptors used to inflate tires, basketballs and 
other household products. 1-year/90 day limited warranty.
FRN # 52732 ................................... $124.99

AC/DC Powered 
Bluetooth Speaker
Lightweight portable music solution. Listen 
to music via your mobile phone or other 
Bluetooth compatible device wirelessly or 
non-Bluetooth devises can be hard wired through the 
AUX port. Powered by either 12V/20V MAX* slide-type 
batteries or AC power adapter (included). Runs
approx. 20hrs from a 20V 1.5Ah battery pack. 
DEW # DCR006 .....................$79.99

12V/20V MAX* 
USB Power Source
Charges up to two (2) small USB compatible 
electronic devices [IE: mobile phones, most 
tablets, MP3 players, etc.] when an AC power 
source is not available. The 3 LED’s located 
atop the unit indicates the amount of power 
remaining in the battery pack. Works with 
DeWALT slide style battery packs. (Note: 
battery not included) 
DEW # DCB090 .....................$33.29

Bluetooth Radio Adapter
Stream music wirelessly to a radio from 
any Bluetooth device. Can also be used in 
vehicles, with home stereos, and any other 
device with an auxiliary input. Range of 100 
feet, up to 10 stories high.
DEW # DCR002 .....................$47.49

Bluetooth™

JUMP STARTS - 5

POTLUCK COLORS



12V Mountable 
Battery Charger/Maintainer

This 1.5 amp trickle charger is fully automatic, 
turns on and off as needed. Sealed plastic 
case with short leads allows you to mount the 
charger on the vehicle.  LED’s indicate ‘Power 
On’ and ‘Charged’. Has reverse hook-up 
protection and comes complete with hardware 
and bracket to mount charger.
DSR # SE-1-12S ....................$34.99

24V - 5 Amp Mountable 
Battery Charger/Maintainer
Charges 24V lead-acid, AGM, and Gel cell bat-
teries. Microprocessor controlled charging pro-
cess actually takes information from the battery 
and adjusts the charger output to ensure that 
the battery gets charged quickly, correctly, and 
completely. Temperature controlled cooling fan 
for efficient operation and peak performance. 
Color-coded LED’s let you monitor charging 
status at a glance. Maintain mode monitors the 
battery voltage to keep it fully charge.
Features include: rugged aluminum case with 
mounting holes, quick connect output lead with 
(3) interchangeable ends (ring terminal, battery 
clamp set, and XLR 3 pin 3-12C cord)
DSR # INC-2405.....................$79.99

Commercial Duty 
Manual Bench Charger 
w/ 200 Amp Engine Start
The power of a wheeled charger in a portable 
bench top case. Charges both 6 & 12 volt bat-
teries. 5-function rotary power switch lets you 
select from: OFF, 6V 30A, 12V 30A, 12V 10A, 
12V 200 amp emergency engine start. Rotary 
dial lets you pick up to 2-1/4 hours of precision 
timer-controlled operation.
Features include: 600 amp ultra-grip parrot 
battery clamps attached to 6’ commercial 
gauge TPE welding grade cables, large face 
easy-to-read ammeter and 9’ power cord for 
greater accessibility. The vented heavy gauge 
steel case has a top mounted carry handle 
that doubles as a cord wrap.
DSR # PSC-2030T ...............$244.99

In order to select the battery charger best suited to 
your needs, here are a couple of things you might 
want to know:
Manual Charging Operation: requires the user to 
track the charging process (by visually checking the 
built-in meter) and stop the charging process when 
charging is complete. Not doing so may cause 
damage to your battery or result in property and/or 
personal damage.
Automatic Charging Operation: will shut off 
the charging process when it’s complete and/or 
go into a safer maintain or battery tender mode 
automatically. This is a cycling process to prevent 
overcharging the battery.
Features Include: slow 2 amp charge rate (all 
models) and an additional faster charging rate, 
built-in color-coded amperage meter with percent of 
charge scale, insulated alligator style clamps and 
a durable, ventilated, heavy gauge steel case with 
baked enamel finish. See specification listed below:

Small 
Battery Box
This marine-type seam-
less polyethylene box, 
keeps the battery dry 
and out of the elements 
which prevents short 
circuiting. The lid design 
gives air circulation during recharging. Inside 
measurements: 10-5/8” x 7-3/16” x 9-3/4”
DEK # 03009 ............................$9.99

Angle Nose Battery Plier
DEK # 00235 ............................$4.59

Battery 
Terminal Spreader
DEK # 00255 ............................$5.79

Ratcheting Side 
Terminal Wrench

DEK # 08861 ............................$4.49

MODEL NUMBER DSR # PS-620  DSR # PS-1022MA DSR # PS-1025 DSR # SE-1275A DSR # PS-2100MA

Battery Voltage 12 volts 12 volts  12 volts 12 volts  6 &12 volts
Charging Operation Manual  Manual / Automatic Manual Fully Automatic Manual / Automatic
Charge Rate 6A @ 12V 10A @ 12V 10A @ 12V 12A @ 12V 15A @ 6V or 12V
(amps / voltage) 2A @ 12V 2A @ 12V 2A @ 12V 2A @ 12V 2A @ 12V
Engine Start None  None 50A @ 12V 75A @ 12V 100A @ 12V
SALE PRICE $49.99 $66.99 $67.49 $77.99 $124.99

MODEL NUMBER DSR # PSW-2035 DSR # PSW-2550 DSR # PSW-61224 DSR # PSW-70300A

Charging Mode Manual Manual Manual Manual / Automatic
Voltage 12 volts 6 & 12 volts 6,12 & 24 volts 12 volts
Charging Rate -- 50 amps @ 6V 80 & 40 amps @ 6V 70 amps - rapid
 35 & 2 amps @ 12V 50 & 10 amps @ 12V 65, 35 & 5 amps @ 12V     20 & 40 amps - standard
 -- -- 30 & 10 amps @ 24V 4 amps - slow
Engine Start - 6 volt -- 125 amps @ 6V 180 amps @ 6V 300 amps @ 12V
Engine Start - 12 volt 200 amps @ 12V 250 amps @ 12V 250 amps @ 12V --
Engine Start - 24 volt -- -- 200 amps @ 24V --
Microprocessor / Multi-Stage Charging No  No No  Yes
Reverse Connection Protection Yes  Yes Yes Yes
Auto Voltage Detection No  No No Yes
Thermal Runaway Controlled Charging No  No No Yes

SALE PRICE $179.99 $289.99 $399.99 $329.99

BENCH - TOP
BATTERY CHARGERS

Durable steel cabinet with wide track wheels 
has a high volume cooling fan for efficient 
cooling and longer duty cycle. Angular faces 
provides a clear-view of the easy-to-read me-
ters. The tubular, chrome-plated handles have 
rubber grips and unique non-conductive clamp 
rests for storage. 600 amp HD, chrome plated 
steel clamps have plastic-coated handles and 
a heavy-gauge spring for conductivity and long-
term durability. 6-foot commercial gauge TPE 
welding-grade cables for minimal current loss 
and flexibility in cold temperatures. Extra-long, 
9-foot AC line cord for greater accessibility and 
reach. 2.25 hour timer with manual “Hold”
position for continuous charging.

DSR ‘PROSERIES’
WHEEL TYPE BATTERY CHARGERS

6 - BATTERY CHARGERS

# SE-1275A



MICROPROCESSOR CONTROLLED
BATTERY CHARGERS
Microprocessor controlled chargers actually takes 
information from the battery and adjusts the charge 
current / voltage based on this information. This 
multi-phase charging process ensures that each bat-
tery gets charged quickly, correctly, and completely. 
Can regulate the output down to milliamps, providing 
maximum charge benefit with minimum observation. 
Auto Voltage Detection: current will not be supplied 
to the charger clamps until the battery is properly 
connected. This eliminates sparks that could cause 
potential or possible damage to expensive computer 
components. Certainly more efficient than “old 
school” type battery chargers.
Features: reverse hook-up and thermal runaway 
protection helps prevent damage to battery and 
charger. Choose a battery charger below that best 
fits your needs.

 DSR # SP3  ..........................3 Amp Charger & Maintainer ....................... $47.99
Charges both 6 & 12 volt batteries. Scrolling digital message screen displays step-by-step 
instructions to properly charge your battery. A built-in hook attachment allows the unit to hang 
outside the work area for safety and convenience. Contents include: (1) 12V DC cigarette lighter 
adapter, (1) fused 50 amp alligator-style clamp set, (1) 24” fused ring lead harness which can be 
permanently attach to those hard-to-reach batteries.

 DSR # SEM-1562A  ............1.5 Amp Charger & Maintainer  ..................... $29.99
Charges both 6 & 12 volt batteries. Colored LED lights indicate ‘Charging’, ‘Charged’ and 
‘Trouble’. Snap together quick-connect harness allows you to swap out battery connections in 
seconds. Contents include: (1) fused 50 amp alligator-style clamp set, (1) ring lead harness 
which can be permanently attach to those hard-to-reach batteries.

 DSR # SP2  ..........................1 Amp Charger & Maintainer ....................... $39.99
Small enough to fit in the palm of your hand and charges both 6 & 12 volt batteries. A series of 
colored lights provide clues about the unit’s status. Red means the SP2 is plugged in but not 
connected to a battery. A solid yellow illuminates when the unit is charging. If it is blinking yellow 
that means the charge has been aborted, indicating a problem with the battery. Green means 
the charging process is complete and is in the maintain mode. The cool thing about this battery 
charger is the 8’ quick connect output lead and 12’ power cord. Contents include: (1) 12V DC 
cigarette lighter adapter, (1) fused 50 amp alligator-style clamp set, (1) 24” fused ring lead har-
ness which can be permanently attach to those hard-to-reach batteries.

 DSR # SC-600A  ....................SpeedCharge™ Battery Charger ................ $45.99
This multi-stage battery charger is made by Schumacher and is capable of charging both 6 & 12 
volt batteries. Self-adjusting output charge rate to prevent battery damage. Multiple modes includ-
ing (6 amp) fast charge, (4 amp) medium charge and (2 amp) slow or trickle charge. Works up to 
twice as fast as conventional chargers.  Features electronic push button controls and built-in carry 
handle for easy portability; also serves as handy cord storage.

 DSR # PSC12500A  ......... SpeedCharge™ Charger w/ Engine Start......... $126.29
Charges both 6 & 12 volt batteries. Choose from (4) battery type settings: 12V lead acid, 12V 
deep cycle, 12V AGM/ Gel cell, or 6V batteries; it can charge it all. Three step self-adjusting output 
charge rate varies from 15 to 40 amps depending on battery condition. Also has 2 amp trickle 
charge setting from maintaining your smaller batteries. Electronic touch pad controls and easy-to-
read digital display allows user to see battery voltage, percentage of charge and alternator output 
to help with diagnostic work. Includes 125 amp emergency engine start.

 DSR # PSC2516A  ............. 25 Amp Battery Charger & Maintainer  ......... $169.99
Designed especially for AGM series or valve regulated 16 volt batteries. This user-friendly charger 
features an on/off switch and (3) LED indicators: Red indicates ‘Power On’ and flashes if there 
is a problem. A solid yellow LED shows proper connection to the battery and it is in the charging 
process. If the yellow LED flashes you have reversed the connection. Finally a steady green LED 
means battery is fully charged and it will continue to monitor the battery keeping it at full charge.

• Built using high-output AGM (absorbed glass mat) technology. 
• Convenient built-in 3 amp automatic charger. 
• Plugs directly into a household extension cord. No special adapters.
• Digital display allows you to view vehicle battery voltage
and percentage of charge of the internal battery pack.
• All models use a corrosion proof polypropylene vented case with a 
unique high-impact rubber base making them extremely durable.
• Includes reverse hook-up alarm, single on/off switch and heavy duty 
clamps with replaceable copper jaws inserts.

MODEL DSR # PSJ-4424 DSR # PSJ-3612 DSR # PSJ-2212 DSR # PSJ-1812

Peak Amps 4400 3600 2200 1800
Output Voltage 12V & 24V 12V 12V 12V
Cranking Amps 500 470 330 280
Cold Cranking 415 385 275 225
Cable Length 55” 55” 50” 28”
Cable Gauge 2 2 4 4
Weight 38 lbs. 37 lbs. 22 lbs. 18 lbs.

Sale Price $439.99 $309.99 $179.99 $129.99

This smaller model is compact enough to easily store in 
any boat or automobile. Built-in automatic charger with 
LEDs that indicate charging and internal battery status.

PRO-GRADE AGM BATTERY PACKS
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CHARGERS & BOOSTER PACKS - 7

500 Amp Carbon Pile
Charging System Analyzer
Tests batteries up to 1000 CCA.and designed 
for 12 volt battery systems only. This variable 
load carbon pile tester offers maximum accu-
racy when performing battery load tests. The 
separate voltmeter and ammeter provides 
easy to monitor battery load tests plus include 
Color coded, temperature compensation 
pass/fail bands displayed on volt meter.
DSR # PST-500 ....................$219.99

100 Amp
Capacity Battery

Load Tester
Tests both 6 & 12 volt batteries, on or off the 
vehicle. To operate simply hook the color-coded 
alligator clamps to the proper battery terminals.
To test the battery... hold toggle switch for 15 
seconds, read the color-coded gauge to deter-
mine the condition of the battery, release switch. 
To check the charging system... start the vehicle 
and read the alternator output on the gauge.
PRT # W2988 .........................$26.99

12 Volt
Digital Tester
This hand-held tester 
tests both the battery and charging 
systems. Microprocessor controlled digital 
accuracy which makes for an easy and 
accurate automatic load test. LCD display 
indicates both voltage and test results, 3 LED 
lights indicate test results: Pass, Pass and 
Recharge, Recharge and Retest, and Fail/
Bad Cell. Separate LED indicates reverse 
hook-up. 9 volt battery included.
DSR # BT-250 ......................$114.99

These interface cables connect 
between a jumper pack cigarette style 
accessory port and a vehicle’s OBD2 
diagnostic port. Eliminates the need 
to reprogram settings and 
various components 
when replacing 
or servicing the 
batteries. 

OBD2 Memory Saver
Detector w/ LED Indicators
LEDs indicate whether it is safe to remove or 
service the battery. Two yellow LEDs at each 
end indicate that the connection is sound; red 
LED is ‘do not proceed’ and green is ‘proceed’.
DSR # OBD-L .........................$39.99
Vehicle Memory Saver
DSR # SEC-12V-OBD ............$10.99

# OBD-L

MODEL NUMBER DSR # PS-620  DSR # PS-1022MA DSR # PS-1025 DSR # SE-1275A DSR # PS-2100MA

Battery Voltage 12 volts 12 volts  12 volts 12 volts  6 &12 volts
Charging Operation Manual  Manual / Automatic Manual Fully Automatic Manual / Automatic
Charge Rate 6A @ 12V 10A @ 12V 10A @ 12V 12A @ 12V 15A @ 6V or 12V
(amps / voltage) 2A @ 12V 2A @ 12V 2A @ 12V 2A @ 12V 2A @ 12V
Engine Start None  None 50A @ 12V 75A @ 12V 100A @ 12V
SALE PRICE $49.99 $66.99 $67.49 $77.99 $124.99



# 3320

Household and automotive functions are no problem for these 
multimeters. The 10 MegOhm circuitry, prevents damage to the low-
voltage Engine Control Unit (ECU) and Powertrain Control Module 
(PCM) on today’s high-tech, computerized vehicles.
Features LCD display, automatic zero adjustment, reverse polarity 
protection, low battery indicator and overload protection. Includes 
test leads, lead holders, back stand and easy-to-read instructions in 
English, French and Spanish. Support available 7 days/week (6am to 
6pm Pacific Time) from Innova’s team of (ASE)-certified technicians

Model Number EQU # 3300 EQU # 3320 EQU # 3340
Auto-Ranging - eliminates dial settings
10 MegOHM Input Impedance
DC Volts / AC Volts
Resistance - Ohms
Diode Function
Continuity Check w/ Audible Beep
DC Current - mA / Amps
AC Current - mA / Amps
Duty Cycle, Pulse Width, Dwell
Frequency
Tachometer, RPM (0-10,000)
Temperature (probe included)
Data HOLD & MIN/MAX
Coil-on-Plug System
LED Indicator for Battery Check
Auto Power Off - after idle for 15 min
Back Support Stand / Hands-Free
Protective Corner Guards
SALE PRICE $15.69 $29.99 $109.99

AUTOMOTIVE MADE EASYDIGITAL MULTIMETERS

# 3340

# 3300

15 Pc. Terminal Leads Set
w/ Power, Switch & Fuse
Allows testing of relay configurations not 
covered by our eight (8) Relay Test Jumpers 
shown above, like Volkswagen, BMW and 
other European vehicles. Provides access to 
check current or voltage on nearly all of the 
fuses and relays without piercing wires.
Set Includes: five (5) pairs of terminal lead 
wires with different size male and female 
spade ends. The in-line switch adapter, 
gives you the ability to control the circuit on 
and off. By stacking banana connectors on 
the switch adapter, this allows technicians to 
connect a multimeter into the circuit provid-
ing a series break-in point to eliminate the 
need for a clamp on meter. The inline ATO 
fuse holder adapter protect the multimeter 
and the circuit of the vehicle. Two 3-1/2’ 
extension lead wires make it easy to move 
the switch away from the electrical panel 
or to a ground when the vehicle is on a lift/
hoist. You can power up a circuit for testing 
by attaching the alligator clamp power lead 
to the 12V positive side of the battery.
LIS # 69250 .......................... $39.99

Parasitic Drain Test Leads
Parasitic drain is an electrical load that draws 
current from the battery when the ignition is 
turned off. There are plenty of energy-robbing 
devices on your vehicle that are supposed to go 
to sleep when it’s parked but sometimes they 
don’t, draining the battery enough to prevent 
starting. This tool is designed to safely connect 
a digital multimeter to the vehicle electrical system to diagnose hidden battery drain. Features 
common replaceable in-line fuses to protect both the meter or tester in the event a high current 
source happens or is left on. Note: you will need a multimeter with (mA) milliamp function.
LIS # 64970 .............................................................................................. $22.49

LIS # 64750 .............................. 11 Pc. Back Probe Kit  ................................ $27.49
 0.027” diameter pin probes: (3) straight, (3) 45°, (3) 90° and two (2) alligator probes. 
LIS # 64900 .............................. 17 Pc. Back Probe Kit  ................................ $42.69
 0.027” diameter pin probes: (3) straight, (3) 45°, (3) 90°,
 0.040” diameter pin probes: (2) straight, (2) 45°, (2) 90° and two (2) alligator probes.

Back Probe Pin Sets No need to disconnect or unplug the 
wiring harness terminals and connectors anymore. Compact size makes these 
pins easy to fit in tight spots and awkward terminal locations. Each probe is 
fully insulated to provide protection up to 30 volts. Up to five (5) different colors 
provide for easy circuit identification. (depending on kit purchased).

8 - ELECTRICAL

Deluxe 
Digital
Multimeter Accessory Kit 
This high quality component set works with most 
DMM or DVOM’s and comes complete with a 
host of accessories to help you get the most out 
of your meter. (1) large jaw 32A, (2) test leads, 
(2) 10A max alligator clips, (2) alligator clips, (2) 
test leads / straight to right, (2) piercing probes & 
(2) bed of nails stored in a zip pouch.
EQU # 3396 ............................$97.99

Inductive AMP Probe 
Designed to work with all Digital Multimeters  
to measures parasitic draw. Ideal for testing 
alternator output, starter and battery current 
draw and all other electrical wiring circuits. 
Operating range 0-600 AMP AC/DC. Features 
slide switch for measurement selection, zero 
adjuster for calibration and a 4 ft. test lead.
EQU # 3347 ............................$99.99

6 Pc.
Test Leads Set
Securely connect relay test jumper to a mul-
timeter with this handy set. Contains two (2) 
terminal-to-banana tip wires, two (2) pin tip-to-
banana plug adapters and one (1) terminal-
to-banana tip wire with jumper wire. Jumper 
wires may be used between open-to-closed 
and between common relay circuits for testing.
LIS # 69200 ............................$15.69

Alligator
Extension Test Clip Set
Great for hard-to-reach areas such as under 
the dash. A strong spring action keeps the 
jaws in contact with the test point, and the 
clip is insulated to help prevent unintentional 
contact. Includes: (1) red and (1) black 6” long 
insulated alligator clip that can be used to con-
nect to any standard 4mm banana test leads.
LIS # 82660 ............................$31.49

Power
Ground Outlet
Plug this tool into 
the cigarette lighter 
or power accessory 
receptacle and you 
now have a easy 
accessible (+) 
power source and 
(-) electrical ground 
directly the dash. 
A plug light will 
come on to signal 
the plug is properly 
connected.
LIS # 32150 ............................$14.69

48” Hard Point™ Test Lead Set
Recommended for general purpose measure-
ments, CAT II 1000 V, 10A rating, CAT IV 600 
V, CAT III 1000 V only with protective cap. 
Contains: (1) red and (1) black PVC insulated 
test lead with comfort grip probes and right 
angle shrouded 4 mm banana plugs.
ISN # FLUTL75 ......................$33.49

Replacement DMM Probe/Test Leads
EQU # 3394 ..............................$6.79

REPLACEMENT
LEADS

REPLACEMENT
LEADS



Computer Safe 
Digital Test Light
Ideal for checking volt-
age on electrical wiring, 
fuses, batteries, sen-
sors, and motors. Check continuity of diodes, 
relays, and switches including vehicle’s with 
computerized engine controls. The 6’ cable 
with alligator clamp attaches to battery, then 
use the 2” detachable metal pointed probe to 
test the circuit.  
Features: LCD screen displays voltage read-
ings and two LED’s to identify voltage charge: 
‘Red’ is low, and ‘Green’ means good to go. 
EQU # 3430 ............................$36.89

LIS # 20610

Part # Description SALE PRICE
 LIS # 69300 ................ Master Relay & Fused Circuit Test Kit .................. $196.49 
Set contains: Red, Blue, Green, Yellow, Purple, Orange, Gray and White relays jumpers, 
 (1) relay puller pliers, (6) piece test lead set, (15) terminal leads with switch, fuse and power 
 options to check current or voltage on many fuses and relays, (1) one blow-molded case.

 LIS # 60660 ...................... Deluxe Relay & Test Lead Kit  ........................ $157.89
 Set contains: Red, Blue, Green, Yellow, Purple, Orange, Gray and White relays jumpers, 
 (1) relay puller plier, and (6) piece test lead set, (1) one blow-molded storage case.

 LIS # 56810 ............................. 4 Piece Jumper Kit.................................. $62.99
 Set contains: Red, Blue, Green and Yellow relay jumpers in a blow molded case.

 LIS # 60610 ............................. 4 Piece Jumper Kit.................................. $62.99
 Set contains: Purple, Orange, Gray and White relay jumpers in a blow molded case.

 LIS # 46950 .............................. Relay Puller Plier ................................... $17.49
 Remove / install relay and fusible links on many late model domestic and import vehicles. 
 Offset handle and specially designed thin angled tips allow access to relays even in 
 confined or hard to reach areas.  

RELAY / CIRCUIT TESTING KITS

APPLICATION GUIDE
• YELLOW  Most common relay on all makes 1980-2000’s, aftermarket add-on’s & Hyundai 2009
• RED  Ford 1984-1996
• BLUE  Ford & Chrysler 1990-2006 and now fits new Fords also
• GREEN  GM, International Truck, Kia
• PURPLE  Nissan fuel pump up to 2004 and Hyundai 2009
• ORANGE  GM, International both use 5 pin normally closed circuits
• GRAY  Newer GM, Newer Ford, Newer Mitsubishi probably the most popular relay coming
• WHITE  Honda, Toyota, Nissan, Hyundai 2009 and now fits new Ford’s also

M

Relay Test Jumper Kits
Allows testing relays or live circuits without 
piercing the wires or connecting multiple jumper 
wires. Simply remove relay to be tested, insert the 
correct jumper from the kit and then insert relay 
into jumper. Jumpers have tabs for clamping and 
flat pads to place test leads on.
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Cordless Circuit Tester
Detects voltage from 3 to 28 volt and is safe to use 
with sensitive electronic components. Simply hold the 
tester in one hand and place other hand on the bare 
metal (grounded) part of vehicle. Removable V-Tip 
allows safe piercing of wire’s insulation. Features 
built-in buzzer and LED indicator lamp that gives 
audible and visual signal when voltage is detected. 
PRT # W2979 .........................$15.79

Automatic AC/DC
Electrical Tester
Lets you check voltage, current, 
and continuity, with one simple tool. 
Tester’s unyielding design allows it 
to stay connected to live lines much 
longer than solenoid-type testers. 
The Openjaw™ current feature al-
lows you to easily check current up 
to 100 A ac. All inputs are protected 
to EN61010-1 CAT III 600V
Max specs: 600V DC, 600V AC, 1000 
ohms, 100.0A AC. Features detachable 
Slim-Reach™ test probes that stow neatly 
in the back of the unit. Includes two AA bat-
teries, test leads with detachable probe tips 
and instruction sheet. 
ISN # T5-600 ........................$149.99

3 Pc. Electrician Tool Set
• Digital Display Multimeter measures: AC / 
DC voltage - DC current - resistance - diode 
test - data storage • 7” Diagonal Wire Cutting 
Pliers • 7” Wire Stripper/Cutter - for 10-20 
AWG wire - cuts popular bolt sizes - serrated 
nose that pulls / loops wire - Includes test 
leads, 9V battery and user manual.
PRT # W1714 .........................$19.99

Coil-On-Plug Spark Tester
Coil-on plug ignitions do not have plug wires, 
so you’ve probably been wondering how to 
instantly test and diagnose a ‘no-start’ condi-
tion without expensive tools. This tester has 
a round red knob to adjust the gap from 0 to 
40k giving the mechanic a good qualitative 
picture of a voltage’s magnitude. Features 
an easy-to-read white lettered scale and 12” 
ground wire with shielded clip. The standard 
plug wire tip and can be unscrewed so the 
tester can be used on small engines and 
some motorcycles.
LIS # 20700 ............................$16.99

Wire Terminal Extractor Tool Set
These six-sided tools are designed for extracting metal 
electrical terminal ends from their connector housing 
without damage to either. The convenient “spider” design 
provides a variety of most popular sizes all in one tool. 
Set Includes: Blue (#57780) for Ford and other import 
terminals, Silver (#56500) for barb-type conventional 
terminals, Red (#14900) for GM Pack-Con and Weather-
Pack terminals, Black (#57790) protective handle and 
blow-molded case.
LIS # 57750 ................................$43.99

Deutsch Terminal Extractor Tool 
Designed to work on OEM electrical connectors used on trucks and 
equipment such as Caterpillar, Kenworth, Peterbilta Freightliner, 
Mack and some Harley Davidson. Features stainless steel slotted 
tubes which are more durable than plastic. Three tip sizes.
LIS # 59600  ...............................$24.49

In-Line 
Visual Spark Tester
This tool is double-ended and offers a straight 
boot and a 90° boot for easy hook-up be-
tween the spark plug and the plug wire. Then 
simply turn the engine over and the tool will 
flash mirror image of the ignition spark.
LIS # 20610 ............................$11.99

Pocket-Sized
Spark Indicator
Designed to test spark plugs, spark plug wires 
and coils without puncturing the wire. With 
engine running, place the grooved end of the 
tool over the wire and the bulb located inside 
the tool will flash to indicate spark.
LIS # 19380 ..............................$7.49

Manual Ranging Digital Multimeter
w/ Non-Contact Voltage Tester
This hand-held multimeter allow the user to select 
from 30 ranges / 9 functions. Measures: AC/DC 
volts, AC/DC amps (fused), resistance to 20M O , 
diode test, battery test under load (1.5V & 9V) and 
continuity audible beep. Has easy access Min/Max 
and Hold Data push buttons. For safe use in CAT 
III 300V and CAT II 600V environments. The non-
contact voltage tester helps locate breaks in power 
cords and wires. Multimeter operates from a single 
standard 9V battery. Features easy to read large 
3-1/2” digit LCD screen with a maximum read out of 
1999 and 2.5/sec update rate.
Includes: 30XR meter, Magne-Grip™ Holster 
with magnetic hanging strap, test lead set, and 
instructional user manual.
AMP # 30XR-A .............................. $94.99

# 59600
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AUTOMOTIVE MADE EASY
HAND HELD DIAGNOSTIC EQUIPMENT

STEP 1 Download the proper free QUICKLINK app to your phone/tablet (for most Apple & Android-based products, registration required). 
STEP 2 Plug the QUICKLINK device into your vehicle’s OBDII port (app will show you where to find this port). STEP 3 Pair the two smart 
devices via bluetooth for immediate access to a virtual dashboard of information that can save you time and money. 

• Use it to view engine data such as fuel economy, power and 
torque, intake air temperature, ambient air temperature, engine 
coolant temperature, timing, manifold absolute pressure and 
mass air flow and more. 
• Monitor your vehicles health for road trip readiness and 
troubleshoot your vehicles problems or check engine fault light 
anytime anywhere. Even retrieve valuable repair information.
• Read diagnostic trouble codes in customer friendly terms and 
turn off Check Engine light right from the smart device. 

Turn your Smartphone or Tablet
   into a Bluetooth Diagnostic Tool!

UICKLINK®

YOUR WIRELESS CAR PARTNER

$10999
EQU # 3211

ENTRY ADVANCED CARSCAN

Bluetooth™

PATENTED, 2.8” ALL-IN-ONE DISPLAY 
Shows 20 pieces of vital information including 
diagnostic trouble code(s) and definition(s) in 
your choice of English, French or Spanish.

HOT KEYS / BUTTONS 
Provide easy access to important 
information, intuitive navigation.

LED LIGHTED PLUG
Excellent for visually locating the 
Data Link Connection (DCL) port

VEHICLE HEALTH MONITORS™ 
Red-Yellow-Green LEDs indicates emissions 
monitor status. They can also help catch intermittent 
problems or confirm repairs during a drive cycle.

Puzzled by your vehicle’s Check Engine Light? You need no automotive experience to 
quickly and easily troubleshoot todays vehicles. Whether you are a weekend do-it-
yourselfer, entry level pro or an ASE certified automotive technician, Innova®  takes 
the guess work out of where to look first.

# 3130C

# 3030

# 3040

# 3120

INTERMEDIATE

10 - CODE READERS

VEHICLE COVERAGE #3030 #3040 #3100 #3120 #3130C #3140 #3160 #31603
OBD2 / CAN • 1996 to present 
Domestic + Imports + Diesel + Hybrid Compliance
OBD1 • Ford (81-95) + GM (82-95) + Chrysler (83-95)
+ Toyota + Lexus (89-95)
TOOL FUNCTIONS
CHECK ENGINE LIGHT (CEL) • Retrieve + Clear / Erase Codes
ANTILOCK BRAKES (ABS) • Retrieve  + Clear / Erase Codes
AIRBAG (SRS) • Retrieve  + Clear / Erase Codes 
GM + Ford + Chrysler + Toyota + Honda
TRANSMISSION (DTC) • Retrieve OEM-Enhanced Codes
LIVE-DATA • Stream (view) + Graph + Read + Record
FREEZE-FRAME • Fuel trim + Engine Coolant Temp + etc.
Shows engine condition at the time the (MIL) was set.
BATTERY / ALTERNATOR • Test
OIL / BATTERY MAINTENANCE • Light Reset
VEHICLE HEALTH • Confirms State Emissions Test
MEMORY / BATTERY BACKUP •  for Off-Car Review & Analysis
TOOL FEATURES
Internet Updatable & Upgradable
Support • 7 days / week (6am – 6pm Pacific Time)
FixAssist™ • Built-in Guide or Likely Fix for (CEL) Issue
RepairSolutions® • You Can Access: Accurate Recommended Fix(s) +
Labor Times + How-to-Repair Videos + Predicted Failures +
Unscheduled Maintenance Reminders + TSB / Recall Notifications
+ Repair Difficulty Level and more.
SALE PRICE $69.99 $99.99 $139.99 $249.99 $269.99 $324.99 $324.99 $329.99

Optional Optional Optional

BENEFITS: 
• Built tough for 
everyday shop use
• Accelerated user 
interface
• Comes with pro-
fessional shop soft-
ware to print and 
manage vehicle 
diagnostic reports 
for customer use 
and keep track of 
all previous vehicle 
repairs
• Dedicated profes-
sional support line

DESIGNED BY

TECHNICIANS
FOR TECHNICIANS

# 31603

OBD II Splitter Cable
w/ Power & Ground Plug
Plug a scan tool into the OBD2 Splitter to 
activate certain circuits while having access to 
power and ground for use with a multi-meter, 
scope or test light. Also useful for providing 
power and ground when installing aftermarket 
accessories such as cruise control, alarms, 
remote starters and stereo equipment. Easy 
way to find a ground for testing, right at the 
DLC. Features 4mm banana plugs for con-
necting power and ground.
LIS # 64990 ............................$23.99



Electrical Connector Seperator
Works on Weather Pack and other automotive 
style electrical connectors. Measures about 
7-1/2” that is double-ended to fit different ac-
cess angles. Engage the tool tip behind the 
connector clip then push or pull to disconnect. 
LIS # 13120 ..............................$8.49

Ratcheting Wire 
Terminal Crimper
Eliminates damaged or distorted terminals. 
The results are even, secure and consis-
tent crimps every time. The ratchet-action 
mechanism releases after proper crimp force 
is applied. Features durable steel jaws and 
frame with contoured non-slip rubber grips. 
Colorcoded dots for quick wire size selection.
• Red = 22-18AWG-DIN  0.5 - 1.0mm
• Blue = 16-14AWG-DIN  1.5mm - 2.5mm 
• Yellow = 12-10AWG-DIN 4 - 6mm
TTN # 11477...........................$22.49

Compact Multi-
Function Wire Tools
Cuts and strips insulation from various sized 
wires. Crimps insulated and non-insulated 
terminals, in their respective sizes listed 
below. The pliers end grabs wire for twisting 
and holding and has a convenient wire gauge 
key is marked on the tool. Two pliers to 
choose from:
Crimps 8 to 14 Gauge
LIS # 68280 ............................$25.49
Crimps 14 to 24 Gauge
LIS # 68250 ............................$25.49

STEP 1 STEP 3 END RESULTSTEP 2

Multi-function tool with self adjusting 
stripper and cutting / crimping action. No 
more trying to find the proper little hole to 
get a good strip. Just insert your wire and 
squeeze.  Special designed clamping jaws 
hold the wire securely during the stripping 
process. A wire “stop” with graduated 
scale, lets you set how much wire you’d 
like stripped. The extra comfort grips 
provide reduced hand fatigue.

Part # Description SALE PRICE
TTN # 11475 ..................Titan ® Stripper / Cutter / Crimper Tool .............................$21.69
• Strips & Cuts: 10-24 AW copper or aluminum wire.
• Crimps: 10-22 AWG insulated, 4-22 AWG non-insulated terminals, plus 7-9mm ignition terminals.

BLA # PT1050-2 ..........Blackhawk ® Stripper / Cutter / Crimper Tool ...................$26.49
• Strips & Cuts: 10-26 AWG w/ micro-adjust knob for thinner 30 AWG wire or thicker 8 AWG wire. 
• Crimps: 10-22 AWG insulated and non-insulated terminals, plus 7-8mm ignition terminals.

SWC # WTT18 ..............Standard Motor™  Stripper / Cutter / Crimper Tool .........$32.99
• Strips & Cuts: 10-26 AWG.
• Crimps: 10-22 AWG insulated and non-insulated terminals, plus 7-8mm ignition terminals.

SELF-ADJUSTING WIRE TOOLS
# 11475

# PT1050-2

7 Function
Multi-Tester
This pocket-sized portable 
multitester measure both AC 
and DC voltage, DC amper-
age, ohms/resistance, and a 
battery test. Comes with test 
leads, instructions and battery.
FRN # 57300 ......................... $20.69

Crimping & Cutting Tool
Crimps both insulated and non-insulated sol-
derless connections and terminals. The slim 
nose shape increase your accessibility into 
tight places. Heat-treated cutting edges can 
cut 10-22 AWG wire. Channellock blue com-
fort grips for better leverage and extra comfort.
CNL # 909 ..............................$22.89

3 Pc. Mini Electrical Plier Set
These pliers have an overall length of just 
5-1/2” making them excellent for hard to 
reach applications. The comfortable TPR 
handles are spring loaded to reduce user 
fatigue. Set includes: (1) 10-30 AWG cutter, 
(1) 10-22 AWG stripper and (1) 10-22 AWG 
crimper tool for insulated terminals.
TTN # 11476......................... $34.79

1” Wide
Self-Fusing Silcone Tape
Contains no adhesives; yet when stretched 
and wrapped around an object it chemically 
bonds to itself permanently. Provides for 
an airtight, waterproof seal in seconds. Can 
be used to insulate electrical wiring and 
connections, make emergency repairs to fuel 
and water leaks and much more. The most 
versatile and easy-to-use quik-fix emergency 
rescue repair tape available. 
VER # 82110 ............................$6.49

• Insulates to 400 volts per mil
• 700 psi tensile strength

• Stretches 300%

These pliers have precision holes which are precision ground and heat treated to hold their edge. Features 
laser etched markings for lasting indication of wire gauges. Each plier has a lean nose that pulls and loops 
wire plus distinctive “Channellock Blue” comfort grips.

CNL # 908 ...............8-1/4” Stripper / Cutter / Crimper Tool ............................$18.49
• Strips: AWG 10-22 wire sizes 

• Crimps: Coax cable, 7-8mm ignition wires / both insulated & non-insulated terminals
• Cuts: Machine bolts sizes: 4-40, 6-32, 8-32, 10-32 & 10-24

CNL # 959 ...............8-1/4” Stripper / Cutter / Crimper Tool ............................$23.29
• Strips: AWG wire sizes: 10-22  stranded and 8-20 solid wire 

• Crimps: Both insulated and non-insulated terminals 
• Cuts:  Machine bolts sizes: 4-40, 6-32, 8-32, 10-32 & 10-24

CNL # 958 ....................... 6-1/4” Stripper / Cutter Tool ....................................$13.69
• Strips: AWG 10-20 wire sizes

CNL # 957 ...... 7” Stripper / Cutter Tool  (w/ ergonomic handle) ...................$18.09
• Strips: AWG 10-20 wire sizes

CNL # 919 .............8-1/4” Stripper / Cutter Coax Cable Tool ..........................$25.49
• Strips: AWG 10-20 wire sizes / 3 stripping stations for RG-6 & RG-59 coax 

• Cuts: RG-6 & RG-59 coax connectors

WIRE TOOLS
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LONG NOSE PLIERS

Engineered to operate in tight spaces. Crosshatched teeth pattern provides reliable grip in 
either direction. Side cutter models feature a knife anvil style cutting edge to ensure perfect 
mating. Made in the USA
CNL # 3026 ........................................ 6” Long Nose ............................................ $18.39
CNL # 326 ...............................6” Long Nose w/ Side Cutter ................................ $20.79
CNL # 317 ...............................8” Long Nose w/ Side Cutter ................................ $21.39
CNL # 318 ........................... 8.5” w/ Side Cutter & Crush Area ............................. $26.99

Laser heat-treated cutting edges last longer. Feature knife and anvil cutters ensure proper 
cutting edge alignment, resulting in a clean cut every time. Most manufacturers use two sharp 
edges which can become misaligned, losing their cutting effectiveness. Experience the differ-
ence for yourself. Made in the USA
CNL # 436 ....................................6” Box Joint Diagonal ..................................... $18.79
CNL # 437 ....................................7” Box Joint Diagonal ..................................... $20.79
CNL # 337 ....................................7” Lap Joint Diagonal ..................................... $19.19
CNL # 338 ....................................8” Lap Joint Diagonal ..................................... $20.99
CNL # 447 ..............................8” Curved Lap Joint Diagonal ............................... $24.59
CNL # 449 ............................ 9.5” Curved Lap Joint Diagonal .............................. $27.89

DIAGONAL CUTTING PLIERS

SLIP JOINT PLIERS

Channellock uses high-carbon C1080 steel for superior performance on the job. Sturdy, ser-
rated jaws provide extra gripping power. Each plier is specially coated for ultimate rust preven-
tion. Has 2 jaw positions with PermaLock® fastener to eliminate nut and bolt failure. Finally, 
Channellock blue comfort grips to ensure a firm, comfortable grip. Made in the USA
CNL # 524 .......................................4-1/2” Little Champ® .................................... $11.89
CNL # 526BULK .......................... 6” Round Nose w/ shear ................................... $8.59
CNL # 528BULK .......................... 8” Round Nose w/ shear ................................... $8.89
CNL # 516 ................................... 6-1/2” Thin Nose w/ shear ................................ $16.29
CNL # 537 ..................................8” Thin Nose w/ side cutter ............................... $29.69
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EXTRA SLIM JAW
ADJUSTABLE
WRENCHES

PIPE WRENCHES

ADJUSTABLE WRENCHES

Part # Description Length Thickness  Jaw Cap. SALE PRICE
CNL # 6SWCB ..... WideAzz® Xtra Slim Jaw ....... 6.93” .........0.55” ....... 1-3/4”.........$31.19 
CNL # 8SWCB ..... WideAzz® Xtra Slim Jaw ....... 8.49” .........0.55” ....... 1-1/2”.........$33.19 

These adjustable wrenches have a extra slim 
3/16” jaw for extra reach. That is 40% thinner 
than a regular wrench of the same size which 
means maximum accessibility. Super-wide 
opening that allows users to tackle big jobs with 
a compact wrench. Jaws are imprinted with 
measurement scale for sizing nuts, pipe and 
tube diameters. Signature CODE BLUE® grip 
designed for durability and comfort. Available in 
6” and 8” wrench sizes.

These wrenches have an extra-wide jaw capacity and precise 
jaw design to grip fasteners tightly. The rugged I-Beam style 
handle with radius corner design, features a reinforced stress 
area. The satin finish provides corrosion resistance and a slip 
resistant grip.
Click-Stop® Adjustable Wrenches features a locking design 
which holds the moving jaw of the adjustable wrench at the 
proper opening you select while the wrench is in use.

    SALE 
Part # Description Jaw Cap. Length PRICE
CNL # 806W ...........Adjustable - Chrome ............................... 15/16” ...... 6.25” ......$17.19
CNL # 808W ...........Adjustable - Chrome .............................. 1-3/16” ........8” ........$18.99 
CNL # 810W ...........Adjustable - Chrome ............................... 1-3/8” ........10” .......$23.09
CNL # 812W ...........Adjustable - Chrome ............................... 1-1/2” ........12” .......$33.19
CNL # 815 ...............Adjustable - Chrome ............................. 1-11/16” ......15” .......$54.49
CNL # 818 ...............Adjustable - Chrome ............................... 2-1/8” ........18” ......$104.29

Feature I-beam handles for added grip and strength. Uses a precision 
milled hook and heel jaws with an adjustable nut that easily opens and 
closes the jaws. Available in both cast iron and aluminum which are 
nearly 40% lighter than comparable cast-iron models of the same size. 
This means less fatigue on the job!

Part # Description Length SALE PRICE
RIG # 31020 ............Cast Iron Straight Pipe Wrench ................... 14” .................. $34.19
RIG # 31030 ............Cast Iron Straight Pipe Wrench ................... 24” .................. $78.29 
RIG # 31045 ............Cast Iron Straight Pipe Wrench ................... 60” ................. $373.79
RIG # 31070 ............Cast Iron End Pipe Wrench ......................... 14” .................. $41.69
RIG # 31095 ............Aluminum Straight Pipe Wrench ................. 14” .................. $55.89
RIG # 31100 ............Aluminum Straight Pipe Wrench ................. 18” .................. $69.59

Part # Description Length SALE PRICE
TTN # 21330 ...........Aluminum Straight Pipe Wrench ................. 10” .................. $10.69
TTN # 21334 ...........Aluminum Straight Pipe Wrench ................. 14” .................. $14.49
TTN # 21338 ...........Aluminum Straight Pipe Wrench ................. 18” .................. $23.99
TTN # 21344 ...........Aluminum Straight Pipe Wrench ................. 24” .................. $31.99
TTN # 21346 ...........Aluminum Straight Pipe Wrench ................. 36” .................. $66.69
TTN # 21348 ...........Aluminum Straight Pipe Wrench ................. 48” ................. $134.99
PRT # W1136 .........4 Pc. Cast Iron Straight Pipe Set ........8”, 10”, 14”, 24” ........ $43.69

slim jaws

4-THREAD KNURL &
NON-PROTRUDING

JAWS PROVIDE GREATER
CAPACITY & ADDED

STRENGTH

    SALE 
Part # Description Jaw Cap. Length PRICE
BLA # AW-1006-2 ...........Nickel Chrome Finish ..................... 7/8” ...........6” ........$13.29
BLA # AW-1008-2 ...........Nickle Chrome Finish ................... 1-1/8” .........8” ........$14.89 
BLA # AW-1010-2 ...........Nickle Chrome Finish ................... 1-3/8” ........10” .......$16.49
BLA # AW-1015-2 ...........Nickle Chrome Finish .......................2” ...........15” .......$46.29
BLA # AW-1018-2 ...........Nickle Chrome Finish ................... 2-3/8” ........18” .......$85.89
BLA # AW-1024-2 ...........Nickle Chrome Finish ................... 2-3/4” ........24” ......$165.09
PRO # 712L ............... Click-Stop Jaw w/ Satin Finish ........... 1-1/2” ........12” .......$43.89
PRO # 712SL ...... Click-Stop Jaw w/ Black Oxide Finish ..... 1-1/2” ........12” .......$41.69

# 31070

# W1136

# 712SL

PRY BARS

Part # Description Lengths Ref. SALE PRICE
PRT # W2030 4 Pc. Blade Set - Red/Black 8”, 12”, 18”, 24” A $32.49 
SNX # 9704 4 Pc. Blade Set - Black 8”, 12”, 18”, 24” B $25.69
PRT # W2020 4 Pc. Blade Set - Orange 8”, 12”, 18”, 24” B $14.99
SNX # 9803 3 Pc. Professional Blade Set  12”, 17”, 25” C $49.99
 • Heat resistant cellulose acetate vinyl handles
 • Hardened and tempered the entire length of the shaft
SNX # 9833 1 Pc. Professional Blade Pry Bar 33” C $29.99
SNX # 9837 1 Pc. Professional Blade Pry Bar 37” C $44.49
SNX # 9804 4 Pc. Rolling Head Set 8”, 12”, 16” & 20” D $44.49

A pry bar can be used anytime you need to apply a little force 
for moving something. Check out our selection of high quality 
bars designed for optimum strength and durability.

C A

B D

Extendable
Pry Bars
Compact enough to store in 
your tool box! These pry bars 
features a patented interlock 
system that allows you to extend 
and lock the length of the pry 
bar, a 1/2 inch at a time with a simple push of the button. Features a pointed tip on the handle to 
assist with alignment projects and opposite that is a 20° offset blade-type head for leverage. Has 
durable chrome molybdenum steel construction and matte finish to enhance your grip.
SNX # 9805 ........................... Extends from 22” to 32”  ............................... $39.99
SNX # 9810 .........................Extends from 35” to 52-1/2” ............................ $114.99

LOCKING PLIERS / C-CLAMPS

    SALE
Part # Description Jaw Width Length PRICE
BLA # PT-1105-2 .............Curved Jaw - satin finish ............. 1-17/64” ........ 5” .........$9.99
BLA # PT-1110-2 .............Curved Jaw - satin finish ............. 1-39/64” ....... 10” .......$14.89
PRO # 293WRXL .....Curved Jaw - black finish w/ cutter ......21/64” ......... 5” ........$20.69
PRO # 294WRXL .....Curved Jaw - black finish w/ cutter ......11/32” ......... 7” ........$22.59
PRO # 292WRXL .....Curved Jaw - black finish w/ cutter ........1/2” .......... 10” .......$24.29
BLA # PT-1106-L ..............Long Nose - satin finish............... 1-5/64” ......... 6” ........$11.59
PRO # 289LNXL .............. Long Nose - black finish ...............25/64” ......... 7” ........$29.89
PRO # 286LNXL .............. Long Nose - black finish ................5/16” .......... 7” ........$24.49
FRN # 70215 ........... C-Clamp - satin finish w/ grip handle ......................... 6” .........$6.29
FRN # 70216 ........... C-Clamp - satin finish w/ grip handle ......................... 9” .........$7.99
FRN # 70217 ........... C-Clamp - satin finish w/ grip handle ........................ 11” ........$9.99
ORN # 586-11R .......... C-Clamp - Vise Grip satin finish ............................ 11” .......$19.79

These pliers can be locked into position, using an over-center action. One side of the handle includes a 
knurled bolt that is used to adjust the spacing of the jaws. Then simple squeeze, and the plier locks onto 
the object. Ideal for tightening, clamping, twisting and turning. 
The black Proto curved jaw models have additional features like a corrosion resistant  finish to help 
resists welding splatter and built-in jaw wire cutter. The tip of the red release lever projects at the end of 
the handle for quick, no-pinch release.

Curved
Jaw Style

Long
Nose Style

C-Clamp
Style

These American-Made drivers mean business. Each drivers is designed with a four-sided, acetate handle 
that delivers greater torque and superior strength compared to molded handle designs. Acetate handles are 
solvent resistant and extremely durable. The custom heat-treated alloy steel shaft has a nickel chrome finish 
for superior corrosion resistance. Features 
precision machined vapor blast tip for a precise 
fit and improve grip on the screw head.

PROFESSIONAL SCREWDRIVERS

10 Pc. Screwdriver Set
Phillips sizes: #1 x 3”, #1 x 6”, #2 
x 4”, #2 x 6”, #3 x 6”
Slotted sizes: 3/16” x 3”, 3/16” x 
6”, 1/4” x 4”, 1/4” x 6”, 5/16” x 6”
CNL # SD10A.......... $62.69

6 Piece
Screwdriver Set
Phillips sizes: #1 x 3”, #2 x 4”, #2 x 6”
Slotted sizes: 3/16” x 3”, 1/4” x 4”, 1/4” x 6”
CNL # SD6A.................... $36.19
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1/2” Drive & 5/16” Hex
Hand Impact Driver & Bits
Don’t destroy that fastener ...now you can convert 
a hammer strike into a powerful, high-torque force, 
freeing even the most stubborn fasteners with ease. 
Unique handle design prevents the possibility of hitting 
hand with hammer when striking the impact driver. 
Includes (8) 5/16” shank screwdriver bits but the bit ac-
cessory is removable enabling use on sockets as well.
SNX # 9828 ......................... $34.69

CO M B I N AT I O N  S E T S
PRO # 1208SCL............8 Pc. Combination Quad-Lobe Set ..........................$139.99

Slotted tip sizes: 3/16” x 6”, 1/4” x 10”, 1/4” x 12”, 1/4” x 16”
Phillips tip sizes: #1 x 8”, #2 x 8”, #2 x 12”, #2 x 16”

BLA # ST-22CS ...................22 Pc. Combination Set .................................$159.99
Slotted tip sizes: 1/8”, 5/32”, (2)1/4”, 7/32”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 1/2” • Stubby tip sizes: 1/4”, #1, #2

Cabinet tip sizes: 3/32”, 9/64”, 3/16”, 1/4” • Phillips tip sizes: #00, #0, #1, (2)#2, #3, #4  
BLA # ST-9CS ......................9 Pc. Combination Set ....................................$78.99

Slotted tip sizes: 1/4”, 7/32”, 9/64”, 3/8” & 1/2” • Phillips sizes: #2, #3 & #4

S LOT T E D  S E T S
PRO # 1206SRF................6 Pc. Slotted Quad-Lobe Set ................................$69.99

Sizes: 3/16” x 4”, 1/4” x 1-1/2”, 1/4” x 4”, 5/16” x 6”, 3/8” x 8”, 3/8” x 10”
BLA # ST-9S .............................9 Pc. Slotted Set ........................................$69.99

Slotted tip sizes: 1/8”, 5/32”, (2) 1/4”, 7/32”, 3/8”,  5/16”, 1/2” & 1/4” stubby

P H I L L I P S  S E T S
PRO # 1206SP ................. 6 Pc. Phillips Quad-Lobe Set ................................$74.99

Phillips sizes: #0 x 3”, #1 x 3”, #2 x 1-1/2”, #2 x 4”, #3 x 6”, #4 x 8”
BLA # ST-9PH ......................... 9 Pc. Phillips Set ........................................$67.99

Phillips sizes: #00, #0, (2) #1, (2) #2, #3, #4, & #2 stubby

LO N G  R E AC H  S E T S
PRO # 1202SCXL .............2 Pc. Quad-Lobe Handle Set ................................$63.99

Slotted tip sizes: 1/4” x 24” • Phillips sizes: #2 x 24”     
PRT # W30898 ....................6 Pc. Tri-Lobe Handle Set ..................................$19.99

Slotted tip sizes: 5/16” x 24”, 5/16” x 12”, 1/4” x 10”
Phillips tip sizes: #3” x 24”, #3 x 12”, #2 x 10”

TO R X ® S E T S
BLA # ST-11T ...........................11 Pc. Torx ® Set ........................................$65.99

Torx tip sizes: T6, T7, T8, T9, T10, T15, T20, T25, T27, T30 & T40
BLA # ST-7TT ...............7 Pc. Tamper Resistant Torx ® Set ............................$49.99

Tamper proof Torx tip sizes: TT10, TT15, TT20, TT25, TT27, TT30, TT40

Proto® Screwdriver Sets
The four-sided quad-lobe ergonomically designed handle improves grip and is resistant to most harsh 
chemicals. High-alloy steel shanks are heat treated then chrome plated for corrosion resistance. Tips have 
an black oxide finish to help prevent cam out and element foreign object debris (FOD) concerns.

Blackhawk™ Screwdriver Sets
Introducing a professional line of screwdrivers that feature an ergonomic grip handle molded around a high 
strength steel shaft. The large size screwdrivers feature a hex or wrench bolster for maximum turning power. 
Includes a grit blasted contact tip to provide tighter contact with the fastener head.

DEW # DWHT66409 .......................8 Pc. Vinyl Grip Set ..............................$54.99
Slotted: 1/4” x 1-1/2”, 1/4” x 4”, 5/16” x 6” • Cabinet: 3/16” x 6”

Phillips: #1 x 3”, #2 x 1-1/2, #2 x 4”, #3 x 6”
DEW # DWHT62513L ..........10 Pc. Quad-Lobe Magnetic Tip Set ...................$20.79

Slotted: 1/8” x 3”, 1/4” x 1-3/4”, 1/4” x 4”, 3/16” x 4” 
Cabinet: 3/16” x 6” • Phillips: #0 x 2-1/4”, #2 x 1-3/4”, #1 x 3”, #2 x 4”, #2 x 6”

DEW # DWHT62512 .............4 Pc. Quad-Lobe Magnetic Tip Set ......................$9.49
Slotted: 1/4” X 4”  • Cabinet: 3/16” X 4” • Phillips: #1 X 3”, #2 X 4”

8 Pc. Sets 
These screwdriver sets includes five slotted 
tips: 3/8” x 8”, 5/16” x 6”, 1/4” x 4”, 3/16” x 3” & 
1/4” x 1-1/2” plus three Phillips tips: #2 x 4”, #1 
x 3”, #2 x 1-1/2”  packaged in plastic storage 
tray and available in your choice of colors.
SNX # 9800 .......... Black .........$14.99
SNX # 9806 .........Orange ........$14.99

10 Pc. Screwdriver & Pick Set 
These ergonomic handles feature high 
torque, tri-lobular  comfort grips which provide 
superior grip and additional torque while the 
chrome vanadium shafts have with vapor 
blasted magnetic tips.
Set includes: five slotted screwdrivers, three 
Phillips, hook pick, straight pick and plastic 
tray for easy storage and identification.
SNX # 9830 ............................$44.99

Vinyl Grip

Quad-Lobe Grip

7 Pc. Nut Driver Sets
Featuring high-torque, 3-sided comfort grips which provide supe-
rior grip and additional torque. The hardened chrome vanadium 
shafts have been partially hollowed to allow for deep applications. 
The hex bolstered shafts provide maximum turning power while 
the 4” overall length makes them excellent for confined areas. 
Packaged in heavy duty plastic tray for easy storage.

SAE Set
3/16”, 1/4”, 5/16”, 11/32”, 3/8”, 7/16” & 1/2”
SNX # 9832  .................... $29.99

Metric Set
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 & 11 mm
SNX # 9832M  ................. $32.99

13 Pc. Screwdriver
Bit Tip Assortment Set
Contains many of the popular sizes of Phil-
lips, Slotted & Square bits in a hard case.
DEW # DW2160 .....................$12.99

29 Pc. Screwdriver Bit Set
Contains many 1” Phillips, Slotted and Square 
bits in a hard case. Includes two (2) magnetic 
nut drivers.
DEW # DW2162 .....................$19.99

# DW2160

# DW2162

34 Pc. SAE & Metric Socket Set
You can be sure to have the right tool for the 
job in this set. Contains 1/4” & 3/8” sockets 
plus extention and adaptor.
Sizes Include:
3/8” Dr. SAE: 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 
13/16, 7/8” 3/8” Dr. Metric: 12, 13, 14, 15, 
16, 17, 18, 19. 1/4” Dr. SAE: 5/32, 3/16, 7/32, 
1/4, 9/32, 5/16, 3/8” 1/4” Dr. Metric: 5, 6, 7, 
8, 9, 10, 11.
DEW # DWMT73804 ..............$49.99

4 Pc. Seal & O-Ring Removal Set
Contoured spoon tips have rounded edges 
that are designed to safely slide under and pry 
out the seal or O-ring without causing damage 
to sensitive components or finished surfaces. 
The chrome vanadium steel shanks are coated 
for corrosion resistance. Set includes: two (2) 
contoured tip and two (2) spoon tip in 5-1/2” 
and 8-1/2” lengths. 
TTN # 17004 ..........................$16.49

Interchangeable
6 Pc. Hook & Pick Set
This set has a wide array of applications and 
takes up less room in your tool box. Includes 
precision formed hook pick, combination pick, 
straight pick, 90° pick, O-ring pick, and angle 
hook pick with bolsters. The large easy grip 
handle has a push-button release for ex-
changing pick inserts. The picks can be used 
without the handle and comes in a durable 
roll-up nylon fabric pouch for handy storage. 
LIS # 82900  ...........................$35.79

148 Pc. Power Screwdriver
& Security Bit Master Set
This professional quality and precision machine set 
contains an assortment of popular and hard-to-find 
tamperproof & security bits for many different applications. 
All organized in a sturdy molded case. Set includes:  1/4” 
drive socket adapter, chrome vanadium bit drives: (25, 50 
& 75 mm lengths), quick-release bit holder, Bits include: 
slotted, phillips, hex, torx, spline, and square drives, plus 
security and tamper-resistant bits: torg, spanner, tri-
wing, tamper hex, tamper torx, clutch, and pozi drives.
TTN # 16148...........................$49.99

Hose Remover Tool Sets
Contains long and short, standard and offset hooks. Can be used 
to remove hoses, moldings, clips, clamps, seals, o-rings, cotter 
pins, gaskets, etc. Features: ergonomic handle design that fits 
properly in the hand for comfort and better grip. Rods are made of 
heat-treated, chrome steel and contain assorted angled standard 
and offset hooked shaped tips.
LIS # 80200 ..............4 Pc. Set ..........$27.49
LIS # 80380 ..............5 Pc. Set ..........$34.79
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11 Pc. Blackhawk™  Polished Combo Wrench Set:
7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19mm
Blackhawk™ 1/4” Drive: (10) Shallow socket sizes: 5, 5.5 to 13mm • (10) Deep socket 
sizes: 4 to 13mm • Reversible Ratchet • 6” Extension • Spinner Handle
Blackhawk™ 3/8” Drive: (13) Shallow socket sizes: 7 to 19mm • (9) Deep socket sizes: 10, 
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19mm • Reversible Ratchet • Reversible Flex-Head Ratchet • Flex 
Handle Bar • 3” & 6”  Extension • Universal Joint
Blackhawk™ 1/2” Drive: (10) Shallow socket sizes: 10 to 19mm • (10) Deep socket sizes: 
10 to 19mm  • Reversible Ratchet • Flex Handle Bar • 5” Extension 
10 Pc. Screwdriver & Pick Set: 5 slotted • 3 Phillips screwdrivers • 2 picks
9 Pc. Long Arm Ball End Hex Key Set
Channellock® Pliers: 7” dia. cutting plier • 6” slip joint plier • 9-1/2” tongue & groove plier • 
6” long nose plier w/ side cutter.

Sunex® V-Groove Polished Combination Wrenches: SAE 1/4” to 1-1/4” • Metric 6 to 22mm 
Blackhawk™ 1/4” Drive: Shallow socket sizes: 5/32” to 1/2” -- 5 to 13mm • Deep socket sizes: 
1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 11/32”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2” -- 4 to 13mm • Reversible Ratchet • 6” Extension • 
Spinner Handle
Blackhawk™ 3/8” Drive: Shallow socket sizes: 5/16” to 1” -- 7 to 19mm • Deep socket sizes: 
3/8” to 7/8” -- 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19mm • Reversible Ratchet • Reversible Flex-Head 
Ratchet • Flex Handle Bar • 3” & 6”  Extension • Universal Joint
Blackhawk™ 1/2” Drive: Shallow socket sizes: 3/8” to 1” -- 10 to 19mm • Deep socket sizes: 
1/2” to 1-1/8” -- 10 to 19mm • Reversible Ratchet • Flex Handle Bar • 5” Extension 
10 Pc. Screwdriver & Pick Set: 5 slotted • 3 Phillips screwdrivers • 2 picks
Long Arm Ball End Hex Key Sets: 13 pc. SAE set w/ holder • 9 pc. Metric set w/holder
Channellock® Pliers: 7” dia. cutting plier • 6” slip joint plier • 9-1/2” tongue & groove plier •
6” long nose plier w/ side cutter.

• Holds both Metric and SAE tool sizes
• 13,120 cu. inches of storage capacity
• Pegs handle regular and deep sockets:
1/4” drive (64 total)
3/8” drive (28 deep - 28 shallow)
1/2” drive (40 deep - 39 shallow)
• 39 total pegs to hang combination end wrenches
with each peg holding up to two (3) wrenches
• Area with holes to store 21 ratchet drives,
extensions and breaker bars plus 21 holes for
screwdrivers/nutdrivers
• Gas shocks raise socket tray front for an add’l
area to hold your other miscellaneous tools
36” W x 21-1/2” D x 17-3/8” H

Large SAE & Metric Set Large SAE & Metric Set
Blackhawk™  Polished Combination Wrenches: SAE 1/4” to 1-1/4” • Metric 6 to 22mm 
Blackhawk™ 1/4” Drive: Shallow socket sizes: 5/32” to 1/2” -- 5 to 13mm • Deep socket 
sizes: 1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 11/32”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2” -- 4 to 13mm • Reversible Ratchet • 6” 
Extension • Spinner Handle
Blackhawk™ 3/8” Drive: Shallow socket sizes: 5/16” to 1” -- 7 to 19mm • Deep socket 
sizes: 3/8” to 7/8” -- 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19mm • Reversible Ratchet • Reversible 
Flex-Head Ratchet • Flex Handle Bar • 3” & 6”  Extension • Universal Joint
Blackhawk™ 1/2” Drive: Shallow socket sizes: 3/8” to 1” -- 10 to 19mm • Deep socket 
sizes: 1/2” to 1-1/8” -- 10 to 19mm • Reversible Ratchet • Flex Handle Bar • 5” Extension 
10 Pc. Screwdriver & Pick Set: 5 slotted • 3 Phillips screwdrivers • 2 picks
Long Arm Ball End Hex Key Sets: 13 pc. SAE set w/ holder • 9 pc. Metric set w/holder, 
Channellock® Pliers: 7” dia. cutting plier • 6” slip joint plier • 9-1/2” tongue & groove plier 
• 6” long nose plier w/ side cutter.

11 Pc. Blackhawk™  Polished Combination Wrench Set: 3/8” to 1”
Blackhawk™ 1/4” Drive: (10) Shallow socket sizes: 5/32” to 1/2” • (9) Deep socket sizes: 3/16”, 
7/32”, 1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 11/32”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2” • Reversible Ratchet • 6” Extension • Spinner 
Handle
Blackhawk™ 3/8” Drive: (9) Shallow socket sizes: 3/8” to 7/8” • (9) Deep socket sizes: 3/8” to 
7/8” • Reversible Ratchet • Reversible Flex-Head Ratchet • Flex Handle Bar • 3” & 6”  Extension 
• Universal Joint
Blackhawk™ 1/2” Drive: (11) Shallow socket sizes: 3/8” to 1” • (9) Deep socket sizes: 1/2” to 1” 
• Reversible Ratchet • Flex Handle Bar • 5” Extension 
10 Pc. Screwdriver & Pick Set: 5 slotted • 3 Phillips screwdrivers • 2 picks 13 Pc. Long Arm 
Ball End Hex Key Set
Channellock® Pliers: 7” dia. cutting plier • 6” slip joint plier • 9-1/2” tongue & groove plier • 6” 
long nose plier w/ side cutter.

$86499
T/S # MTS1

$83999
T/S # MTS2

14 - PORTABLE TOOLBOXES

$48999

• Holds both Metric and SAE tool sizes
• 8,581 cu. inches of storage capacity
• Pegs handle regular and deep sockets:
1/4” drive (64 total)
3/8” drive (30 deep - 30 shallow)
1/2” drive (41 deep - 41 shallow)
• 35 total pegs to hang combination end wrenches 
with each peg holding up to two (3) wrenches
• Area with holes to store ratchet drives,
extensions and screwdrivers
• (2) socket trays lift to access tools underneath
• Has an additional area to hold your
other miscellaneous tools
30” W x 19” D x 20-1/8” H

$1,39999
T/S # LTS1

These weather-tight mobile multi-function toolboxes are designed to conserve valuable work space while providing instant visual tool inventory. 
The tools you need are at your fingertips, and not at the bottom of a hand box. Each box features two large grab handles for easy movement, a 
recessed locking latch with double-cut keys for added security plus a centrally located gas spring to 
hold the lid open. Made to last with strong 16 gauge steel construction 
with welded seams - no spot welding. Note, tools in 
toolboxes not included.

TRIANGULAR PORTABLE TOOLBOXES & TOOL SETS

TOOL SETS DESIGNED TO FIT MONTEZUMA® #XL450 & #LA400

TOOL SETS DESIGNED TO FIT MONTEZUMA® #ME300B

LARGE CROSSOVER® # XL450B

MEDIUM TRIANGLE # ME300B

LARGE TRIANGLE # LA400B

$1,14999
T/S # LTS2

Medium SAE Tool Set Medium Metric Tool Set

$48999

• Holds either Metric or SAE tool sizes 
• 5,260 cu. inches of storage capacity
• Pegs handle regular and deep sockets:
1/4” drive (11 deep - 11 shallow)
3/8” drive (15 deep - 15 shallow)
1/2” drive (18 deep - 18 shallow)
• 18 total pegs to hang combination end wrenches
with each peg holding up to two (3) wrenches
• Area with holes to store ratchet drives,
extensions and screwdrivers/nutdrivers
• Socket tray lifts to access tools underneath
• Has four additional areas to hold your
other miscellaneous tools
30” W x 15” D x 18-1/8” H

$35995

MM

MM MM

SAE

SAE SAE



12-Point
Impact Socket Sets
A 12-point design means less wear on the fasteners. 
All Sunex impact sockets are forged from the finest 
chrome molybdenum alloy steel, the best choice for 
strength and durability. All sets shown here come in a sturdy 
blow molded case for easy storage and transporting.

SNX # 2698  ....................38 Pc. SAE Master Set .......................$224.99
• Both Shallow & Deep Sockets Sizes: 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 
13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-3/16”, 1-1/4”, 1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16” & 
1-1/2” • Universal/Swivel Joint: 1/2” Drive

SNX # 2699  .................. 38 Pc. Metric Master Set ......................$239.99
• Both Shallow & Deep Sockets Sizes: 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 
21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27 & 30 mm • Universal/Swivel Joint: 1/2” Drive

# 2698

# 3674
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Impact Hex Drivers 
These impact grade drivers are forged from the finest chrome 
molybdenum alloy steel and fully guaranteed. Come complete 
with a heavy duty blow molded storage case.

SNX # 3674 ................................12 Pc. SAE Set ..................................... $38.99
 5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4” 13/16”, 7/8” 15/16” & 1”
SNX # 3680 ...........................12 Pc. Deep SAE Set ................................ $57.99
 5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4” 13/16”, 7/8” 15/16” & 1”
SNX # 3690 ................ 12 Pc. Universal / Swivel SAE Set ...................$127.49
 5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4” 13/16”, 7/8” 15/16” & 1”
SNX # 3675 .............................. 13 Pc. Metric Set ................................... $34.99
 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 & 19 mm
SNX # 3682 ......................... 13 Pc. Deep Metric Set .............................. $49.99
 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 & 19 mm
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SNX # 2678 ................................14 Pc. SAE Set ..................................... $59.99
7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1, 1-1/16, 1-1/8, 1-3/16” & 1-1/4”
SNX # 2679 .............................. 13 Pc. Metric Set ................................... $46.99
 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 24mm
SNX # 2670 ...........................15 Pc. Deep SAE Set ..............................$109.99
 3/8”, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1,
 1-1/16, 1-1/8, 1-3/16” & 1-1/4”
SNX # 2672 ......................... 15 Pc. Deep Metric Set .............................. $89.99
 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 & 24 mm
SNX # 2827 ......................... 26 Pc. Deep Metric Set ............................$199.99
 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25,
 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35 & 36 mm
SNX # 2662 ...............15 Pc. Universal / Swivel Metric Set .................$184.99
 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26
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SNX # 3649 ..................13 Pc. SAE & Metric Master Set ....................... $79.99
 SAE: 3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16” & 1/2”
 Metric: 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, & 12 mm
SNX # 3646 ........... 16 Pc. Stubby SAE & Metric Master Set ...............  $44.99
 SAE: 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8” & 3/4”
 Metric: 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 17 & 19mm
SNX # 3647 .................................7 Pc. SAE Set ...................................... $54.99
 3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16” & 1/2”
SNX # 3648 ............................... 7 Pc. Metric Set .................................... $54.99
 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10 & 12 mm

SNX # 4506 .................................5 Pc. SAE Set ...................................... $89.99
 3/4”, 7/8”, 1”, 1-1/8” & 1-1/4”
SNX # 4507 ............................... 5 Pc. Metric Set .................................... $89.99
 14, 17, 19, 22 & 24 mm

SNX # 2637 ..................20 Pc. SAE & Metric Master Set .....................$129.99
 SAE: 1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16” & 3/4”
 Metric: 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18 & 19 mm
SNX # 2638 ................................10 Pc. SAE Set ..................................... $69.99
 1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16” & 3/4”
SNX # 2639 .............................. 10 Pc. Metric Set ................................... $64.99
 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18 & 19 mm
SNX # 2749 ............................... 8 Pc. Metric Set ..................................$136.69
 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 17 & 19 mm
SNX # 2748 ................. 8 Pc. Universal / Swivel SAE Set ....................$126.69
 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8” & 3/4”
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1/2” Dr. 43 Pc. Metric
Impact Socket Master Set
The most complete 1/2” Dr. Metric Impact 
socket set on the market! Includes standard 
and deep impact sockets from 9 - 30mm.
Standard Sockets: 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27 
& 30mm. Deep Sockets: 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 
26, 27 & 30mm.
SNX # 2569 ..........................$209.99

1/2” Dr. 43 Pc. SAE
Impact Socket Master Set
The most complete 1/2” Dr. SAE impact socket 
set on the market! Includes standard and deep 
impact sockets from 3/8” to 1-1/2”.
Standard Sockets: 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 
11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1, 1-1/16, 1-1/8, 
1-3/16, 1-1/4, 1-5/16, 1-3/8, 1-7/16 & 1-1/2.
Deep Sockets: 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 
3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1, 1-1/16, 1-1/8, 1-3/16, 
1-1/4, 1-5/16, 1-3/8, 1-7/16 & 1-1/2.
SNX # 2568 ..........................$259.99

1/2” Drive Master Sets
These are the most complete metric and 
SAE master impact sets! Each set has a full 
compliment of extensions to provide access 
to virtually any fastener. Each set includes a 
univeral joint adapter. Master sets

# 2343

# 3305
# 4405

Impact Adapters & Reducers
SNX # 2343* ......................... 3 Pc. SUPER Reducer Set ............................... $32.99
 1/2” (F) x 3/8” (M) • 3/8” (F) x 1/4” (M) • 3/4” (F) x 1/2” (M) 

SNX # 4405 ...................... 5 Pc. 3/4” & 1” Drive Master Set ......................... $144.79
 3/4” (F) x 1” (M) adapter • 3/4” (F) x 1/2” (M) reducer • 1” (F) x 3/4” (M) reducer
 3/4” (F) x 3/4” (M) universal/swivel adapter • 1” (F) x 1” (M) universal/ swivel adapter

SNX # 3305 ..................... 5 Pc. 3/8” & 1/2” Drive Master Set ......................... $49.99
 3/8” (F) x 1/2” (M) adapter • 1/2” (F) x 3/8” (M) reducer • 1/2” (F) x 3/4” (M) adapter
3/8” (F) x 3/8” (M) universal/ swivel adapter • 1/2” (F) x 1/2” (M) universal/ swivel adapter

Individual Adapters & Reducers
Note: SUPER* adapters carry a lifetime warranty.
SNX # 3303 ..........3/8” (F) x 1/4” (M) SUPER* Reducer .................................... $7.49
SNX # 2301 ................1/2” (F) x 3/8” (M) Reducer .......................................... $7.29
SNX # 2303 ..........1/2” (F) x 3/8” (M) SUPER* Reducer .................................. $12.49
SNX # 2302 ................ 1/2” (F) x 3/4” (M) Adapter ........................................... $9.49
SNX # 4305 ..........3/4” (F) x 1/2” (M) SUPER* Reducer .................................. $24.99
SNX # 5305 ...........1” (F) x 3/4” (M) SUPER* Reducer .................................... $37.99

15°

15°

Locking Impact Extensions Sets
No more dropped sockets! Positive locking ball detent with quick 
release sliding collar locks the socket to the extension. Useful in 
hard to reach areas. Constructed of chrome molybdenum steel 
with steel ball retainer on male end. Set includes: 3”, 6” & 12” 
lengths in a heavy duty blow molded storage case.
SNX # 3501 ........3 Pc. Set - 3/8” Dr ........ $49.99
SNX # 2501 ........3 Pc. Set - 1/2” Dr ........ $67.99

Wobble Impact Extensions Sets
Wobble function provides 15° of additional accessibility for fas-
teners in tight space. Constructed of chrome molybdenum steel 
with steel ball retainer on male end. Set includes: 3”, 5”, 10” & 15” 
lengths in a heavy duty blow molded storage case.
SNX # 3504 ........4 Pc. Set - 3/8” Dr ........ $34.99
SNX # 2504 ........4 Pc. Set - 1/2” Dr ........ $47.99

15° Movement
with Wobble

Extensions

SOCKET SETS - 15

# 2501



16 - SOCKET SETS

SNX # 4695  .................. 29 Pc. SAE Jumbo Master Set ..............$689.99
3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-3/16”, 1-1/4”, 1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16”, 
1-1/2”, 1-9/16”, 1-5/8”, 1-11/16”, 1-3/4”, 1-13/16”, 1-7/8”, 1-15/16”, 2”, 2-1/16”, 2-1/8”, 
2-3/16”, 2-1/4”, 2-5/16”, 2-3/8”, 2-7/16”, 2-1/2”

SNX # 4696 ............... 29 Pc. Deep SAE Jumbo Master Set  .........$544.49
3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-3/16”, 1-1/4”, 1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16”, 
1-1/2”, 1-9/16”, 1-5/8”, 1-11/16”, 1-3/4”, 1-13/16”, 1-7/8”, 1-15/16”, 2”, 2-1/16”, 2-1/8”, 
2-3/16”, 2-1/4”, 2-5/16”, 2-3/8”, 2-7/16”, 2-1/2”

SNX # 5692  .................. 21 Pc. SAE Jumbo Master Set ..............$369.99
3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-3/16”, 1-1/4”, 1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16”, 
1-1/2”, 1-9/16”, 1-5/8”, 1-11/16”, 1-3/4”, 1-13/16”, 1-7/8”, 1-15/16”, 2”

SNX # 5693 ............... 21 Pc. Deep SAE Jumbo Master Set ..........$529.99
3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-3/16”, 1-1/4”, 1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16”, 
1-1/2”, 1-9/16”, 1-5/8”, 1-11/16”, 1-3/4”, 1-13/16”, 1-7/8”, 1-15/16”, 2” 
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Features locking suit case style latches, wheel kit 
and grip handle for easy mobility. Sockets are forged 

from the finest chrome molybdenum alloy steel and feature 
a radius corner design. This design causes the socket to grab 

the sturdy wall or flat side of the socket instead of the fastener 
corners, thus extending the life of the fastener.

6-POINT JUMBO MASTER
IMPACT SOCKET SETS

SNX # 1848  .................... 48 Pc. SAE / Metric Master Set ................$99.99
• Both Shallow & Deep Sockets Sizes:  3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 11/32”, 3/8”, 
7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16” • 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15mm

SNX # 1874  ............... 74 Pc. SAE / Metric / Torx  Master Set .........$299.99
• Shallow Sockets Sizes: 3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 11/32”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 
9/16”, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 & 15 mm • Deep Sockets Sizes: 
3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 11/32”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5.5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 14, & 15 mm • Universal Sockets Sizes: 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5, 5.5, 
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 & 15 mm • Internal Star (Torx) Sockets: T10, T15, T20, 
T25, T27 & T30 • Extensions: 2”, 4” & 6” • Universal Adapter: 1/4”F x 3/8”M

SNX # 1818  ............. 23 Pc. Magnetic SAE / Metric Master Set .........$99.99
• Magnetic inserts located inside the impact socket, hold fasteners securely during instal-
lation and removal • Shallow Sockets Sizes: 3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 11/32”, 3/8”, 
7/16” & 1/2”, 5, 5.5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 & 15mm • Extensions:  2”
• Universal/Swivel Joint: 1/4” Drive

¼
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SNX # 3325  ..........................25 Pc. SAE Master Set ...................$119.99
• Both Shallow & Deep Sockets Sizes:  5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 
3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16” & 1” • Universal/Swivel Joint: 3/8” Drive.

SNX # 3329  ........................ 29 Pc. Metric Master Set ..................$119.99
• Both Shallow & Deep Sockets:  8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21 & 22 
mm • Universal/Swivel Joint: 3/8” Drive

SNX # 3360DD  ........... 28 Pc. Deep SAE / Metric Master Set ..........$119.99
• Deep Sockets Sizes:  5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 
15/16” & 1”, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21 & 22mm • Extensions:  3”
• Universal/Swivel Joint Adapter: 1/2”F x 3/8”M

SNX # 3342  .................... 42 Pc. SAE / Metric Master Set ..............$114.99
• Both Shallow & Deep Sockets Sizes:  5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”,
11/16”, 3/4” • 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm
• Extensions: 3” • Universal/Swivel Joint Adapter: 3/8” (F) x 3/8” (M)

SNX # 3580 .................80 Pc. SAE / Metric / Torx Master Set .........$274.99
• Both Shallow & Deep Sockets Sizes:  5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 
3/4”, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 & 19mm • Universal Sockets Sizes:  3/8”, 
7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 & 19mm
• Internal Star (Torx) Sockets: T20, T25, T27, T30, T40, T45, T47, T50 & T55
• External Star (Torx) Sockets: E5 E6, E7, E8, E10, E11, E12, E14 & E16
• Extensions:  3”, 5”, 10” & 15” • Universal/Swivel Joint Adapter: 1/2”F x 3/8”M
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6-Point Master Impact Socket Sets
These sets include both shallow and deep impact sockets in the 
most popular sizes. The impacts are forged from the finest chrome 
molybdenum alloy steel and come in a heavy duty blow molded storage 
case. The 6-point sets feature a radius corner design that causes the 
socket to grab the sturdy wall or flat side of the fastener resulting 
in less corner wear on the fastener. The advantage of the 12-point 
sets are they make getting on the bolt or turning the bolt far easier 
especially in hard-to-reach areas. A 12-point socket is not capable 
of delivering as much torque as a six-point without the possibility of 
damaging the fastener.

SNX # 2824 ...........................24 Pc. SAE Master Set ...................$184.99
• Deep Sockets Sizes:  5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 
15/16”, 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-3/16”, 1-1/4”, 1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16”, 1-1/2” 
• Extensions: 3”, 5”, 10” • Universal/Swivel Joint Adapter: 1/2” (F) x 1/2” (M)

SNX # 2668 ...........................39 Pc. SAE Master Set ...................$229.99
• Both Shallow & Deep Sockets Sizes:  3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 
13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”, 1-1/16’, 1-1/8”, 1-3/16’, 1-1/4”, 1-5/16’, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16’ & 1-1/2”
• Universal/Swivel Joint: 1/2” Drive

SNX # 2669 ......................... 39 Pc. Metric Master Set ..................$179.99
• Both Shallow & Deep Sockets Sizes:  9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 
21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, & 30 mm • Universal/Swivel Joint: 1/2” Drive

SNX # 5153DD  ........... 29 Pc. Deep SAE / Metric Master Set ..........$169.99
• Deep Sockets Sizes:  7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”, 
1-1/16’, 1-1/8” & 1-1/4” • 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 26, & 27mm
• Deep Flip Sockets: 3/4” x 13/16” & 19 x 21mm
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Thousands of Individual
Sockets are Available

by Sunex®

Thousands of Individual
Sockets are Available

by Sunex®

1/4” • 3/8” • 1/2” • 3/4” • 1” • 1-1/2”
Drive Sizes in both SAE & Metric. Sunex will have the 

perfect socket for even the most unique job!

6pt 8pt 12pt Star HEX Sq
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Item Number Description Sockets Included SALE
SNX # 1810 ........... 10 Pc. SAE Set ......................................................... 3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 11/32”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2” & 9/16” ..........................................$27.99
SNX # 1811 ........... 10 Pc. Deep SAE Set ............................................... 3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 11/32”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2” & 9/16” ..........................................$31.99
SNX # 1813 ........... 6 Pc. Universal / Swivel SAE Set ............................ 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2” & 9/16” ....................................................................................$62.99
SNX # 1809 ........... 9 Pc. Metric Set ...................................................... 5.5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12  & 13 mm ......................................................................................$26.49
SNX # 1812 ........... 9 Pc. Deep Metric Set ............................................. 5.5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12  & 13 mm ......................................................................................$34.99

Item Number Description Sockets Included SALE
SNX # 3650 ........... 8 Pc. SAE Set ........................................................... 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16” & 3/4” ................................................................$24.99
SNX # 3360 ........... 12 Pc. SAE Set ......................................................... 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16” & 1” ...........................$42.99
SNX # 3652 ........... 8 Pc. Deep SAE Set.................................................. 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16” & 3/4” ................................................................$36.99
SNX # 3361 ........... 12 Pc. Deep SAE Set ............................................... 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16” & 1” ...........................$56.79
SNX # 3654 ........... 7 Pc. Universal / Swivel SAE Set ............................ 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16” & 3/4” ..........................................................................$84.99
SNX # 3656 ........... 7 Pc. Deep Universal / Swivel SAE Set................... 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16” & 3/4” ..........................................................................$94.99
SNX # 3651 ........... 8 Pc. Metric Set ...................................................... 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 17 & 19 mm ........................................................................................$24.99
SNX # 3358 ........... 13 Pc. Metric Set .................................................... 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18  & 19 mm ..............................................................$26.99
SNX # 3653 ........... 8 Pc. Deep Metric Set ............................................. 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 17 & 19 mm ........................................................................................$39.99
SNX # 3359 ........... 13 Pc. Deep Metric Set ........................................... 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18  & 19 mm ..............................................................$42.99
SNX # 3655 ........... 7 Pc. Universal / Swivel Metric Set ....................... 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 & 18 mm ...........................................................................................$87.99
SNX # 3657 ........... 10 Pc. Universal Metric Set ................................... 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 & 19 mm ........................................................................ $117.99
SNX # 3660 ........... 10 Pc. Deep Universal Metric Set .......................... 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 & 19 mm ........................................................................ $134.99

Item Number Description Sockets Included SALE
SNX # 2650 ........... 13 Pc. SAE Set ......................................................... 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8” & 1-1/4” .........$52.99
SNX # 2640 ........... 19 Pc. SAE Set ......................................................... 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”, 1-1/16”, ..........................$89.99
  1-1/8”, 1-3/16”, 1-1/4”, 1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16” & 1-1/2”
SNX # 2690 ........... 16 Pc. Jumbo SAE Set ............................................ 1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16”, 1-1/2”, 1-9/16”, 1-5/8”, 1-11/16”, 1-3/4”, 1-13/16”, ..................... $334.99
  1-7/8”, 1-15/16”, 2”, 2-1/16”, 2-1/8”, 2-3/16” & 2-1/4”
SNX # 2651 ........... 13 Pc. Deep SAE Set ............................................... 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8” & 1-1/4” .........$79.99
SNX # 2641 ........... 19 Pc. Deep SAE Set ............................................... 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”, 1-1/16”, ........................ $179.99
  1-1/8”, 1-3/16”, 1-1/4”, 1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16” & 1-1/2”
SNX # 2691 ........... 16 Pc. Deep Jumbo SAE Set ................................... 1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16”, 1-1/2”, 1-9/16”, 1-5/8”, 1-11/16”, 1-3/4”, 1-13/16”, ..................... $449.99
  1-7/8”, 1-15/16”, 2”, 2-1/16”, 2-1/8”, 2-3/16” & 2-1/4”
SNX # 2848 ........... 8 Pc. 5” Extra Long / Deep SAE Set ........................ 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8” & 15/16” .......................................................... $149.99
SNX # 2845 ........... 5 Pc. Extra Deep SAE Set ........................................ 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-1/4”, 1-5/16” .................................................................................... $134.99
SNX # 2654 ........... 7 Pc. Universal / Swivel SAE Set ............................ 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16” & 7/8” ........................................................................$99.99
SNX # 2657 ........... 9 Pc. Universal / Swivel SAE Set ............................ 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”................................................... $124.99
SNX # 2644 ........... 14 Pc. Universal / Swivel SAE Set .......................... 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”,  ..................................................................... $229.99
  7/8”, 15/16”, 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-3/16” & 1-1/4”
SNX # 2659 ........... 10 Pc. Deep Universal SAE Set .............................. 3/8” 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8” & 15/16” ........................................ $154.99
SNX # 2658 ........... 10 Pc. Deep Universal / Swivel Metric Set ............ 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 mm .......................................................................... $154.99
SNX # 2652 ........... 14 Pc. Metric Set .................................................... 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 26 & 27 mm ...................................................$49.99
SNX # 2645 ........... 26 Pc. Metric Set .................................................... 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, .............................................. $119.99
  26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35 & 36 mm
SNX # 2653 ........... 14 Pc. Deep Metric Set ........................................... 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 26 & 27 mm ...................................................$84.99
SNX # 2646 ........... 26 Pc. Deep Metric Set ........................................... 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, .............................................. $214.99
  26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35 & 36 mm
SNX # 2851 ........... 12 Pc. 5” Extra Long / Deep Metric Set ................. 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 & 24 .................................................................... $199.99
SNX # 2692 ........... 12 Pc. Jumbo Metric Set ........................................ 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 34 & 36 mm ............................................................. $104.99
SNX # 2693 ........... 12 Pc. Deep Jumbo Metric Set .............................. 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 34 & 36 mm ............................................................. $149.99
SNX # 2655 ........... 7 Pc. Universal / Swivel Metric Set ....................... 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 & 19 mm ...........................................................................................$99.99
SNX # 2665 ........... 13 Pc. Universal / Swivel Metric Set ..................... 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 mm ......................................................... $199.99

Item Number Description Sockets Included SALE
SNX # 4680 ........... 8 Pc. SAE Set ........................................................... 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-1/4”, 1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16” & 1-1/2” ...............................................$79.99
SNX # 4683 ........... 17 Pc. SAE Set ......................................................... 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-1/4”, 1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16”, 1-1/2”, 1-9/16”, 1-5/8”, ...................... $349.99
  1-11/16”, 1-3/4”, 1-13/16”, 1-7/8”, 1-15/16” & 2”
SNX # 4681 ........... 8 Pc. Deep SAE Set.................................................. 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-1/4”, 1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16” & 1-1/2” ............................................. $109.99
SNX # 4685 ........... 17 Pc. Deep SAE Set ............................................... 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-1/4”, 1-5/16”, 1-3/8”, 1-7/16”, 1-1/2”, 1-9/16” .................................. $419.99
  1-5/8”, 1-11/16”, 1-3/4”, 1-13/16”, 1-7/8”, 1-15/16” & 2”
SNX # 4684 ........... 17 Pc. Metric Set .................................................... 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 35, 36, 38, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, & 46 mm ............................... $269.99
SNX # 4686 ........... 17 Pc. Deep Metric Set ........................................... 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 35, 36, 38, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, & 46 mm ............................... $419.99
SNX # 4070M ...... 7 Pc. Deep Truck Metric Set ................................... 27, 30, 33, 35, 41mm • Square sockets: 17 & 21 mm ......................................................... $114.99

Item Number Description Sockets Included SALE
SNX # 5699 ........... 9 Pc. SAE Set ........................................................... 1”, 1-1/8”, 1-1/4”, 1-3/8”, 1-1/2”, 1-5/8”, 1-3/4”, 1-7/8” & 2” ............................................... $159.99
SNX # 5681 ........... 8 Pc. Deep SAE Set.................................................. 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-3/16”, 1-1/4”, & 1-1/2”.................................................. $154.99
SNX # 5685 ........... 5 Pc. Wheel Service SAE Set................................... Deep sockets: 1-1/2”, 33mm • Thin wall sockets: 1-1/8”, 1-1/4” • Square socket: 13/16” .... $114.99
SNX # 5697M ...... 7 Pc. Deep Metric Set ............................................. 27, 33, 35, 36 & 41 mm • Square sockets: 17 mm & 21 mm ............................................... $152.99
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6-Point Impact Sockets
All Sunex impact sockets are forged from the finest chrome molybdenum alloy steel and feature a radius corner design. This design causes the socket to grab the 
sturdy wall or flat side of the socket instead of the fastener corners, thus extending the life of the fastener. Sunex impact sockets come with a heavy molded storage 
tray and carry a manufacturer’s lifetime full-replacement warranty (except for socket adapters and thin wall sockets).



For the professional mechanics and hardcore automotive enthusiasts on your gift list. These precision-built jacks are constructed from ultra lightweight aluminum for reduced 
weight. Designed using thick frame side plates and reinforced lift arm for optimum strength. Has side mounted handles, wide track front wheels and ball bearing swivel rear caster 
for easy jack positioning. The dual piston Rapid Rise technology pump achieves full lifting height in only a few pumps. Each with built-in overload and bypass safety valves.
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RATCHETING JACK STANDS
Models below have sturdy, welded steel 
bases. One-piece ductile iron support 
column with ratchet teeth provides multiple 
height positions. Self-Locking handle and 
pawl to prevent lowering under a load.

Model SNX # PT1003 SNX # PT1006 SNX # 1012
Capacity: 3 Ton Manual 6 Ton Manual 12 Ton Manual
Lowered Height:  11-1/4” 15-1/2” 19-1/2”
Raised Height:  17” 24” 30”
Base Size:  7” x 7-1/2” 9-3/4” x 11” 12-1/2” x 13-3/4”
Weight (lbs):  16 lbs. 39 lbs. 75 lbs.
SALE PRICE $37.49 $64.99 $199.99

GET IN THE EXPRESS LANE
WITH THE INDUSTRY’S LEADING WARRANTY PROGRAM &

EXCHANGE WARRANTIED PRODUCTS DIRECTLY WITH SUNEX

WARRANTY COVERS ANY MANUFACTURER
DEFECTS ON QUALIFIED SUNEX® PRODUCTS

FOR UP TO ONE YEAR
CONTACT (855) 600-SWAP OR SEE

SUNEXTOOLS.COM FOR MORE DETAILS

1000 lb. (1/2 Ton) Telescoptic
Transmission Jack
Remove, install and transport transmissions, transfecases 
and fuel tanks (using optional adapter) on vehicles that are 
supported by lifts / hoists. Dual purpose foot activated pump 
pedal for hands free raising and lowering of the ram. Addi-
tional release knob provides slow, controlled lowering of 
the load. New low height allows easy transfer of trans-
mission to work table. Overload valve prevents jack 
from being used beyond its rated capacity. Wide 
base legs with swivel casters, provide stability 
and easy maneuverability even under load.
• Lowered Height: 35-1/2”
• Raised Height: 75-1/2”
• Saddle Tilt:  +10° -30° Side to Side, 53° Forward, 30° Aft
SNX # 7793B............................$667.99

1,000 lb. (1/2 Ton) Air /Hydraulic
Telescoptic Transmission Jack
This model is very similar to #7793B but with 
these additional features: a universal saddle 
with four ratcheting arms that quickly adjust to 
the transmission pan configuration. Nylon strap 
tie down secures the load to the saddle. The 
air/hydraulic ram operates by depressing the 
foot pedal marked “UP” to raise the jack to maximum first 
stage height. Pump the handle on the hydraulic second 
stage in order to raise the saddle to the desired height.
• Lowered Height: 35-1/2” • Raised Height: 73-1/2”
• Saddle Tilt:  12° Side to Side, 37° Forward, 26° Aft
SNX # 7796 ..........................$989.99
SNX # 15-FLST ..... FREE w/ Purchase

700 lb. Capacity
Transmission Jack
This pedestal transmission 
jack can be disassembled 
into two parts (base & ram) 
for easy transportation / 
storage. Includes universal 
saddle with four corner 
brackets and safety chain.
• Lowered Height: 49-1/2”
• Raised Height: 74” 
• Saddle Tilt: 
  12° Side-to-side
  15° Forward & Aft.
SNX # 7700B
$299.99

FREE
Sunex fleece with 
purchase of #7796

Fuel Tank Adapter
Unique saddle adapter fits most 
transmission jacks. Four supports 
can be quickly adjusted to fit most 
fuel tanks up to 40 gallon capac-
ity. Foam pads are provided to 
protect fuel tanks. (2) nylon straps 
are included to support the tank 
during installation.
SNX # 7706 ........... $214.99

3 Ton
Capacity Jack
with Jack Stands
SNX # 6603ASJPK

2 Ton Capacity Jack
SNX # 6602ASJ ........ $299.99

3 Ton Jack Stands
SNX # 1003AJ............. $99.99

Used to support trucks, trailers, and equipment in fleet garages, 
agricultural, industrial and construction environments. All jack 
stands are sold in pairs.

 22 Ton Capacity
Features a flat 10” x 10” base with telescopic 
square tubes and modified V-shaped saddle to 
cradle axles or other under truck components. 
Has a lowered height of 11-7/8” and raised 
height of 19-3/4”. Offers (3) height adjustment 
holes at 3-1/8” intervals. The height adjustment 
pins are attached to stand to prevent loss.
SNX # 1522 ..........................$204.99

 Base Lowered  Raised Adjust. Height  SALE
Part # Size Height Height Holes Intervals PRICE    
SNX # 1210 12” x 12” 11” 17-3/8” 4 1-1/2” $179.99
SNX # 1310 17” x 17” 18-7/8” 29-7/8” 7 1-1/2” $224.99
SNX # 1410 16” x 16” 28-1/8” 46-1/2” 10 2” $279.99

HD JACK STANDS

 10 Ton Capacity
Available in three (3) different base sizes. 
Bases are built using four rugged heavy 
schedule steel legs and bracing, plus flat 
pads for stability. The large saddle includes 
locating lugs for positive positioning on 
vehicle frame. Multiple hole locations in the 
support tube make pin facilitated height ad-
justments quick and easy. Height adjustment 
pins are attached to stand to prevent loss.
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1.75 Ton Capacity ‘Roadster’Jack
This portable jack is perfect if you’re looking for 
smaller high-end equipment for your vehicle or 
garage. Made with the same quality aluminum as 
its bigger brother. Collapsable handle locks into a 
hook for portability. Wide track front wheels 
and swivel casters for stability and 
maneuverabily.

Each unit features dual pump 
pistons for fast loading

• 3-1/2” Lowered Height
• 16-1/2” Raised Height
SNX # 66175FASJ

ALUMINUM PROFESSIONAL JACKS

$23999

$37999

40
      lbs.

 Roadsid
e

Portabi
lity!
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JACK  LOWERED RAISED OVERALL CHASSIS HANDLE SHIPPING 
CAPACITY HEIGHT HEIGHT LENGTH WIDTH LENGTH WEIGHT

 3 Ton 3-5/8” 19-3/8” 26-3/8” 13” 50” 58 lbs.
 2 Ton 3-1/2” 20” 26-1/2” 13” 50” 50 lbs.



SUNEX SERVICE JACKS
SERVICE JACKS FEATURE Heavy gauge steel chassis and side plates to prevent twisting. The large wide-track front 
wheels with heavy duty rear swivel casters provide stability and easy maneuverability. Built-in safety bypass and overload 
valve prevents the jack from being used beyond its rated capacity or over-extending of the ram. It is important that the floor 
jack you select can handle the lifting requirements of your job.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES of 5 & 10 TON MODELS Hydraulic power unit is Uniweld constructed for 
increased strength and leak prevention. Wiper seals protect hydraulic system from contaminants while 
flash-chromed ram and pump piston  inhibits rust. The power unit release knob is located on top of the 
T-handle. The T-handle itself can also be locked in your choice of three different positions/angles. Has 
convenient foot pedal that speeds up the lifting process. Rear kick plate helps turn jack in tight places.

22-Ton Capacity Truck
Axle Service Jack w/ Air Return
Full air actuation raises and lowers the ram with a 
simple turn of the variable speed control knob located 
at the end of the handle. Springless design 
eliminates any weathering, rusting, and 
damage of springs or spring retainers The 
narrow chassis design and jumbo 9” diam-
eter wheels making maneuverability easy, 
even between tandem wheels. A 3-position 
locking ‘T’-handle with front position-
ing handle allows jack to be located 
farther under vehicle. Includes 0.8”, 
2.4”, & 3.9” extension adapters. 
4.7” ram stroke.

MODEL NUMBER: # 6603 # 6604  # 6606 # 6609 # 6722

Capacity 3 Ton 5 Ton 5 Ton 10 Ton 22 Ton
Power Unit Type Hydraulic Hydraulic Air / Hydraulic Hydraulic Air Articulation
Foot Pump Pedal --- Yes Yes Yes ---
Lowered Height 4-1/2” 5” 5” 6-1/4” 9.0”
Raised Height 19-1/2” 22” 22” 22-1/2” 21.7”
Overall Length 24-1/2” 55-1/2” 55-1/2 61” 24-1/2”
Chassis Width 13-3/4” 17” 17” 17” 14-1/4”
Chassis Height 6-1/4” 9-1/2” 9-1/2” 10-1/2” ---
Handle Length 39-1/4” 45-3/4” 45-3/4” 45-3/4” 48-1/2”
Saddle Diameter 4-3/4” 5-3/4” 5-3/4” 5-7/8” ---
Weight (lbs) 81 lbs. 209 lbs. 230 lbs. 359 lbs. 73 lbs.
SALE PRICE $189.99 $724.99 $929.99 $999.99 $789.99

# 6606

# 6722

# 6609

2 Ton - Low Rider Long Reach Service Jack
Ultra-low pick-up height of 2-3/4” and a 36” long chassis, you should have no 
trouble reaching the factory-approved jacking points on most low ground-
clearance vehicles. Ideal for import cars, race cars, street rods, exotic 
vehicles and flat tires. Constructed out of heavy durable steel and em-
ploys flanged side plates for increased 
strength. Rapid Rise Technology with 
dual pump pistons allows for relatively 
quick and effortless lifting. Reaches a 
max height of 24” in just as little as 
6-1/2 pumps. Removable 45” long 
two-piece handle is padded 
on the lower portion to protect 
vehicle’s finish. Backed by 1 year 
SUNEXpress Warranty.

$24499
SNX # 6602LP

BOTTLE JACKS

Model: Capacity Lowered Raised Height Screw Adj. Power Lift SALE

SNX # 4902A 2 Ton 7” 13” 4-1/4” 1-3/4” $22.99
SNX # 4904A 4 Ton 8” 15” 2-1/4” 4-3/4” $26.99
SNX # 4906A 6 Ton 8-1/2” 16-1/2” 2-3/4” 5” $27.99
SNX # 4908A 8 Ton 9” 18” 3-1/4” 5-3/4” $42.99
SNX # PT4912A 12 Ton 10” 20” 3-1/4” 6” $44.99
SNX # 4913A 12 Ton  7-1/2” 14” 2-1/2” 4” $59.99
SNX # PT4920A 20 Ton 9” 17” 3” 5” $64.99
SNX # 4923A 20 Ton  7-3/4” 14” 2-1/2” 3-1/2” $99.99
SNX # 4930A 30 Ton  11-1/4” 18” N/A 7-5/8” $209.99
SNX # 4950B 50 Ton  11-3/4” 18-7/8” N/A 7-5/8” $329.99

These electro-statically painted hydraulic bottle jacks feature a 
heavy-duty saddle and ductile steel base construction for extended 
jack life. A safety hydraulic oil by-pass system 
prevents the ram from being over-extended, 
preventing damage to the cylinder.

Effortless air operation will greatly reduce 
operator fatigue and speeds up efficiency. If a 
pneumatic source is not available these jacks 
will also operate manually using the inter-
locking handle. Minimum air pressure 
of 90 PSI required to operate. 
Features heat treated extension 
screw (where applicable), overload and 
bypass safety valves prevent the jack from 
being used beyond its rated capacity.
  Lowered Max. Ram  Screw
Model:  Capacity  Height Height Travel Travel SALE

SNX # 4912CAH 12 Ton 10-1/4” 20” 6-5/8” 3-1/8” $199.99
SNX # 4920CAH 20 Ton 10-5/16” 19-15/16” 6-5/16” 3-5/16” $264.99
SFA # 18502 50 Ton 12” 19” 7” N/A $885.00

Air/Hydraulic Bottle Jacks

QUICK LIFT SERVICE JACKS

Part # Description SALE PRICE
SNX # 66037 ..............................3-1/4 Ton Capacity Jack .......................... $199.99
SNX # 66037JPK ............3-1/4 Ton Capacity Jack w/ Jack Stands ............... $254.99

Rapid Rise Technology utilizes dual pump pistons that 
raises the saddle to maximum height of 19-1/2” in only 
six (6) pump strokes. Has a low pick up height of just 4”. 
The large wide-track front wheels and ball bearing rear 
swivel casters make for stabile maneuverability. Angular 
positioned pump pistons provide efficient stroke no matter 
how far under the vehicle the jack is positioned. Pump 
piston dust shields/wipers prevent contaminants from 
entering the hydraulic system.
Additional features include: heavy gauge steel 
chassis, 4” round stamped steel saddle 
with thick rubber cover and 50” long 
two piece jack handle with foam 
rubber handle pad to protect vehicle’s 
finish. Measures 28” L x 14-1/4” W 

Scissor Jack
Has a 3,000 lb. load rating and features a 
large oversized base and saddle to help 
provide stability under loads. Precision worm 
gear for easy and smooth rotation. A detach-
able spinner handle allows for easy storage.
PRT # W1600 .........................$24.99

Narrow
Width
Trolley Jack 
w/ 2-Ton Capacity Jack Stands
This combo set features a pair of 2 ton rachet-
ing jack stands and a compact sized narrow 
width jack that is excellent for transporting in a 
vehicle. Jack has a lowered height of 5”, raised 
height 15”, and overall capacity of 4,000 lb.
PRT # W1605 .........................$69.99

3-1/2 Ton Fast
Lift Service Jack

7,000 lb. lift capacity. Innovative design of 
Fast Lift technology offers a quick lift for pro-
fessional performance. Swivel saddle provides 
easy jack positioning and user safety. Heavy 
duty, steel construction provides safe use and 
long term durability. A built-in bypass device 
protects hydraulic system from over-pumping 
damage. Built-in internal safety valve ensures 
safe operation. Rear caster for easy jack po-
sitioning. Meets or exceeds ANSI/PALD-2009 
standards.
SFA # B6350 ........................$149.99

Tire Hugger™
Wheel Chocks
These wedges slide 
beneath the wheels to 
keep stationery vehicles 
from shifting or rolling 
away. Includes 2 chocks.
BLZ # 11930.............................$5.99
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PIG MAT
#1 in Shop Absorbents

SUCK IT UP WITH PIG MAT!
• Faster easier way to cleanup of leaks, drips and spills 
anywhere in your shop. Put down PIG Mat before a leaks, 
drips and spills to keep them from becoming a problem. Put it 
down after a spill, to clean it up the fast easy way.
• No tracking around like floor sweep. Keeps dirt and grit out 
of customer vehicles while maintaining a clean, professional 
environment in the shop. Grit and dust-free so it won’t dam-
age delicate parts, tools and sensors 
• Use PIG Mat to line benches, toolboxes and shelves. It 
absorbs liquid, cushions delicate parts and keeps tools from 
rolling off the bench.
• Eight layers of fine fiber polypropylene are thermally bonded 
to make PIG Mat the strongest mat on the market; won’t rip, 
fray or fall apart, even when saturated. 

Part # Description SALE PRICE 
 NPG # 25400 .......................30” x 150 ft. Perforated Roll ............................... $139.99
  Tear off the length you need for the job. 30”x10” sheets, 180 sheets per roll. 
 NPG # 25201 ........................15” x 50 ft. Perforated Roll ...................................$19.99
  Tear off the length you need for the job. 15”x10” sheets, 60 sheets per roll. 
 NPG # 25101 .....................14” x 14.25” Perforated Tablet  ...............................$12.99
  Hang the tablet anywhere you need it. 14” x 14-1/4” sheets, 15 sheets per tablet.
 ISN # NPG25306 ......................15” x 20” 3-Pad Pack ..........................................$7.49
  15” x 12” sheets, 3 sheets per package.

Universal Absorbent Mats
These charcoal gray mats absorb and retain oils, coolants, grease,
gasoline, solvents, auto fluids, paint, battery acid, and most other liquids including water. 
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OIL FILTER PLIERS
20 - LUBE

12” Angled Oil Filter, 
PVC & Conduit Plier
Plier jaw capacity is 2-1/2” to 3-3/4”. Accommodates 
most car and light truck filters. High carbon steel 
for superior performance and coated for 
ultimate rust prevention. 30° Angle Allows Access to

Previously Impossible to Reach Areas

PermaLock® Fastener Eliminates 
Nut & Bolt Failure

Adjustable
Oil Filter & PVC Pliers 
These pliers features an adjustable slip 
joint design that allows it to fit multiple 
oil filter sizes. The durable high carbon 
drop forged steel construction has 
cushion grip handles and serrated jaw 
teeth for a sure grip everytime.

Part # Working Range Adjustments Length SALE PRICE
CNL # 209 ............. 1-3/4”– 3-1/2” Capacity ..............................4 ................9” .......... $16.59
CNL # 212 ............. 2-3/4”– 4-1/4” Capacity ..............................5 ...............12” ......... $22.99
CNL # 215 ............. 2-1/2”– 5-1/2” Capacity ..............................6 ...............15” ......... $27.49
PRT # W54311 ..... 1-7/8”– 4” Capacity w/ 20° tilted head ......3 ...............12” ...........$8.49

# W54311

$1999
CNL # 2012BULK

END CAP FILTER WRENCH SETS

   17 Pc. Set 10 Pc. Set
Part # Size (mm) Flutes LIS # 61500 LIS # 61450
61600 65 14 X X
61540 65/67 14 X X
61640 68 14 X X
61520 73/74 14 X 
61560 74/76 15 X X
61570 76 14 X X
61650 76 30 X X
61550 80 15 X X
61530 82 15 X 
61610 86 14 X 
61660 86 16 X X
61620 88.4  15 X 
61580 93  15 X X
61590 93 36 X X
61510 93 45 X 
61630 96 18 X 
61670 100 15 X 
SALE PRICE   $113.89 $69.99

These wrenches use a cap-style design that fits on the fluted part of the filter 
providing easy access to those hard to reach places. The filter then can be spun 
using any common 3/8” drive ratchet or breaker bar. Sets comes complete with 
blow-molded plastic storage case.

STRAP WRENCHES

Part # Description SALE PRICE
 TTN # 21315 ................................ 12” Strap Wrench ............................................$13.79
• Loosen or tighten cylindrical, rectangular and odd shaped objects. Works great for installing or 
removing timing belt sprockets or belt pulleys. Non-Marring nylon web belt prevents scratching 
and damage to finished surfaces. Handle made of special aluminum alloy with 36” strap length.
 LIS # 28500 ......................................Strap Wrench ................................................$19.69
• Operating range from 1” to 6-5/8” diameter. The durable strap has a tensile strength 1350 P.S.I. 
Handle is made of glass-filled polypropylene which provides superior strength.
 LIS # 60200 .......................Heavy Duty Filter Strap Wrench  ................................$19.99
• This strong web strap can be used with a 1/2” drive hand wrench to remove and install filters or other 
objects up to 6-1/2” in dia. Features a 3-5/8” long heat treated alloy steel yoke that fits into tight areas.
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OIL RECEIVERS

18 Gallon Oil Receiver
This all-steel design, including the reinforced 
caster supports, provide an affordable option for 
draining, transferring and evacuating used oil 
quickly and safely. Features 15” diameter tele-
scoping bowl with a height adjustment range of 
45 to 72 inches. The reinforced dispensing hose 
doubles as a sight gauge to prevent overfilling. 
A preset air regulator allows the use of standard 
shop air (up to 150 PSI) to evacuate used oil.
LSL # 3601 ...........................$224.99

8 Gallon Capacity
Features quick release height adjustment and 
8 gallon specially shaped, translucent jug base 
that will not warp with hot oil. Its lower center 
of gravity increases stability and four swivel 
2-1/2” ball bearing wheels provide mobility. The 
telescopic metal drain tube has a wide working 
range from 36-1/2” to 74”. 15” diameter drain 
funnel has strainer built-in to catch drain plugs.
LIS # 11102 ..........................$109.99

8 Gallon Capacity
Tough polyethylene design won’t rust, dent or 
scratch. Complete with four swivel casters, a 
telescopic metal drain tube that adjusts from 
48” to 63”. 13” diameter drain funnel. 8 gallon 
container with a tall molded-in pouring spout 
and convenient grip handle to assist in emptying 
waste oil.
PLE # 75-850 .......................$189.99

Quick Release
Lock Ring for Fast
Height Adjustment

# 75-850

# 11102

With 120V Electric 
Evacuation Pump 
Simply plug into a standard
power outlet and it discharges fluid 
through the 6’ hose with steel J-hook.
LSL # 3669 ....................... $449.99

*Other models available by special order:
LSL # 3667 ......................... w/ Rotary Evacuation Pump ...........................$359.99*
LSL # 3665 ..........................w/ Gravity Feed Evacuation ...........................$269.99*

17 Gallon Low Profile Truck Drain Pans
Design to capture used fluids including motor oil, coolant and transmission 
fluid. The 17 gallon robust, lightweight high-impact polypropylene reservoir 
is mounted on (4) four inch diameter casters. Its low profile design has an 
overall height is only 7-3/4”. The top of the reservoir 
features a large 20” x 29” recessed area for 
capturing fluid. A removable metal screen covers 
the reservoir opening to keep out debris. 
Recessed pockets at each corner provides 
storage for drain plugs and used filters.



DIESEL FILTER WRENCHES

Part # Description SALE PRICE
LIS # 61060 .........................Diesel Filter Wrench - Paccar............................ $19.69
LIS # 61090 ....................... 5” Diesel Filter Wrench - Davco .......................... $20.99
LIS # 61110 ....................... 6” Diesel Filter Wrench - Davco .......................... $23.89
LIS # 61130 ....................... 8” Diesel Filter Wrench - Davco .......................... $27.49

Designed for removing and replacing the fuel filter. 
Unique half-moon design provide easier access to the 
fuel filter. High strength laser-cut steel prevents the 
wrench from flexing while loosening stubborn filters. 
Thick padded handle for positive grip. Davco models 
have additional teeth to open vent caps as well.

Paccar
Davco

1/2” Drive
Adjustable
Oil Filter Wrench
This wrench has a range of 4-3/8” to 5-5/8” 
to fits John Deere, Case, Caterpillar, Mack, 
Detroit Diesel, and other heavy-duty vehicles. 
Features a tough, stainless steel band with 
special teeth for extra gripping power.
LIS # 53100 ............................$12.99

7-1/2” 
Diameter 
Drum Funnel
This 3 quart funnel 
threads into the 2” 
bunghole found in most 
15 to 55 gallon drums. 
One piece high density 
polyethylene construction.
PLE # 75-849 .........................$10.49

Pre-Cut Absorbent
Drum-Top Pads
Maintain a cleaner, safer 
workplace environment. 
Exclusive 8-layer, fine-fiber 
PIG Mat construction are ideal for absorbing 
liquids such as oils, coolants, solvents, water 
and more. Shaped to fit on drum/barrel tops 
to keep them clean, no more messy liquids or 
piles of dirty rags. Five (5) pads per package.
ISN # NPG25102 ....................$17.99

Plastic Measures 
Made of high-density polyethylene; which is impervi-
ous to oil, gasoline and antifreeze. Features easy grip 
handle and rigid angled spout to aid in pouring. Marked 
graduations include quarts on one side, liters on the 
other, making it easy to add the proper amount.
PLE # 75-451 ........1 Quart ........$8.49
PLE # 75-452 ........2 Quart ......$12.49
PLE # 75-454 ........4 Quart ......$19.49
PLE # 75-456 ........6 Quart ......$21.99

Part # Item # Description SALE PRICE
PLE # 75-004 .....   F   ..................8 Quart Capacity Funnel w/ Screen .....................$17.49
PLE # 75-002 .....  G  ............5 Quart Capacity Offset Funnel w/ Screen ................$23.49
PLE # 75-442 .....   H   ..........2 Quart Capacity Measure w/ Flexible Spout ..............$17.49
PLE # 75-444 .....   H   ..........4 Quart Capacity Measure w/ Flexible Spout ..............$18.49
PLE # 75-007 ......  I   .... 1 Quart Funnel w/ Screen & 12” Flexible Extension ...........$8.79
CRR # AT21 .......   J   ............................... 3 Gallon Drain Pan ...................................$13.89

Plews ® and Carrand offers a wide variety of rugged general purpose galvanized steel funnels and pans for 
handling fluids and transfer tasks. Galvanized steel provides longevity and performance for all listed items.
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STEEL FUNNELS & MEASURERS

Mity-Vac® 7 oz. Capacity Syringe
Remove or replace fluids from master cylinders, 
transaxles, power steering and coolant reservoirs. 
Streamlined design enables access into tight 
spaces. 7-1/2” flexible tube with non-drip cap
LSL # MVA6851 .....................$24.99

Right Angle
Universal Translucent Funnel
Has a 6-3/4” offset from the center of the 
mouth to the center of the spout for hard-
to-reach pour openings. Useful for filling the 
DEF reservoir on GM Duramax, adding brake 
fluid to master cylinders and gear lube to 
differentials. 10” tall with a 3-1/2” O.D. mouth 
and the spout is 0.7” O.D.
LIS # 17232 ..............................$8.49

1.6 Qt. Funnel 
w/ Lid & Spout Cap
Multi-purpose poly-
propylene funnel with 
detachable flexible spout. 
Translucent color allows you to see the fluid 
inside the funnel. The funnel also comes 
with a lid and spot cap to keep contaminants 
out and avoid leaks when not in use. Overall 
length of the funnel is 15.25” x 6.69” wide 
with a 4” hole on top of the funnel.
LIS # 19832 ..............................$9.79

Multi-Application Oil Funnel Set
Helps eliminate oil spills when refilling crankcases, especially those with baffle valve covers.
Color-coded adapters work on many different application including: Chevrolet, GMC, Pontiac, 
Saturn, Cadillac, Ford, Chrysler, Jeep, Mazda, Toyota, Honda, Acura, Nissan, VW, Audi, Lexus. 
Can also be used as a standard funnel. Includes: resealable 1.6 qt. translucent funnel with 
tethered lid and cap - (7) different color-coded adapters - 45° elbow.
LIS # 19342  ............................................................................................. $39.99

1.5 Qt.
Resealable 
GreatFunnel™
Keep Fluid Clean! Stop ex-
pensive mechanical damage 
due to harmful contaminants 
in your funnel. Screw-on 
caps at both ends of the 
funnel to keep the inside 
clean and avoids spills 
and leaks when not in use. Two larger sizes 
have flexible necks for fewer spills.
ISN # LEGCF328 .........8”L .......$8.79
ISN # LEG428 .............12”L ......$8.79
ISN # LEG415 .............17”L ......$8.79

12 Volt Oil Extraction Pump
1,400 RPM self-priming pump with 12 volt 
DC motor. Compact and lightweight for 
exceptional portability. Clean, no mess way 
of removing oil thru of your dipstick/fill hole 
without opening the system. Has an oil trans-
fer flow rate of 3 quarts per minute. Includes: 
pump, suction and discharge hoses, hose 
clamps and detailed instructions.
PRT # W54170 .................... $24.99

2.3 Gal. Manual Fluid Evacuation
At the push of a button, this versatile unit 
changes from vacuum to pressure for evacuat-
ing or dispensing fluids. This unit is lightweight, 
portable and ideal for draining/evacuating en-
gine oil, coolants, transaxle grease, and power 
steering, transmission, and brake fluid. The 
hand operated pump requires NO compressed 
air or electricity. Includes three (3) different di-
ameter 5 ft. flexible hoses for evacuating di-
rectly through the dipstick tubes.
LSL # MV7201 .....................$119.99

Spill-Free
Funnel
This funnel eliminates trapped air pockets 
which usually cause erratic cooling system 
and heater performance. It controls the proper 
amount of coolant entering the system and en-
ables unattended filling of the cooling system. 
The funnel eliminates squeaky belts caused 
by coolant overflow and protect the environ-
ment. Five adapters fit most domestic and im-
port cars, light trucks and Ford vehicles.
The Spill Free Funnel has been improved by 
adding an extra 45 degree elbow, a 5” exten-
sion, and a new E adapter. The E adapter is 
used on the surge tanks on many Ford appli-
cations. 45 degree elbow allows use on radia-
tor caps that are placed at an angle. Extension 
allows access to caps located under shrouds 
or in fender wells.
LIS # 24680 ............................$31.49
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Master Fluid Stopper Kit
This set contains: [A] four stoppers to seal flare/
bango type steel brake lines, power steering and transmis-
sion cooler lines. [B] two pinch off pliers made of fluid resistant nylon 
reinforced plastic with smooth rounded edges that will not damage flexible 
rubber brake lines, fuel lines and vacuum lines. [C] eight plugs and four caps used 
for plugging vacuum, emission and fuel lines during engine tune-ups. Stepped design can be 
used for both internal and external stoppage. Includes molded storage case.
LIS # 67000 .............................................................................................. $63.99

 LSL #  MV8500 ...............Silverline Elite Automotive Kit .......................... $71.99
This new dual capability hand pump combines two pumps into one. Delivers both vacuum and 
pressure at the turn of a switch. Located opposite the gauge you will find a one-finger trigger 
vacuum/pressure release for superior accuracy and control. Hand pump features include a 
durable die cast metal construction with gearless diaphragm style gauge that rotates 360º for im-
proved visibility. Everything for performing hundreds of automotive diagnostic, mechanical tests, 
and can be used for one-person brake bleeding. Kit Includes: hand vacuum/pressure pump w/ 
2” compound gauge and rubber boot, 4.5 oz. fluid reservoir bottle w/ fluid transfer and storage 
lids, (4) tapered adapters for connecting to tubing from .09” to .50” ID, (2) tapered manifold 
plugs, (4) universal bleed screw adapters, (12) vacuum cap plugs, (1) vacuum line T-adapter, 
(2) 1/4” ID x 24” long connection tubes, (1) 5/32” ID x 1/4” ID tubing adapter, (3) connection 
tubes, rubber cupped adapter, model # MVA6825 - Master Cylinder Refill Kit, user’s manual and 
custom molded storage case.
 LSL # MV8000 ............Hand Vacuum & Pressure Pump Kit ...................... $39.99
This is the original Mityvac hand vacuum/pressure pump kit used by service professionals world-
wide for performing hundreds of automotive diagnostic, mechanical tests, and for one-person 
brake and hydraulic clutch bleeding. This precision-made repairable hand vacuum pump with 2” 
diameter vacuum gauge pumps up to 1 cubic inch per stroke and develops & maintains up to 25” 
of mercury. Kit contains: a 4.5 oz. fluid reservoir bottle with fluid transfer lid, two 2’ long clear 
hoses, plus other misc. testing and adapter accessories. User’s manual provided.
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Mity-Vac ®

Pressurized Bleeding System Kit
This professional hydraulic brake and clutch 
bleeding system dispenses fluid under 
pressure forcing the old fluid to be expelled 
through the bleed screw(s). Internal pump 
components are sealed against exposure to 
fluids. 
Kit Includes: 1.2-gallon (5-liter) manual 
pump fluid reservoir with integrated pressure 
gauge and pressure relief valve. Has a 5’ 
fluid dispensing hose with flow control and 
auto-shutoff valves. Complete with seven (7) 
master cylinder adapters that utilize push-to-
connect, quick-change style fittings. Other 
accessories include a fluid dispensing wand, 
hanging hook and user’s manual.
LSL # MV6840 .....................$326.69

Vacuum/Pressure 
Tester Kit
Helps to identify 
and diagnose sys-
tem vacuum leaks 
and problems with 
various vacuum-
operated motors 
and accessories. 
Also accurately 
checks system fuel 
pressure on vehicles 
that are equipped 
with carburetors. 
Features a large, easy-to-read 3-1/2” dial 
face gauge with heavy-duty Bourdon tube 
meter movement. Includes: 24” oil resistant 
rubber hose, universal fitting adapter, tapered 
adapter and “Tee” connector.
EQU # 3620  ...........................$20.69

Vacuum 
Gauge & 
Fuel Pump Tester
Vacuum Units: 0-25 inch Hg and 0-800 mm 
Hg Pressure Units: 0-14 PSI & 0-1000 g/cm2
LIS # 20300 ............................$21.99

Metal
Metal

Part # Description SALE PRICE
 RIG # 23337 ............ 45° Single & Double SAE Flaring Tool Kit ................... $97.99
Produces 45° flares in soft copper, brass, aluminum and mild steel tubing. A single clamp screw 
allows easy clamping and removal of tubing. Feature adapters for forming double SAE flares on 
the following tubing sizes: 3/16”, 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8” and 1/2”. Include plastic molded storage case.
 LIS # 31310 ................Single & Double SAE Flaring Tool Kit ..................... $42.99
For single and double flares on thin wall steel, aluminum, or .040 soft copper tubing. Feature 
flaring bar, 5 die arbor press, and adapters for forming double SAE flares on the following tubing 
sizes: 3/16”, 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8” and 1/2”. Includes a durable toolbox tray for storage.
 LIS # 56150 ............17 Pc. Master Combination Flaring Tool Kit ............... $109.99
For single, double and ISO bubble flares on aluminum, copper and soft steel tubing. Kit includes 
flaring bar, arbor press, debarring tool, adapters, detailed instructions and plastic molded storage 
case. Adapters sizes: (for double flaring) 8mm, 10mm, 3/16” 1/4” 5/16” 3/8” & 1/2” tubing (for 
double flaring) 4.75mm, 6mm, 8mm, 10mm. Proto® sells this same set for $189.49!
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PROFESSIONAL FLARING TOOLS

ON-THE-VEHICLE - Flaring Tool
This small, compact designed tool is engineered for flaring 
lines in tight spaces and can be used directly on the car. 
The hydraulic assist t-handle ram applies constant and even 
pressure with subsantially less time and effort than conven-
tional flaring tools. The quick chuck tooling provides the user 
to make fast changes between flaring dies. Includes 4 dies 
to make common flare types (SAE and DIN) and works with 
line sizes including 3/16”, 4.75mm and 1/4”. The 2 position 
cushioned grip handle can be connected in either a vertical 
or horizontal position. Complete with molded storage case.

QUICK CHUCK for fast
die / punch changeover

S-LOCK
For Quick Assembly

SAE
Single
(BUBBLE)

SAE
(DOUBLE)

DIN
Single

(MUSHROOM)

$16999
SUR # HFT50

BENCH VISE - Flaring Tool
This highly efficient tool produces factory-
grade single and double flares in a matter 
of seconds thus reducing labor cost 
per job. Simply rotate the punch 
turrent, selecting the proper flaring 
style and size. Then activate the 
required operations and your done! 
Cam lever operation provides speed and 
efficiency. Meets SAE and DIN standards on 
any light-walled tubing 3/16” to 3/8”.
Includes: 5 dies sets and a 7 position rotat-
able punch turret. Sizes: 45° x  3/16”,1/4”, 
5/16”, 3/8” and 3/16” and/or 4.75mm DIN. 
Comes in a rugged plastic storage case.
SUR # FT351........................ $289.99

‘Dial-A-Size’ Turret 
Makes a Perfect Flare 

Every Time

Flaring Tool 
Bench Mount
Free up your vice with 
this permanent bench
mount adapter. Designed
to use with model # FT351 flaring tool.
SUR # FT351M.......................$29.99

Create SAE & DIN Flares INSTANTLY!
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FLUID TESTERS

RATCHETING
ACTION HANDLE

REMOVEABLE
CUTTING HEAD

Self Feeding
2-in-1 Tubing
Cutter
Simply tighten once and the spring loaded 
cutter wheel does the rest. Unlike a traditional 
cutter this tool tightens automatically as it 
spins. Ratchet action handle spins the cutting 
head around with as little as 10° of handle 
movement, reducing the motion required to 
make a cut. Perfect for close quarter spaces 
avoiding repeated tool reattachment. Suitable 
for cutting soft copper, brass, aluminum and 
mild steel tubing. Designed to work on 3/16” 
to 5/8” line. 
• Replacement blades available (#TC60B)
SUR # TC60 ...........................$29.99

Mity-Vac ® 
Cooling System AirEvac Kit 
Eliminate time consuming bleeding and purg-
ing. Refills automotive cooling systems includ-
ing heater core in seconds, while eliminating 
the risk of trapped air. The kit combines 
Mityvac’s universal cooling system adapter 
with a powerful, compressed-air-operated 
venturi vacuum to quickly install and evacuate 
air from an empty cooling system. Once 
purged of air, the system can be monitored 
for leaks before using the vacuum to draw 
in new coolant. The entire purge-and-refill 
process is simple, clean and reliable.
LSL # MV4533 .......................$99.99

Part # Description SALE PRICE

 PRT # W1654C .............Deluxe Tube-Type Tester w/ Glass Float ................. $2.99
This (4) scale tester indicates freeze points for both hot and cold ethylene glycol antifreeze from 
+10 to -30 F,  and methanol antifreeze from +10 to -40 F. Precision calibrated, easy-to-read color 
coded glass float and tube warrants your care, in use and handling.
 MWA # 42874 .......................Dial Type Anti-freeze Tester ......................... $6.49
Accurate swing style tester with color-coded Fahrenheit and Celsius scales enables quick and 
easy tests of hot of cold ethylene glycol solution.
 CHM # THE106 .............. Thexton Disc-Type Anti-freeze Tester ................. $15.69
Tests all types of ethylene glycol based antifreeze/coolant, hot or cold, including long-life cool-
ants. The number of color-coded floating discs measures level of protection. The orange disc 
indicates when too much anti-freeze has been added. Has both Celsius & Fahrenheit scales.

Part # Description SALE PRICE

 PRT # W16500 ..................DEF - Diesel Exhaust Fluid Tester ................... $12.99
Simply take a sample of the DEF and the floating discs will accurately display urea concentrate 
levels, testing for 32.5% purity regardless of temperature.
 HAS # CT101 ...................3-Way Heavy Duty Coolant Test Kit .................. $49.69
Dip the test strip in coolant. Each test strip has (3) pads that displays freeze point and molyb-
date/nitrite levels. Test both ethylene & propylene glycol antifreezes. Kit provides 50 tests per kit. 
 PRT # W80158 .................. Multi-Function Refractometer Kit ...................  $49.99
Optical instrument used for measuring the concentration of liquid. Measurements are on the Brix 
scale in varying ranges depending on what’s tested: (DEF, Ethylene Glycol, Propylene Glycol, 
Battery Fluid, etc). Has automatic temperature compensation. Kit includes: refractometer, drop-
per, lens wipe cloth, screwdriver and molded carrying case.

Flexible
Hose Clamp Pliers

Designed to work in confined spaces where 
pliers won’t reach. Removes both plastic and 
metal self-tightening hose clamps (11/16” - 
2-1/2” diameter). Simply position the head 
of the tool on the clamp your removing, then 
squeeze the plier handle to expand and hold 
the hose clamp in the open position.
SNX # 3720 ............................$56.69

Mini Tubing Cutters
Designed for areas with limited access. Rollers allow 
for close-to-flare cuts. Cuts small diameter hard and 
soft copper, aluminum, brass and plastic tubing. 
Replacement blades available. 
RIG # 32975 ...1/8” to 5/8” dia ...$14.69
TTN # 11490...1/8” to 7/8” dia .....$7.99

Traditional Tubing Cutter
Cuts copper and brass tubing 1/8” to 1-3/8” 
dia. Extremely smooth adjustment action. 
Four-roller tracking system keeps tube from 
walking or threading. Retractable machinist 
reamer cleans and deburr’s pipes. Full-stop 
feed system prevents cutting wheel from com-
ing into contact rollers. 
• Optional blade for stainless steel (#11493) 
• Replacement blades available (#11492)
TTN # 11491...........................$29.99

Flexible 
Hose Cutters 
Has a reversible pointed V-shaped 
stainless steel blade that cuts from the middle 
of the hose out. Designed to cleanly cut heater 
hose, fuel line and other types of flexible hose 
up to 1-1/4”. Model #11420 features a glass 
filled nylon handle for strength and durability.
LIS # 11420 ............................$18.99
Hose Cutter - Metal Construction
SUR # TC35 ...........................$23.99

# 32975

# 11490

# 11420

# TC35

# 11492
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20 Volt 
PowerLuber Grease Gun Kit 
Additional features include: redesigned, high 
torque powerhead that delivers grease at 
up to 10,000 psi in both high and low-output 
settings. A three-point base keeps tool upright 
for easy handling and has a vent valve to 
purge trapped air to assure easy prime. The 
filler nipple facilitates a quick, clean refill for 
those who prefer to bulk fill their barrel. A 
built-in LED worklight illuminates the work 
area where grease zerk fittings usually hide. 
Kit Includes: (1) 20V grease gun with 36” 
high-pressure hose - (2) 20V lithium-ion 
battery packs -(1) one-hour wall charger - (1) 
blow-molded carrying case.
LSL # 1884 ...........................$324.99 
LSL # 1875A ...FREE w/ #1884 Purchase

12 Volt 
PowerLuber Grease Gun Kit 
Narrow tool body allows access in tight areas. 
Delivers grease at up to 8,000 psi. The new 
dual-lip follower enables bulk or cartridge 
delivery and eliminates grease bypass. Handy 
vent valve purges trapped air to assure easy 
prime. Has an integrated hose holder and 
tube and easy threading grease barrel. Its 
three-point base keeps the tool upright for user 
convenience. Built-in LED worklight illuminates 
the work area where grease zerk fittings usu-
ally hide. Backed by a 5-year warranty.
Kit Includes: (1) 12V grease gun with 30” 
high-pressure hose - (2) 12V lithium-ion 
battery packs -(1) one-hour wall charger - (1) 
blow-molded carrying case.
LSL # 1264 ...........................$189.99 
LSL # 1875A ...FREE w/ #1884 Purchase

12 Volt Fuel Transfer Pump
Transfer diesel, kerosene and mineral spirits 
from both mobile and stationary tanks. Insulated, 
weatherproof design provides reliability in even the 
harshest environments. The self-priming cast iron 
pump with long-life, low-friction polymer vanes for 
extended service intervals. Delivers 15 GPM.
Features: pre-wired 18’ cable with quick connect 
alligator clips for easy user operation. Three-piece 
telescoping pick-up tube adjusts to a wide range of 
tank depths while the 360° locking bung enables 
proper pump positioning.
Includes: stainless steel 90° hose adapter and 13’ 
x 3/4” NPT commercial-grade anti-static hose.
LSL # 1550 ...........................$349.99

BONUS OFFER

FREE!

LSL # 1875A
RETAIL VALUE:

$47.99

Multi-function LCD
Displays Grease Output, Battery 
Charge and alerts the operator of 
blocked fittings & loss of prime.

Rechargeable
Lithium-ion Technology

Powerful & efficient at delivering 
an even flow of energy.

Grease Output Selector
Red rocker style switch allows 

user to select low or high volume 
dispensing

36” Flex Hose
Ideal size for most 

lubrication tasks. Comes 
with anti-kink spring 
guards on each end.

THE MOST
ADVANCED CORDLESS GREASE 

GUNS IN THEIR CLASS!
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LightStar 300
More dispersed light pattern with a wide spill 
and a broad ‘hot spot’ in the center. Water re-
sistant aircraft grade aluminum housing mea-
sures 6” L x 7/8” dia. Each light comes with: (2) 
AA alkaline batteries, wrist lanyard, pocket clip 
and backed by a limited lifetime warranty. See 
specifications listed below.
 Gray .................TER # TLF3002AA-BK
 Orange ............TER # TLF3002AA-OR
Your Choice ..........................$31.69

LightStar 80
Like no other penlight. Unique high CRI 
(Color Rendering Index) LED that makes your 
work area appear in full color. Water resistant 
aircraft grade aluminum housing measures 
5-1/2” L x 5/8” dia. Each light comes with: (2) 
AAA alkaline batteries, pocket clip, rubber 
BiteGrip ring for hands-free use and backed 
by a limited lifetime warranty. See specifica-
tions listed below.
 Gray ............... TER # TLF-802AAA-BK
 Orange ..........TER # TLF-802AAA-OR
 Blue ................TER # TLF-802AAA-BL
 Red ................ TER # TLF-802AAA-RD
Your Choice ..........................$19.99

LightStar 180
Tight beam light pattern with a medium spill 
and a bright ‘hot spot’ in the center. Water re-
sistant aircraft grade aluminum housing mea-
sures 6” L x 7/8” dia. Each light comes with: 
(2) AA alkaline batteries, wrist lanyard, pocket 
clip, nylon holster and backed by a limited life-
time warranty. See specs below.
TER # TLF-3C2AA ....Black ....$23.99

LightStar 100
Concentrated light pattern with a small spill 
and a bright ‘hot spot’ in the center. Water re-
sistant aircraft grade aluminum housing mea-
sures 4” L x 7/8” dia. Each light comes with: 
(1) AA alkaline batteries, wrist lanyard, pocket 
clip, nylon holster and backed by a limited life-
time warranty. See specs below.
TER # TLF-1C1AA ....Black ....$21.99

5 Function Headlamp
Won’t flop around on your head. Light settings:
MAX - 540 Lumens / 135m beam distance,
HIGH - 250 Lumens / 100m beam distance,
MEDIUM - 100 Lumens / 60m beam distance,
LOW - 20 Lumens / 30m beam distance,
STROBE - 540 Lumens.
Includes: (2) CR123A batteries, headgear, and 
backed by a limited lifetime warranty.
TER # TLH-50 ........................$46.69

LIGHTSTAR SPECIFICATIONS
Model # Bulb Type Modes Lumens Runtime (hrs-mode)
LightStar80 CRI - LED High / Momentary 80 5 hrs.(H)
LightStar100 LED High / Low / Strobe 100 / 50 / 100 2 hrs.(H) / 8.5 hrs.(L)
LightStar180 LED High / Momentary 180 1.5 hrs.-(H)
LightStar300 LED High / Low  300 / 100 3 hrs.(H) / 24 hrs.(L)

MADE TOUGH
PROVEN RELIABLE

Protective Lens Covers & Filters
These switchable lens covers can provide general protection to your work light 
lens. The addition of different colors make the light more useful or can improve 
night-time visibility. Filters can also be used along with the lights flashing mode to 
catch attention for emergency applications. For use with BriteZone #BZ501-5
GRO # BZ701............................Clear Lens ...............................$8.89
GRO # BZ702............................ Red Filter ................................$8.89
GRO # BZ703...........................Amber Filter ..............................$8.89 
GRO # BZ705............................ Blue Filter ................................$8.89

Cordless Rechargeable
Hand-Held LED Lighting Products
Go Anywhere LED Work Light
Fueled by (6) LED’s, this light provides 1100 raw 
lumens of bright white light. User can pick between 
three operating modes: High / Low / Strobe set-
tings. Features pivoting black rectangle aluminum 
heatsink lamp housing with 5” diameter polycar-
bonate base. Five scratch resistant magnetic pads 
secure this lamp to most metal surfaces. Colored 
lenses are sold separately for this light.
Includes: vehicle charger and wall charger.
GRO # BZ501-5 .........................$79.99

EZ Grip LED Work Light
(3) powerful LED’s provide 775 raw lumens of 
white light in a flood type pattern. Features black 
powder coated aluminum lamp housing with 
polycarbonate base, push button on/off switch and 
magnetic bottom which allows you to secure the 
lamp to most metal surfaces. Can be used as a 
hand-held light or stand-alone light source.
Includes: wall charger
GRO # BZ401-5 .........................$54.99

12V DC Vehicle Charger
For use with BriteZone #BZ401-5 and 
#BZ501-5 hand-held lamps.
GRO # BZ901-5 .............. $8.89

120V AC Wall Charger
For use with BriteZone #BZ401-5 and 
#BZ501-5 hand-held lamps.
GRO # BZ801-5 .................. $14.29# BZ501-5 # BZ401-5

NO EXCUSES - Rain or Shine,  Day or Night
Light it Up • Get it Done

400 Lumens Model
Side worklight houses (10) SMD LED’s that 
provide up to 400 lumens of light. A 4-func-
tion push button switch allows user to toggle 
between high/low worklight function, 3 watt end 
mounted flashlight function and back to OFF. 
Has an overall length of just 11”. 
DSR # SL360R .......... Red ......... $64.99

300 Lumens Model
Sometimes too much light can be a bad thing 
when working up close. This model has only (7) 
SMD LED’s in the side worklight. A 3-func-
tion push button switch allows user to toggle 
between worklight function, 3 watt end mounted 
flashlight function and back to OFF. Has an 
overall length of just 11”.
DSR # SL28R ............ Red ......... $49.99
DSR # SL28G...........Green ........ $49.99

200 Lumens Model
Pocket sized makes this light extremely 
portable. Houses (5) SMD LED’s in the side 
worklight. A 3-function push button switch allows 
user to toggle between worklight function, 3 watt 
end mounted flashlight function and back to 
OFF. Measures just 6.5” in length.
DSR # SL26R ............ Red ......... $44.99
DSR # SL26G...........Green ........ $44.99
DSR # SL26B ........... Black ........ $44.99

Cordless LED Worklight
& Flashlight Combinations
Soft touch rubberized casing has a unique ball joint 
that enables 360-degree swivel and tilt, allowing the 
light source to be positioned in virtually any direction. 
Three models to choice from:

SL28G
Back

SL26B
Back

Super Strong Magnets
one located on the end /bottom with two 

more on the back next to the hooks

Two Swivel Hooks
provides maximum in mounting

options & retract when not in use

Rechargeable Lithium Ion Battery
delivers up to 4 hours of run time from a single 

charge with car & wall chargers included.

POWERED BY SCHUMACHER
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 Model Number Description Color Width Depth Height Weight Load Capacity Features SALE PRICE

SNX # 8013ABLDLX Deluxe 3-Drawer Utility Cart Blue 30” 16” 32-1/2” 119 lbs. 350 lbs. Locking drawers & lid, work shelf, tool holder, 4” casters $439.99
SNX # 8035 Sliding-Top Utility Cart Black 29-1/4” 20” 39-1/2” 115 lbs. 450 lbs. Sliding top work area, locking drawers, 6” bottom drawer $339.99
SNX # 8013A Utility Cart Red 30” 16” 35” 60 lbs. 350 lbs. Locking drawer with 4” casters $249.99
SNX # 8045 Pro 5-Drawer Utility Cart Red 30” 16” 41” 123 lbs. 500 lbs. Locking drawers & lid, side work shelf, 5” casters $409.99
SNX # 8057 Full-Drawer Pro Service Cart Multiple 35” 20” 40” 215 lbs. 600 lbs. Fully assembled, 6 drawers, locking top, 5” casters $699.99
SNX # 8057BK Full-Drawer Pro Service Cart Black 35” 20” 40” 215 lbs. 600 lbs. Fully assembled, 6 drawers, locking top, 5” casters $699.99

A

A

B

B

C

C

D

D

E
E

E

SERVICE
       CARTS
SERVICE
       CARTS Special Order

Colors for #8057

Orange
SNX # 8057O

Purple
SNX # 8057P

Green
SNX # 8057G

Silver
SNX # 8057S

Matte Black
SNX # 8057MB

Part # Description SALE PRICE
TER # TBC-18650-KIT ...... Rechargeable Batteries & Wall Charger ............... $47.99
TER # TLF-TTWM-1 ...................Weapon Mount for TT5-EX  ....................... $23.99
ROV # RL123A1 ....................... Disposable Lithium Battery .........................  $5.49

WorkStar 100
This 2-n-1 cordless LED light features a wide 
angle side mounted area light and an end 
mounted flashlight function. The latest genera-
tion rugged, shock resistant housing measures 
14-3/4” L x 1-7/8” dia. with hex bolster to keep 
the tool from rolling. Light will operate while 
plugged into AC charger if needed. Includes:  
AC wall charging cord, 12V DC charging cord 
and built-in battery pack
TER # TLW-100 .....................$33.99

3-Mode Black 
Tactical LED Flashlight 
This tough, yet light weight anodized alumi-
num flashlight will withstand everyday use. 
Super bright Nichia LED’s never need replac-
ing. Has serrated or toothed bezel that can be 
used as an improvised striking device during 
an attack. The recessed end-cap off/on button 
allows the user to toggle between 3 modes: 
high beam, low beam and strobe. Measures 
approximately 1-1/4” dia. and 5” in length. 
PRT # W2458  ........................$12.49

• 900 lumens ‘High’ with 2.5 hr. runtime
• 200 lumens ‘Medium’ with 7.5 hr. runtime
• 10 lumens ‘Low’ with 295 hr. runtime
• Strobe function with 900 lumen brightness
TER # TLF-0051-00 ............ $94.99

• Removable Strike Bezel
• Weather & Waterproof
• Removable Anti-Roll Ring
• Ultra-Clear Tempered Lens
• Anodized Machined Aluminum

Hands-Free
Neck Operation

Convertible
LED Flashlight Kit
Transform this handheld flashlight simply by unscrewing the LED light portion of the flashlight and 
replacing it with the flex-neck. Then, screw back the LED portion onto the flexible attachment. 
Done! The 15” flexible neck lets you direct up to 350 ANSI lumens of bright light where you need 
it. Green anodized aircraft aluminum housing has a push button tailcap switch that turns ‘ON’ the 
flashlight. Depress the button again to cycle through five (5) light modes; high (350 lumens), med-
high (250 lumens), medium (125 lumens), med-low (85 lumens), and low (25 lumens). Operates 
from two (2) ‘AA’ batteries (included). Includes a magnetic mount base/clip for hands free use.
TER # TLF-PRO4-GRN ............................................................................ $43.99

YOUR FLASHLIGHT!

TT5-EX Tactical Flashlight
This precision engineered illumination tool 
was developed for tactical, self-defence 
and everyday carrying applications. The 
dual-button tailcap switch eliminates the 
fear of selecting the wrong mode when 
you need it most. Includes ballistic nylon 
belt holster, lanyard, pocket clip, grip ring, 
spare O-rings and spare switch boot. 
Features 3 lighting modes and strobe. 
Note: batteries not included. Can use 
either a rechargeable 18650 battery or two 
non-rechargeable CR123 batteries.

869ft
BEAM 

RANGE!

Weapon
Mount

Flex-Neck
FlashlightStandard

Flashlight

Side Light 
475 Lumens - 3.5 hrs.

Flashlight
120 Lumens - 8 hrs.

Output: 223 Lumens
Runtime: 6 hrs.
Light Beam: 130 m

Batteries
Included

CAMO FLASHLIGHT COLLECTION

 Bulb     Light Candela Run 
Model # Type Modes Lumens Beam Intensity Time
W2471 Nichia LED High / Low 169 / 72 76 Meters 1500 cd 6 hrs.
W2452 Nichia LED Single 66 100 Meters 2120 cd  3.5 hrs.
W2455 Nichia LED Single 62 100 Meters 380 cd  4 hrs.

Part # Description SALE PRICE
 PRT # W2432 .............. 1 Million Candle Power Halogen Spotlight .............. $18.79
Pistol grip rechargeable cordless light features a quartz halogen bulb with 5” diameter reflector 
and lockable trigger switch for hands-free operation. Features: hang hook, tripod hole, LED 
charging indicator, Complete with both 12 volt DC in-vehicle and AC household charging cords.
 PRT # W2471 ................ Artic Camo LED Flashlight - Aluminum................ $13.69
Anodized aluminum housing with special edition polar camo pattern. Includes interchangeable 
snap-on red lens for enhanced night vision and blue lens for fluid detection. A nylon belt pouch and 
batteries are included. Measures approx. 1” dia. x 6” length with a recessed end-cap off/on button.
 PRT # W2452 .................... Camo LED Flashlight - Aluminum ..................... $3.49
Aluminum housing measures approx. 1” dia. x 3-1/2” length with recessed end-cap off/on button.
 PRT # W2455 ....................Camo LED Flashlight - Composite ..................... $4.29
Composite housing measures approx. 1-1/4” dia. x 4” length with recessed end-cap off/on button.

R

R

S

S

T

T

U

U

Batteries
Included

Batteries
Included
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You’ll be impressed the quality and look of these black powered-coated boxes. Each box features full width aluminum drawer pulls with raise and re-
lease drawer latch mechanisms. A tubular-style lock with keys provide a central locking system for each of the cabinets. The smooth-action ball bearing 
drawer slides have a load rating of 100 lbs. per set and features dual drawer slides on the deeper drawers. The drawer configuration is ideal for storing 
individual tools with some larger and deeper drawers for power tools and blow-mold tool cases. Includes anti-slip foam drawer liners. 
Top chests feature an exclusive rolled-over lid, allowing for easy access to the toop area of the box while the gas springs provide for easy opening and 
lid support. Roller cabinets feature a large diameter tubular chrome plated side handle, PVC coated top work surface and 5”x 2” casters rated at 550 lb. 
capacity each. Anti-slip drawer liners provided in each toolbox.

TOP CHESTS & ROLLER CABINETSTOP CHESTS & ROLLER CABINETS
26 - MONTEZUMA® TOOLBOXES

This roller cabinet offers plenty of storage capacity for oversized tools and equipment. All steel 
construction with black powder coated paint finish, and a black PVC coated MDF work surface. 
Features: full extension ball bearing drawer slides that are rated at 250 lbs. per drawer and the 

larger, deeper drawers have dual sets. Aluminum trimmed drawer pulls operate the raise and 
release drawer latch system. Tubular-style coded lock system secure all the drawers with single 

lock. Has a separate locking security drawer for valuables. This toolbox weighs 1,000 
lbs. with 50,650 cubic inches of storage space. Dimensions: 72” W x 30” D x 

46-1/4” H including casters. Includes six (6) spring loaded casters 
(4-swivel & 2-rigid) with a load rating of 900 lbs each.

$3,17599
MTZ # BK7217MZ

$94995

$59995

 Storage Space Net Weight
 41,440 cu/in. 271 lbs.

 Storage Space Net Weight
 33,562 cu/in. 155 lbs.

$67500

$1,02500

$47995

 Storage Space Net Weight
 22,578 cu/in. 124 lbs.

 Storage Space Net Weight
 34,783 cu/in. 208 lbs.

$58999

$42999

 Storage Space Net Weight
 20,137 cu/in. 117 lbs.

 Storage Space Net Weight
 30,511 cu/in. 166 lbs.

36” Combo
Discount!

MTZ # BK36COMBO
$97900

41” Combo
Discount!

MTZ # BK41COMBO
$1,09800

41” Combo
Discount!

MTZ # BK56COMBO
$1,49900

56” Roller Cabinet
 MTZ # BK5611TC

 Dimensions w/ Casters
 56” Width

 20-1/8” Depth
 41-1/2” Height

 56” Top Chest
 MTZ # BK5607CH

 Dimensions
 55-1/2” Width
 19-3/4” Depth
 21-3/8” Height

36” Roller Cabinet
 MTZ # BK3606TC

 Dimensions w/ Casters
 36-1/2” Width
 18-1/8” Depth
 41-1/2” Height

36” Top Chest
 MTZ # BK3608CH

 Dimensions
 36” Width

 17-3/4” Depth
 21-3/8” Height

 41” Top Chest
 MTZ # BK4108CH

 Dimensions
 41” Width

 17-3/4” Depth
 21-3/8” Height

41” Roller Cabinet
 MTZ # BK4111TC

 Dimensions w/ Casters
 41-1/2” Width
 18-1/8” Depth
 41-1/2” Height

17 Drawer 30” Deep ‘Elite’ Roller Cabinet

Crossover ® Combo
36”

This is a popular combination 
for a mechanic looking to have 
easy access to their most-used 

tools that also has a good 
amount of storage. The top 

triangle box can be removed 
while the bottom remains if you 

need your tools at a job site.

MTZ # BK36XOVER
Triangle Box:

Montezuma #XL450B
Roller Cabinet:

Montezuma #BK3606TC



TTN # 17360 ......................7 Pc. SAE  ..................$79.99
5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 3/4

BLA # BW3251L  .... 8 Pc. SAE - Locking ........ $169.99
5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4

BLA # BW3250L ...12 Pc. Metric - Locking ..... $236.49
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm

Flex-Head Ratcheting
Combination Wrench Sets
Great ratcheting power at any angle. Get onto fasteners you normally 
can’t get to with a standard ratchet wrench. The fine-toothed  flip-over 
style ratcheting box-end design requires as little as 5 degrees of 
wrench movement to move the fastener. Available in standard and 
locking head design which allows to freeze or lock the angle of the 
head securely in 13 different positions.

TTN # 17350 ................... 7 Pc. SAE ......................$56.99
5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8,  3/4

BLA # BW-1250 ............ 7 Pc. SAE ......................$73.99
3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8,  11/16, 3/4

TTN # 17354 .................. 13 Pc. SAE .................. $139.99
1/4, 5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1
TTN # 17351 ..................7 Pc. Metric  ...................$56.99

9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 16, 18mm
BLA # BW-1251 ...........7 Pc. Metric ....................$73.99

10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18mm
TTN # 17355 .................12 Pc. Metric ...................$94.99

8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm

‘Original’ Ratcheting
Combination Wrench Sets
These flip-over style chrome vanadium steel combination wrenches 
feature a ratcheting box-end to speed up fastener rundown time. 
Fine-toothed ratcheting gear design allows as little as 5 degrees of 
wrench movement to move the fastener, making it excellent for those 
confined areas.

BLA # BW1400 ...................8 Pc. SAE .............. $126.89
5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4

BLA # BW2250R ....... 9 Pc. SAE - Stubby ....... $128.49
1/4, 5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4

BLA # BW1401 ........... 7 Pc. SAE - Jumbo ....... $272.99
13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1, 1-1/16, 1-1/8, 1-1/4 

BLA # BW3330R ... 4 Pc. SAE - Double Box  .....$89.99
5/16 x 3/8, 7/16 x 1/2, 9/16 x 5/8, 11/16 x 3/4

BLA # BW1408  ................ 8 Pc. Metric ............. $126.89
8, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18mm

BLA # BW1450 ................ 12 Pc. Metric ............ $186.49
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm

BLA # BW2251R .....13 Pc. Metric - Stubby .... $187.89 
6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 mm

Reversible Ratcheting
Combo Wrench Sets
No need to remove the wrench from fastener to change direction, 
thanks to the compact reversing lever. Features a 15-degree offset 
head to allow for knuckle clearance above the work surface. The 
fine-toothed ratcheting box-end design requires as little as 5 degrees 
of wrench movement to move the fastener. Meets ANSI specifications. 
Available in double box end, jumbo, stubby and standard lengths.

Locking
Wrench

Non-Locking
Wrench

WRENCHESWRENCHESRATCHETINGRATCHETING
Efficient •Faster Rundown•Less Work

SOCKET SETS - 27

Pliers &
Combination
Wrench Racks
By holding pliers and wrenches vertically, tools take 
up less space in the toolbox while keeping them 
easy to identify, locate and grab. Thirteen slots: Ten 
(10) 5/8” wide slots and three (3) 7/8” wide slots 
hold various shapes and sizes of wrenches and pli-
ers. Made of durable molded plastic that measures 
only 1-5/8” tall.  Also can be used to organize open-
end, box end and ratcheting wrenches. 
LIS # 40460 .......... Black .........$15.69
LIS # 40490 ........... Red ..........$15.69

9 Pc. Zero Movement
Mini Ratchet Kit
The advantage you have with this technol-
ogy is smooth precise movement with no 
movement loss as you would with a standard 
“click style” ratchet wrench or screwdriver. 
Great for use in areas where space is limited. 
Includes three (3) tiny toothless, ratchets; 1/4” 
& 3/8” square drive and a 1/4” hex magnetic 
bit driver, housed in a lightweight anodized 
aluminum body. The driver can be flipped to 
switch from clockwise to counter-clockwise 
drive. Comes complete with six (6) common 
1/4” drive bits.
LIS # 61200 ............................$35.79

Part # Description Sizes Color SALE PRICE
ISN # HNE1401 .....1/4” Drive SAE ................... 1/8” to 5/8” ....................Red ..........$10.99
ISN # HNE1402 .....1/4” Drive Metric ............. 4mm to 15mm ................Gray .........$10.99
ISN # HNE3801 .....3/8” Drive SAE .....................1/4” to 1” .....................Red ..........$10.99
ISN # HNE3802 .....3/8” Drive Metric ............. 6mm to 20mm ................Gray .........$10.99 
ISN # HNE1201 .....1/2” Drive SAE ..................3/8” to 1-1/4” ..................Red ..........$12.99 
ISN # HNE1202 .....1/2” Drive Metric ..... 10mm to 25mm & 27mm ........Gray .........$12.99

Hansen Global Socket Trays 
Quickly become the preferred way to store your sockets. No 
more searching for loose sockets. Now you can organize your 
sockets for quick, easy identification by size and style. Each 
tough ABS plastic tray holds both shallow and deep sockets and 
the top of each post is marked with the socket size. Color-coded 
separate trays offer easy identification from Metric to SAE.

Quik-Pik Wrench Racks
Keep box end and open end wrenches ready for 
instant access. Feature a triangular, side-by-
side shape to take up minimum drawer space. 
Each tray pad printed with the size for easy 
grab and go. Made of tough polypropylene 
plastic with molded in carry handle.

Part # Description Sizes Color SALE PRICE
ISN # HNE5301 .....SAE ...........................................1/4” to 15/16” ..........Red ........... $5.79
ISN # HNE5302 .....Metric .......................................6mm to 18mm ........Gray .......... $5.79

Sockets Not Included

94 Pc. Mechanic’s 
SAE & Metric Tool Set
This set is perfect for you. Made to quality 
CHANNELLOCK® specifications and meets 
A.N.S.I. standards. Set Includes: • 3/8” Drive 
Tools: (1) 72 gear teeth quick release ratchet 
- (1) 3” extension - (1) 3/8” (M) to 1/4” (F) 
reducing adapter - (11) 6 Pt. standard depth 
sockets: 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 12, 13, 
14, 15, 17, 19mm • 1/4” Drive Tools: (16) 
6 Pt. standard depth sockets: 3/16”, 7/32”, 
1/4”, 9/32”, 5/16”, 11/32”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 4, 5, 
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11mm. • Bits & Accessories: 
(1) magnetic bit driver - (1) 2-1/4” bit driver 
extension - (30) hex driver bits - (10) SAE & 
Metric hex nut drivers - (18) SAE & Metric hex 
keys - Blow molded storage case.
CNL # 39070 ..........................$56.99

4 Pc. Socket & 
Bit Conversion Kit
Reduces the number of tools you have to lug 
from place to place. Excellent for access into 
very tight spaces. Converts your ratcheting 
combination wrench into an extremely low 
profile square drive ratchet for sockets or hex 
bit driver. Detent ball socket retention with 
push button quick release. Designed to work 
with 10, 13, & 19 mm wrenches. Includes: 
1/4”, 3/8” & 1/2” square drive adapters and 
1/4” hex adapter.
TTN # 12624...........................$13.99

TTN # 12045.......................3/8” Drive Offset Head - 11” Handle .................... $19.99
TTN # 12046.......................1/2” Drive Offset Head - 15” Handle .................... $25.49
PRT # W38180 ...................3/8” Drive 18” Long Handle Ratchet .................... $25.99
TTN # 11086.......................3/8” Drive 18” Long Handle Ratchet .................... $26.49
TTN # 11087.......................1/2” Drive 24” Long Handle Ratchet .................... $46.69
TTN # 12075...................... 1/4” Drive - Extendable (6” to 7-7/8”) ................... $17.79
TTN # 12070....................3/8” Drive Extendable (8-1/2” to 12-1/2”) ................. $19.99
TTN # 12074..................... 1/2” Drive Extendable (12” to 17-1/2”) ................... $31.49
TTN # 12072....................3/4” Drive Extendable (19-1/4” to 7-7/8”) ................. $99.99
TTN # 11074........................ 1/4” Drive Flex Head - 12” Handle ..................... $24.99
TTN # 11073........................ 3/8” Drive Flex Head - 18” Handle ..................... $29.99
TTN # 11072........................ 1/2” Drive Flex Head - 24” Handle ..................... $49.99

Reversible
Ratchets

Offset Head

Flex Head

Extendable

Long Handle



SNX # 9950 .................. 5 Pc. SAE Set ............$34.99
3/8 & 7/16,  1/2 & 9/16,  5/8 & 11/16,  3/4 & 13/16,  7/8 & 

15/16

BLA # BW6PTNB .... 6 Pc. Long SAE Set ........$94.69
5/16 & 3/8,  7/16 & 1/2,  9/16 & 5/8,  11/16 & 3/4,  13/16 & 

7/8, 15/16 & 1

SNX # 9950M ..............5 Pc. Metric Set ..........$27.79
10mm & 11mm, 12mm & 14mm, 13mm & 15mm, 16mm & 

18mm, 17mm & 19mm

Double Box End Wrench Sets
These 12-point double box end wrenches have a 10° offset head 
to allow clearance in tight areas. The box end design allows user to 
provide higher torque without spreading or rounding the fastener. 
Fully guaranteed and comes with canvas storage pouch.

BLA # MF-017 .............. 17 Pc. SAE .............$189.99
1/4, 5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 

15/16, 1, 1-1/16, 1-1/8, 1-1/4, 1-15/16

BLA # MF-014 .............. 14 Pc. SAE .............$169.99
5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1, 

1-1/16, 1-1/8, 1-1/4

SNX # 9714 .................. 14 Pc. SAE ...............$59.99
3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1, 

1-1/16, 1-1/8, 1-1/4

TTN # 17327................. 11 Pc. SAE ...............$13.69
1/4, 5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8

SNX # 9707 ................... 7 Pc. SAE ..............$124.99
1-5/16, 1-3/8, 1-1/2, 1-5/8, 1-3/4, 1-7/8, 2

SNX # 9604 ................... 4 Pc. SAE ..............$219.99
2-1/8, 2-1/4, 2-3/8, 2-1/2

BLA # MF-017M .......... 17 Pc. Metric ............$187.99
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22mm

SNX # 9715 ................. 14 Pc. Metric ..............$45.99
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm

BLA # MF-011M .......... 11 Pc. Metric ..............$89.99
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16mm

TTN # 17328................ 11 Pc. Metric ..............$13.69
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18mm

SNX # 9605M ...............5 Pc. Metric ...............$29.99
20, 21, 22, 23, 24mm

SNX # 9606M ...............6 Pc. Metric ...............$49.99
25, 26, 27, 29, 30, 32mm

SNX # 9707M ...............7 Pc. Metric .............$129.99
33, 34, 36, 38, 41, 46, 50mm

Satin Finish
Combination Wrench Sets
These high density wrenches feature drop forged alloy steel construc-
tion and each wrench is plated to resist rust and corrosion. Rounded 
handle edge makes it comfortable to hold and the satin-finish provides 
a slip resistance gripping surface.

Flare Nut Wrench Sets
Flare nut wrenches are specially designed to grip five sides of a hex 
nut and have a thicker build, creating more surface contact. This 
helps prevent damage to soft metal fittings such as brass copper and 
aluminum. Great for uses on fuel, brake, and air conditioning lines 
Fully guaranteed and comes with canvas storage pouch.

SNX # 9809 ..............9 Pc. SAE / Metric.......... $39.99
1/4 & 5/16,  3/8 & 7/16,  1/2 & 9/16,  5/8 & 11/16

8 & 9mm, 10 & 12mm, 13 & 14mm, 15 & 17mm, 19 & 21mm

BLA # FN8PTNB ......8 Pc. SAE / Metric........ $114.99
3/8 & 7/16,  1/2 & 9/16,  5/8 & 11/16,  3/4” & 1

10 & 12mm, 13 & 14mm, 15 & 17mm, 19 & 21mm

BLA # FN4PTNB ........... 4 Pc. SAE ............... $64.99
3/8 & 7/16, 1/2 & 9/16, 5/8 & 11/16, 3/4 & 1

BLA # FN4MNB ...........4 Pc. Metric .............. $59.99
10 & 12mm, 13 & 14mm, 15 & 17mm, 19 & 21mm

SNX # 9914 .................. 14 Pc. SAE ...............$74.99
3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1, 

1-1/16, 1-1/8, 1-1/4

SNX # 9916 ..............6 Pc. SAE Jumbo .........$135.99
1-3/8, 1-1/2, 1-5/8, 1-3/4, 1-7/8, 2

SNX # 9914M .............. 14 Pc. Metric ..............$54.99
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm

SNX # 9926 .............6 Pc. Metric Jumbo..........$44.99
20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25mm

SNX # 9927 ............7 Pc. Metric X-Large .........$79.99
26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32mm

Angle Head
Open End Wrench Sets
Both heads of these wrenches are offset at 16° & 60° to the handle. 
Both ends are the same size to permit the wrench to be used in four 
different positions. This adds convenience and access those hard-
to-reach places. Made of drop forged steel for added strength. Fully 
guaranteed and comes with canvas storage pouch.

SNX # 9915 .................. 14 Pc. SAE ...............$69.99
3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1, 

1-1/16, 1-1/8, 1-1/4

SNX # 9917M .............. 12 Pc. Metric ..............$39.99
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm

SNX # 9918M ..........5 Pc. Metric Jumbo..........$39.99
20, 21, 22, 23, 24mm

SNX # 9919M .........8 Pc. Metric X-Large .........$97.49
26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32mm

SNX # 9917MPR ....25 Pc. Metric Master .......$159.99
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 

25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32mm

V-Groove Extended Length
Combination Wrench Sets 
These smooth fully polished, drop forged alloy steel wrenches are 20% 
longer than standard wrenches and feature V-Groove open end design 
which reduces wear on fasteners. Wrenches  are fully guaranteed and 
comes with canvas storage pouch.

BLA # BW-14PT .......... 14 Pc. SAE ............ $149.99
5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1, 

1-1/16, 1-1/8, 1-1/4

BLA # BW-11PT .......... 11 Pc. SAE ............ $114.99
3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1

BLA # BW-14MPT ...... 14 Pc. Metric ........... $149.99
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20mm

BLA # BW-11P ............ 11 Pc. Metric ........... $114.99
7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19mm

TTN # 17398............22 Pc. SAE / Metric ......... $29.99
1/4, 5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8

9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm

Polished Finish
Combination Wrench Sets

Constructed of chrome vanadium alloy steel for strength and durabil-
ity. Each wrench is polished to a mirror-like finish that wipes clean 
after each use. Wrenches use a 12-point box end design with 15° 
offset creating clearance for fingers.
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Save When You Purchase 
Two Sets Together!
25 Pc. SAE Combo Set
Includes: 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 
13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”, 1-1/16”, 1-1/8”, 1-1/4” ex-
tended length wrenches • 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 
5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”, stubby’ 
short handle wrenches.
SNX # 9915/9930 ......................$89.99

Save When You Purchase 
Two Sets Together!
22 Pc. Metric Combo Set
Includes: 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 
18, 19mm extended length wrenches • 10, 11, 
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm stubby’ short 
handle wrenches.
SNX # 9917M/9930M ................$56.29

SAVE
$20

SAVE
$16



Twisted - flat side of
the wrench to allow you
apply more force with
reduced hand fatigue

Deeper - socket
style box end for

recessed fasteners

Lateral Drive
Combination Wrench Sets
By twisting the axis, that non-working end makes for a more natural handle that 
diffuses pressure into the palm and across the fingers, conversely decrease force re-
quired to achieve required torque. These sets feature fully polished chrome vanadium 
steel wrenches packaged in a professional EVA foam storage case.

TTN # 17316....................8 Pc. SAE Set ...........................$56.49
 Sizes include: 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16” & 3/4”
TTN # 17317................. 12 Pc. Metric Set .........................$74.99
 Sizes include: 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, & 19mm

Clearance - tapered 
thickness open end for low 

clearance and confined 
applications

SNX # 9935 ..........Half Moon Set - SAE ..........$28.79
5/16” & 3/8”, 7/16” & 1/2”, 9/16” & 5/8”, 11/16” & 3/4”, 13/16” 

& 7/8”

SNX # 9935M ......Half Moon Set - Metric.........$32.99
8mm & 10mm, 11mm & 13mm, 14mm & 15mm, 17mm & 

19mm, 21mm & 22mm

SNX # 9940 ............ S-Style Set - SAE ............$29.99
5/16” & 3/8”, 7/16” & 1/2”, 9/16” & 19/32”, 5/8” & 11/16”, 

11/16” & 3/4”

SNX # 9940M ........S-Style Set - Metric ...........$29.99
8mm & 9mm, 12mm & 13mm, 14mm & 15mm, 16mm & 

17mm, 18mm & 19mm

Limited Access Double
Box End Wrench Sets
These 12-point wrenches feature a curved design for maximum 
access in confined areas and around obstructions. Fully polished 
drop forged steel that provides added strength. Fully guaranteed and 
includes a canvas storage pouch. Used mainly in automotive applica-
tions for starter motors, alternators, carburetors, brakes, driveline and 
exhaust manifolds just to mention a few.

SNX # 9730 ....... 8 Pc. Metric Straight Set .......$53.99
24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32mm

SNX # 9740 ....... 7 Pc. Metric Straight Set .......$78.69
34, 35, 36, 38, 41, 42, 46mm

SNX # 9720 .........7 Pc. SAE Straight Set ........$64.99
1, 1-1/16, 1-1/8, 1-3/16, 1-1/4, 1-3/8, 1-1/2

SNX # 9722 .........6 Pc. SAE Straight Set ........$89.99
1-5/8, 1-3/4, 1-7/8, 2, 2-1/8, 2-1/4

SNX # 9708 ...........8 Pc. SAE Flare Set ..........$24.99
3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 7/8

SNX # 9710M ..... 10 Pc. Metric Flare Set ........$33.69
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm

Crowfoot Wrench Sets 
These fully polished, chrome finish, drop forged steel crowfoot 
wrenches can easily attach to any ratchet or extension bar to reach 
into confined areas.

Flare Style

Straight
Style

Stubby Combination Wrench Sets
These short handle combination wrenches provide extreme access 
and clearance in tight areas. The 12-point box end provides maximum 
turning power. Fully guaranteed and comes with canvas storage 
pouch.

SNX # 9930 ..............11 Pc. SAE Set ..............$39.99
3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16, 1

SNX # 9930M ......... 10 Pc. Metric Set ............$32.49
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19mm

220 lb. Capacity
Adustable Work Table
17” x 20” x 1” working area 
with (3) compartment trays 
for organization. Adjustable 
table height from 34” to 47-
3/4”.  ‘H’ designed base and 
four 2” swivel casters keep 
this work table extremely 
stable and mobile.

Offset Post Design 
Tucks Table into Engine 

Compartments

Tool Rail

$13999
SNX # 8019

Low Profile
Plastic Creeper
Features a 40” long ergonomically molded 
body-fitting frame, vinyl covered foam 
padded headrest, two molded storage trays 
and six recessed 3” casters. Due to its 1” of 
ground clearance, this creeper may not be 
suitable for larger people.
SNX # 8499

6 Caster
Steel Frame Creeper
This creeper has a low 1-3/4” ground 
clearance. Features powder coated 
black frame with cushioned red vinyl pad, 
adjustable head rest and 2-1/2” diameter 
hooded casters. 40” x 17” x 4”.
SNX # 8505

4 Caster Steel
Frame Creeper
Features powder coated black 
frame with cushioned red vinyl pad, 
and 2-1/2” diameter casters. 36” x 
17” x 3.5”. Max capacity 250 lbs.
SNX # 8504

5-Caster
Tractor Seat
Adjustable from 22” to 18”. 
3-1/2” dia. chrome finished 
casters with rubber tread, 
low-back cushioned seat 
offers extended comfort.
SNX # 8514

Padded
Mechanics
Roller Seat
Durable construction with 
fully padded seat. Four 
2-1/2” casters.
SNX # 8507

5-Caster
Mechanics Stool
Adjustable from 20” to 15”. 
Features include a large diameter 
cushioned vinyl seat. 2-1/2” swivel 
casters for easy mobility.
SFA # C3001

Hydraulic Shop Stool
Seat height adjusts from 28-1/2” to 33” with the easy one-hand hydraulic lever control. Stool swivels 
360° degrees and has an adjustable padded backrest that can be raised or lowered from 10-1/2” to 
12”. Durable frame with high-polished chrome finish and slip resistant feet.    SNX # 8516

$3799
SFA # C3001

$3799

$8999

SNX # 8507

SNX # 8516

$6799

$3999 $4999

SNX # 8499

SNX # 8504
SNX # 8505
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SNX # 8514

$12999



Foldable Top Side Creeper
This patented, award-winning 
design reduces back, leg, and knee 
stress. Provides a comfortable way 
to work/reach into the engine com-
partments. No more getting stabbed 
by the hood latch, slipping off the 
bumper, or cracking plastic engine 
components while climbing around 
on the vehicle. Because it adjusts 
from 47” to 64” high, it allows usage 
on many different types of vehicles. Feature heavy-gauge 
steel construction with a durable powder coated finish. Deck 
is padded and covered with heavy vinyl for comfort and 
durability. Four casters (two of them locking) to allow you to 
easily move and position the unit. Folds up for easy storage.
ISN # TRX3-100 .................................... $299.99

The smooth, comfortable one-piece Polypropylene copolymer construction makes it practically indestructible. 
A unique network of reinforcement gives you unmatched strength without the added weight. The big differ-
ence is the shape that cradles you comfortably between the outboard wheel pods. The large diameter wheels 
are mounted outboard so the creeper can’t tip or flip.

 SFA # 4031 ........................... Bone-ster™ Creeper ............................... $109.99
The Bone-ster may be the littlest creeper in the family, but its double-ribbed body gives it an in-
credible 400 pound capacity! Lower pods mean more working area so bigger, taller guys can use 
it with ease! Built-in handles make it easy to carry. Features: 1-1/4” of ground clearance from  3” 
diameter casters allowing it to roll over many garage/shop obstacles. 43” L x 23-3/8” W x 4-1/2 H.
 SFA # 7031 ..................Rough Rider™ All-Terrain Creeper ..................... $147.99
This dual purpose creeper can also be used outdoors in less than ideal conditions including dirt, 
rough pavement and gravel with a firm substrate. Features extra wide (1-3/8”), high flotation tires 
don’t sink in soft surfaces. The large 5-3/8” diameter wheels roll easily over gravel, dirt, or broken 
pavement where ordinary creepers get stuck dead in their tracks. 45-1/2” L x 25-1/2” W x 7-7/8 H.
 SFA # 5031 ........................ Tail Bone™ Creeper Seat ............................ $139.99
Easier to use, more comfortable and more durable. The bucket seat lets you use your natural body 
movements to position yourself and the stool exactly where you want it. The big 5” diameter wheels roll 
effortlessly over shop clutter and rough surfaces with ease. Unique tripod design means fewer wheels 
that have to roll over obstacles and is a naturally stable working platform. The smooth surface is easy 
to keep clean as well as impact resistant and impervious to oil, cleaners and solvents.
SFA # 4033 .................... Replacement Caster for Bone-ster™ ...................... $33.95
SFA # 7033 .................. Replacement Caster for Rough Rider™ .................... $33.95
SFA # 7033-1 ................Replacement Wheel for Rough Rider™ .................... $19.95

A

Designed by
Mechanics

for Mechanics

BONE™ CREEPERSBONE™ CREEPERS

B

B

A

C

C

Deluxe
Large Caster
Tapered Frame Creeper
Constructed using a 1” black powder coated 
steel drop frame design for extra leg comfort, 
a 2-1/4” thick vinyl pad, a 5 position side stick 
shift adjustable head rest and large oversized 
swivel casters. Height with headrest down is 
5” and headrest up is 9-1/2”. Frame dimen-
sions measure: 45-1/2” L x 19” W.
SNX # 8515 ..........................$189.99

Part # Description SALE PRICE 
PRT # W88981 ..................... 48” x 96” Continuous Roll ........................... $19.99
PRT # W88980 ..................... 24” x 72” Continuous Roll ........................... $11.49
PRT # W88989 ..................24” x 24” Interlocking Squares ....................... $17.99
 Can be assembled in a variety of different patterns using the supplied borders. 
 Contains six (6) squares or 24 sq. ft. in each pack. Use multiple packs for more floor coverage.

Anti-Fatigue 
Diamond Plate Floor Mats
Hard floors are hard on the body and will eventually fatigue your 
feet, legs and back. These 3/8” thick shock absorbent anti-fatigue 
mats reduce discomfort from standing and provide protection to any 
floor. Can also be used to reduces noise and vibration. Best of all they 
are lightweight, water resistant and easy to clean. Universal - any size or 
shape can be cut to fit your needs with a utility knife and straight edge. 

EVA FOAM NON-SLIP CUT-TO-FIT

Work Pad w/
LED Light Strip
Made of durable EVA material. 
Cushion your back, head, feet and 
knees while you work. 21 LED lights 
cast helpfull illumination under 
vehicles. Lightweight and foldable. 
Measures 47.5”L x 18”W x 1.25”H.
SFA # 85001 ..........................$69.95

47” Folding Work Pad
Got a job that requires you to kneel or 
lay down? Also ideal for roadside repairs. 
Features thick closed cell foam cushion with 
heavy duty vinyl cover that folds in half for 
easy storage in tight places. Include two 
handles for easy carrying. Max capacity 350 
lbs. Measures 47”L x 17.3”W x 3”H. 
SFA # C-1000...................... $19.95

LED LightbarLED Lightbar

Federated ® Fender Cover
Protects your vehicles finish while you work. 
This leather grained vinyl cover has a non-
slip, cushioned backing and sewn-in seams to 
help hold this cover firmly in place.
EPP # 5436 ............................$13.99

Digital Outside Micrometer
Ideal for the professional tradesperson or the 
committed DIYer who appreciates quality. A 
simple push of the button converts the LCD 
digital readout from inches to millimeters. 
Features C2 carbide ground anvil and spindle 
with ‘Thimble Lock’  for added accuracy and 
smooth operation. Measures up to 1” with 
accuracy of  0.0001” of an inch. Includes: 
rolling measurement adaptor, battery and 
storage case.
PRT # W80156 .......................$59.99

0” - 6” Digital Caliper
w/ Fractional Display
Designed for  inside, outside, step and depth 
measurements. Features a LCD multi-function 
display that can be set to zero at any position 
in the measuring range. Includes hardened 
stainless steel components, locking knob, 
extra battery and protective storage case.
TTN  # 23173 .........................$25.99

0” - 6” Digital Caliper
w/ Decimal & Metric Display
Same great features as the one listed above 
but only displays SAE decimal and metric.
TTN # 23175 ..........................$29.99
PRT # W80152  ......................$18.49

0-6” Stainless Steel
Dial Calipers w/Case
Designed for inside, outside, depth and step 
measurements. Features a shockproof fully 
adjustable dial, smooth thumb roller action 
and chrome satin finish with engraved mark-
ings. Measures up to 6” with 0.001” gradu-
ations and 1-5/8” jaw depth. Other features 
include hardened stainless steel components, 
locking thumbwheels on dial and slider and 
protective storage case.
SNX # 6013 ............................$49.99
PRT # W80151 .......................$29.99

0” - 4” Digital Caliper
Durable carbon fiber construction. Measures 
outside and inside dimensions up to 4” or 
100 mm. Graduated in 1 mm and 1/10” incre-
ments. Large easy to read LCD display that 
can be reset to zero at any position within the 
measuring range. Battery is included.
PRT # W80157 .........................$7.99

Economy
6”Adjustable Caliper
Measures outside, inside, step and depth.
PRT # W80150 .........................$1.29
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POSI LOCK® PULLER, INC.

This line of quality manual gear and bearing pullers raises new standards for quickness, ease and conve-
nience. This patented T-handle & Cage ® controls prevent the jaws of the puller from slipping off the work 
surface. This gives substantially increased productivity and tool life, plus it eliminates dangerous situations 
for technicians. Made in the USA.

Hub Adapters / Collar Accessories
Hub adapters paired together with a manual gear / bearing puller adds 
ease, quickness, and convenience to the removal of many industrial 
and automotive applications such as fan hubs, blower wheels bearings 
from housings or shafts and motor repair.

5 Ton Puller & 3 Pc. Hub Adapter Set
Includes: D104 puller, - HP-30 (small collar adaptor),
- HP-40 (large collar adaptor), - HP-70 (tip reducer/extender) 
and blow-molded carrying case. 
PSL # HP2..............................................$274.99

Part # Capacity Jaws Spread Reach Max Torque SALE PRICE
PSL # D103 ........2-Ton ...........3 ....... 1/4” to 4-1/2” ......... 3” ...................-- ................$89.99
PSL # D104 ........5-Ton ...........3 .......... 1/2” to 5” ............ 4” .............40 ft./lbs. .........$139.99
PSL # D106 .......10-Ton ..........3 .......... 1/2” to 7” ............ 6” ............130 ft./lbs. ........$184.99
PSL # D108 .......17-Ton ..........3 ......... 3/4” to 12” ........... 8” ............220 ft./lbs. ........$249.99
PSL # D110 .......20-Ton ..........3 ...........1” to 15” ...........9.67” .........275 ft./lbs. ........$269.99

• Slim tapered jaws 
allow for easier 

gripping and better 
access to tight spots

• Cage guides jaws for 
fast setup, solid contact 

& superior safety

• Nut recessed to
avoid mushrooming & 

disfiguration from impact

• Center bolt threads designed for 
less effort to apply high torque

• Hardened Tip

Parts Washers
Feature all-steel constructed cabi-
nets with a red powder-coated 
finish and have a removable shelf 
for better versatility. Includes 
flexible chrome plated steel spigot 
and nozzle with 110 volt electrical 
pump that re-circulates 50 gallons 
per hour. PLEASE NOTE: use 
a non-solvent, water-based 
concentrate cleaner/degreaser 
with these units.

3-1/2 Gallon Model
Perfect size to use on any workbench with dimen-
sions of 17-3/8” x 14-1/4” x 8-3/4” assembled.
PRT # W54041 .............................. $69.99 

20 Gallon Model w/ Stand
This unit has a large work area of 31” x 21” x 36” 
and uses a fusible link to automatically closes lid in 
the event of a fire.
PRT # W54040 ............................ $159.99

BLACKHAWK PORTO-POWER KITS
These models shown below give you the pushing 
and spreading power you need to make fast work 
of everyday repairs. Sets feature: snap-lock heavy 
walled extension tubes designed to stand up in tough 
application yet provide for quick, easy assembly. A 
long ram handle helps to provide low pumping action. 
Automatic pump overload system helps prevent 
damage to rams and equipment. 1/2 ton capacity 
spreader has 2” jaws and spreads from 5/8” 
to 3-3/4”. Includes rugged blow molded 
storage tool case.

4 Ton Kit
Includes: 4-ton hydraulic ram & pump, 6’ hose 
w/ coupler, 19-1/2” extension tube, 16-1/2” ex-
tension tube, 8-1/2” extension tube, 6” exten-
sion tube, 3” extension tube, male connector, 
1/4” NPT female & male coupler, wedge head, 
serrated saddle, flat base, ram toe, plunger 
toe, rubber head and 90° ‘V’ base.
SFA # B65114 ......................$199.95

10 Ton Kit
Includes: 10-ton hydraulic ram & pump, 6’ 
hose w/ coupler, 27” extension tube, 18” 
extension tube, 10” extension tube, 4” exten-
sion tube, male connector, 1/4” NPT female & 
male coupler, 1/2-ton spreader, wedge head, 
serrated saddle, flat base, ram toe, plunger 
toe, rubber head and 90° ‘V’ base.
SFA # B65115 ......................$299.99

BOOM POSITIONS 1/ 2 /3 /4 
Boom Length: 

48” / 41.5” / 34” / 27”
Boom Capacity (tons):

0.5 / 1 / 1.5 / 2
Maximum Height:

96.5” / 90.5” / 84.5” / 78.5”

 PRT # W41029 ............2-Ton Capacity Folding Engine Crane .................. $324.79
This 4,000 lb. capacity folding crane is perfect for shops that have limited space but needs the 
lifting capabilities of a crane. Features a 4-position telescoping boom with heavy steel hook that 
provides additional reach when pulling engines from vehicles. The 6-wheel/caster design adds 
mobility even during storage. Quick-release ring pins make setup and teardown of the foldable 
body a snap.
 SNX # 5222 ...............2-Ton Dual Piston Folding Engine Crane ................ $499.99
This engine crane has some awesome new features like: dual pump pistons designed to reach 
max height 25% faster than single pump designs. New low 4.7” leg clearance to fit under wide 
range of vehicle frame without jacking up the vehicle. 4-position boom can be adjusted from: 
1000, 2000, 3000 & 4000 lb. settings. See setting specifications listed above. Drop forged steel 
hook swivels 360 degrees and the whole crane fold up when it’s not in use. (21.5” x 31.5” area). 
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6-Way
Hydraulic Ram Puller Set
This puller applies constant and even pres-
sure while giving up to 10 tons of pulling 
capacity. Use the direct thrust of the hand 
operated hydraulic ram to create maximum 
pulling power. This kit is capable of making 
8 different combinations of 2 or 3 jaw pullers 
in standard or long reaches. Features jaws 
made of CR-MO alloy steel for greater 
strength and performance, blow molded case 
for organization and transportation.
SNX # 3909 .........................$174.99

3/4 Ton Capacity
Engine Sling
Designed to hook to a 
crane or hoist. The hori-
zontal tilt can be adjusted 
to compensate for off-
center or off-balanced 
loads. Includes (4) 12” 
long chains and angle 
brackets for easy mounting.
SNX # 5208 ............................$69.99

Universal
Engine Lift Plate
Lift your engine at three 
different angles, with 
the intake manifold 
installed. Universal 
design fits 90% 
of the cast iron and 
aluminum intakes applications 
including Holley® Dominator manifolds. 1,000 
lbs. maximum load capacity allows you to 
remove or install engines with the transmis-
sion attached. Can be used to seal the intake 
for safe storage as well.
PRT # W41034 .........................$9.99

 PRT #W89742  ....................2-1/2 lb. Internal Puller Set  ......................... $149.99
Includes: 2-1/2 pound ‘T’ handle slide hammer and four (4) collets: 3/8” to 1/2”, 9/16” to 11/16”, 
5/8” to 1”, 1” to 1-1/4” which adjust and expand to fit a wide-range of internal pulling applications. 
Comes housed in a blow-molded plastic storage case. Has replacement part availability.
 SNX # 3911 ................................ 5 lb. Master Set ................................... $99.99
Set includes the following: 5 lb. heavy duty slide hammer, tapered cone, reversible jaws and a 
cross block that can be configured for 2 or 3 way / internal or external pulling. A puller hook, rear 
axle puller, dent puller, special grip wrench adapter and steel carrying case.

These professional slide
hammer puller sets ease in the removal of dents & body repair, flange-type 
axles, gears, seals, bushings, sleeves, bearings and other press fit parts.
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Mini Rectangle - 8-7/8” L x 2-1/2” W 
TTN # 11195................................ $5.49

Rectangle - 9-1/2” L x 5-1/2” W 
SNX # 8812 ............................... $19.99

Square - 11” L x 11-1/2” W 
SNX # 8817 ............................... $38.99

Round - 6”  diameter 
SNX # 8810 ............................... $10.99

Round Strainer Basket - 11” dia. x 4” D
TTN # 11180................................ $9.99

Magnetic Parts Trays
Stainless steel construction that won’t rust or pit and 
makes clean-up a snap! The rubber covered magnets 
will not scratch mounting surfaces. Can be used in any 
position, including upside down and vertical.

Individual
Bastard Cut Files
These double cut, course files are made of ultra high 
carbon steel and have precision cut teeth for moder-
ate stock removal. The half-round bastard cut files 
are rounded on one side, flat on the other.
FRN # 70326 ....6” Half Round  ....$2.49
FRN # 70327 ....8” Half Round .....$3.29
FRN # 70328 ...10” Half Round ....$4.29
FRN # 70320 ......... 8” Flat  .........$2.49
FRN # 70321 ........ 10” Flat .........$3.29
FRN # 70322 ........ 12” Flat .........$4.49

Wilton® Tradesman 
Vise & BASH® Sledge 
Hammer Combo Package
This special edition package includes: 
• (1) 5-1/2” black Wilton® Tradesman Bullet 
Vise - enclosed design. See specifications 
listed above for model #63200. 
• (1) B.A.S.H® green hi-vis 4 lb. Sledge 
Hammer # 20412. Has a 4 lb. head with a 12” 
long Unbreakable® Handle Technology.
• If bought individually it would cost $511.74
JET # 63200A ......................$379.00

Magnet Vise Jaw Pad Set 
Features (3) magnets per pad, with uniform 
cross-hatch gripping surface.
TTN # 22020...........................$10.49

Magnet Vise Jaw Pad Set 
Features (2) magnets per pad. Pads have 
molded areas to securely clamp round objects.
PRT # MV-1 ............................$14.49

Magnetic Vise Jaw Pads
Securely fastens to any 3” to 6” vise jaw using strong 
magnets. Non-marring material prevents clamp 
marks, scratching or damage to finished surfaces.

Aluminum 
Vise Jaw
Pad Set 
Features magnetic 
strips holds pad to any 
steel vise jaw. Specially 
designed ledge, supports flat parts while 
clamping. V-shaped aluminum surface holds 
and helps protect round or hex parts.
LIS # 48000 ............................$11.79

Magnetic 
Soldering Clamp
Offers an extra pair of hands. 
Designed to attach and hold 
wires in a multiple of different 
configurations while solder-
ing. Clips and base are 
magnetic and can be used separately. Base 
is hex-shaped to fit into a vise when needed.
LIS # 55000 ............................$14.69

Portable
Sand Blaster
For use with an air compressor to remove rust, 
paint, graffiti, burrs from metals, corrosion and 
scale as well as etching glass and weathering 
wood. The 50 lb. capacity gravity feed hopper 
accepts abrasive materials: silica, sand, steel 
grit, glass beads and pecan shell. Has a 15’ 
material supply hose that coils nicely around 
the hopper for easy portability/transportation. 
Includes an aluminum blast gun with 3/16” ce-
ramic nozzle. Min. air requirements: 3.5 cfm @ 
50 psi. with max. operating pressure of 90 psi.
TTN # 19450...........................$54.99
TTN # 19451...Replacement Tips ...$8.49

5-1/2” Jaw
Reversible Vise
Can be reversed by simply removing the 
front jaw, swiveling the base 180°, then reas-
sembling the jaws. When jaws are in normal 
position, the opening measures 6”. Jaw 
opening can be expanded to an incredible 
9-3/4” when reversed. Two large anvil work 
surfaces for forming and shaping material. 
Built-in self-centering pipe jaws with 1/4” to 2” 
pipe jaw capacity.
Features: 30,000 PSI iron body with (4) 
mounting ears, and replaceable hardened 
serrated steel jaw faces.
JET # 14500 .........................$169.99

6” All Terrain Portable Vise
• Provides 1 ton of clamping force. 
• Lightweight, with an integrated carrying handle.
• Drive tight set screws provide a tight fit in 
the hitch to limit vibration and movement while 
driving. 
• Its ideal working height doesn’t interfere with 
truck bed or tailgate. 
• Water resistant construction provides all 
weather protection while it’s on your vehicle. 
• Features: heavy-duty 60,000 PSI ductile iron 
body with large striking anvil / work surface. 
built-in self centering pipe jaws clamp and 
replaceable hardened serrated steel jaw faces.
Jaw Width .......................................................6”
Opening Capacity (max) ........................ 5-3/4”
Throat Depth ..................................................5”
Pipe Jaw Capacity ............................. 3/4” to 3”
Overall Height ....................................... 19-1/4”
JET # 10010 ............................ $179.99

Mounts to a Bench or Trailer
• 4-bolt mounting bracket included

Mounts to your Vehicle
• Fits standard 2” receiver hitch

• Includes hitch pin

 Wilton ® Tradesman™ Round Channel Vises 
Fully enclosed spindle and nut assembly keeps debris out and lubrication in. Features: double lockdown base, (4) mounting ears, built-in self-
centering pipe jaws, anvil work surface, and replaceable hardened serrated steel jaw faces.
 Wilton ® Utility Workshop Vises 
Powder coat finish resists scratches and provides a tough and durable surface. Features: single lockdown base, (4) mounting ears, built-in self-
centering pipe jaws, large anvil work surface, replaceable hardened serrated steel jaw faces.
 Wilton ® Rotating Head Bench Vises
The rotating head allows you to clamp your material at the best possible angle. Indexed at 90° left and right for quick set up. Features: double 
lockdown base, (4) mounting ears, built-in self-centering pipe jaws, anvil work surface, and replaceable hardened serrated steel jaw faces.
 ‘Shop Iron’ Bench Vises by Titan™
Forged steel beam for added strength. Features: double lockdown base, (4) mounting ears, built-in self-centering pipe jaws, anvil work surface, 
and replaceable hardened serrated steel jaw faces.
    Max. Opening Throat Pipe Jaw Base
Part # Style Vise Strength / Construction Size Capacity Depth Capacity Swivel SALE PRICE

TTN # 22010 Shop Iron 30,000 psi / Cast Iron 4” Jaw 4-1/4” 2” 5/8” to 1-1/4” 210° $56.79
JET # 11126 Utility 30,000 psi / Cast Iron 4-1/2” Jaw 4” 2-5/8” 1/8” to 2” 180° $89.95
JET # 69999 Swivel Head 30,000 psi / Cast Iron 5” Jaw 5-1/4” 3” 3/8” to 3” 360° $164.99
JET # 11127 Utility 30,000 psi / Cast Iron 5-1/2” Jaw 5” 3-1/4” 1/8” to 2-1/2” 180° $113.99
JET # 63200 Tradesman 60,000 psi / Ductile Iron 5-1/2” Jaw 5” 3-3/4” 1/4” to 3” 360° $464.75
TTN # 22016 Shop Iron 30,000 psi / Cast Iron 6-1/2” Jaw 6-1/8” 3-1/8” 5/8” to 6” 210° $149.99
JET # 11128 Utility 30,000 psi / Cast Iron 6-1/2” Jaw 5-1/2” 3-13/16” 1/8” to 2-1/2” 180° $147.99
JET # 63201 Tradesman 60,000 psi / Ductile Iron 6-1/2” Jaw 6-1/2” 4” 1/4” to 3-1/2” 360° $519.99
TTN # 22018 Shop Iron 30,000 psi / Cast Iron 8” Jaw 7-1/2” 4-1/2” 1/2” to 3-1/2” 210° $279.99
JET # 11800 Utility 30,000 psi / Cast Iron 8” Jaw 7-1/2” 4-1/2” 1/8” to 3” 180° $279.95
JET # 63202 Tradesman 60,000 psi / Ductile Iron 8” Jaw 7” 4-3/4” 1/8” to 3-1/2” 360° $775.00
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BENCH GRINDERS

 Handle Head  Head  
Part # Length Weight Material SALE PRICE 
JET # 20416 .....16” .......4 lb ......Forged Steel .....$51.99
JET # 20616 .....16”  ......6 lb ......Forged Steel .....$62.99
JET # 20816 .....16” .......8 lb ......Forged Steel .....$74.99
JET # 20424 .....24” .......4 lb ......Forged Steel .....$61.99
JET # 20624 .....24” .......6 lb ......Forged Steel .....$68.99
JET # 20824 .....24” .......8 lb ......Forged Steel .....$81.50
JET # 20830 .....30” .......8 lb ......Forged Steel .....$85.99
JET # 21230 .....30” ......12 lb .....Forged Steel ....$112.50
JET # 20636 .....36” .......6 lb ......Forged Steel .....$78.75
JET # 20836 .....36” .......8 lb ......Forged Steel .....$89.99
JET # 21036 .....36” ......10 lb .....Forged Steel ....$104.99
JET # 21236 .....36” ......12 lb .....Forged Steel ....$117.99
JET # 22036 .....36” ......20 lb .....Forged Steel ....$179.99

B.A.S.H Sledge Hammers
Hi-Vis Head is drop forged 46 HRC steel for the most demanding applications.
Features a flat head design that conveniently stands upright for easy reach.
A steel re-enforced lanyard hole safely secures sledge hammer to your wrist.

THE WORLD’S

MOST
DURABLE
STRIKING TOOLSUnbreakable ® Handle Technology 

Molten steel bars reinforced to eliminate breaking due to overstrikes.
These put traditional wood and fiberglass hammers to shame!

Safety Plate 
 Locking steel plate holds the head to the handle preventing dislodging.

Ergonomic Vulcanized Rubber Handle 
Shaped and thickened for improved comfort and grip with less vibration.

 Handle Head  Head  
Part # Length Weight Material SALE PRICE 
JET # 90416 .....16” ........4 lb .........Brass .......$119.85
JET # 90616 .....16” ........6 lb .........Brass .......$157.50

Brass Hammers
Features a double face, mar-resistant soft brass head to help 
absorb impact and reduces or eliminate work damage. Spark 
resistant for safe use near combustible materials.

Dead Blow Hammers
Eliminates bounce back. The non-marring and non-sparking soft 
face making them ideal for use in the automotive industry, oil and 
mining, metal fabrication and assembly, wood assembly and the 
aerospace industry.

 Handle Head  Head  
Part # Length Weight Material SALE PRICE 
JET # 55114 ... 14” .....1.5 lb ...Vulcanized Rubber .... $34.99
JET # 55214 ... 14” .......2 lb ....Vulcanized Rubber .... $38.95
JET # 55314 ... 14” .......3 lb ....Vulcanized Rubber .... $44.50

3 Pc. B.A.S.H 
Unbreakable Hammer Set
The world’s most durable sledge, ball and 
cross pein hammers available. Set Con-
tains: - (1) 2-1/2 lb. sledge hammer with 12” 
handle - (1) 24 oz. ball pein hammer with 
14” handle - (1) 32 oz. cross pein hammer 
with 16” handle.
JET # 3PCBASH .............. Includes Case .........$129.95
JET # 11111 ..................... Without Case ..........$103.75

Wilton® Spark-Duty
4 Pc. Hi-Vis C-Clamp Kit
Drop forged construction with extra deep 
throat. ACME rolled copper plated spindle 
with Perma-pad® is designed to resist 
welding spatter and corrosion. Features a 
V-grooved anvil that allows secure holding of 
all materials including rounds, squares and 
flats. High-visibility color conforms to OSHA 
safety color standards for physical hazards 
regulation #1910.144.
Includes: (1) 0-2” • (1) 0-4”
• (1) 0-6” • (1) 0-8” C- Clamps.
JET # 11114 ................ $69.95
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Sellstrom ®

DP4™
Multi-Purpose
Face Shield
Provides uninterrupted 
protection in grind-
ing, brazing and 
cutting operations 
with only one face 
sheild. Combines a clear 
polycarbonate anti-fog 
shield with a flip-down Shade #5 IR window. 
Complies with ANSI Z87.1 standards.
ZZZ # 23210 ...........................$59.99

  Wheel Motor   Wheel Work
Part # Manufacturer Dia.   (HP)  RPM’s Grits Light SALE PRICE
JET # 577101 ..............Jet ..............6” ..........1/2 ........3,450 ...... 36/60 ......................$189.95
DEW # DW756 .......DeWALT .........6” ..........5/8 ........3,450 ...... 36/60 ......................$114.99
SNX # 5001A ............Sunex ...........6” ..........1/2 ........3,450 ...... 36/60 ....... Yes ........$149.99
JET # 577102 ..............Jet ..............8” ........... 1 ..........3,450 ...... 36/60 ......................$259.95
DEW # DW758 .......DeWALT .........8” ..........3/4 ........3,600 ...... 36/60 ......................$149.99
SNX # 5002A ............Sunex ...........8” ..........3/4 ........3,450 ...... 36/60 ....... Yes ........$164.99
JET # 577103 ..............Jet .............10” ....... 1-1/2 .......1,725 ...... 24/46 ......................$469.95 

These grinders are built with the user in mind, as 
they have conveniently located the guarded on/off 
switches. Other features include large quick-adjusting 
eye shields, slide spark arrestors, one piece tool 
rests. The heavy cast metal base has permanent 

mounting holes and rubber feet, making it easy to mount 
on any stand or workbench. The Jet ® models have a couple 

of additional features like a totally enclosed UL listed electric 
motor with pre-lubricated ball bearings for longer life and cast iron 

wheel guards with dust collector ports.

14 Pc. Chisel & Punch Set
These punches and chisels are hardened and 
tempered for maximum strength and durabil-
ity. Each are individually ground, polished 
and coated for corrosion resistance. Contains 
cold chisels, one of each in the following 
sizes: 5/16”, 3/8”, 1/2”, 5/8” and 3/4”, also pin 
punches in each of the following sizes: 5/16” x 
5”L, 5/16” x 5-1/4”L, 5/16” x 5-1/2”L, 3/8” x 7”L 
and 1/2” x 7”L, plus 1/2” flat cape chisel, 3/8” 
prick punch, 7/16” diamond point chisel, 7/16” 
center punch and roll-up pouch.
BLA # CT114 .........................$99.99

These tools can be used for cutting chains, padlocks, bolts and wire mesh. Cut everything from bolts, wire 
mesh, chains, padlocks and more. These cutters have all-purpose hardened alloy steel jaws, with center-cut 
blades and are designed for soft, medium and hard metals. One-step internal cam mechanism keeps the cutting 
blades precisely aligned. Tubular steel handles with rubber grips allow greater leverage and cutting control.
PRT # BC18 18” Center-Cut Bolt Cutter $11.99
PRT # BC24 24” Center-Cut Bolt Cutter $14.99
PRT # BC30 30” Center-Cut Bolt Cutter $19.99
PRT # BC36 36” Center-Cut Bolt Cutter $24.99

Sightgard® Arctic Elite
Each has anti-fog coating and rubberized 
nose and ear pieces.
MSA # 10059671....Mirrored .....$6.49
MSA # 10038845...... Clear ........$5.69
MSA # 10038846...... Gray ........$5.49

MSA
SAFETY EQUIPMENT

Jet 8” Bench
Grinder &
Pedestal Combo
this grinder kit includes 
Jet # 57102 8” Bench 
Grinder & Jet # 577172 
Pedestal Stand. See 
grinder specifications 
listed above.

$29995
JET # 577102K

SPECIAL

BUY!



7” / 9” Variable Speed
Electric Polisher w/ Soft Start

14” Diameter
Corded Chop Saws

20V MAX* XR Cordless
Mechanics Combo Kit

Completely safe for all different types of 
materials and applications. Simply rotate the 
dial; located on the handle, to the maximum 
speed desired (0-600 / 0-3500 rpm). Now the 
variable speed trigger will only allow the user to control 
speed from 0 to dialed rpm setting. An electronic mod-
ule maintains specified speed even under a load. 
Features: Wool Ingestion Shields to increasing tool 
life and reducing service costs. Non-mar rubber gear 
case cover reduces surface imperfections. Powerful, 
12 Amp motor with ball-bearing construction the 
most demanding applications.
Kit Includes: (1) electric polisher, - (1) 5/8”-11 threaded hook & loop 
backing pad, - (1) bale handle, - (1) straight side handle.
DEW # DWP849X ................................................$259.99
DEW #DWMT73808 .......  FREE w/ DWP849X Purchase

70 Pc. Multi-Bit & Nut Driver Set
• Includes: - (1) Vinyl grip bit driver, - (10) SAE nut driver 
bits: 5/32” - 1/2”, - (10) Metric nut driver bits: 4 - 12mm, - 
(10) Torx bits: T6, T7, T8, T9. T10, T15, T20, T25, T27, 
T30, - (3) Robertson bits: 1, 2, 3, - (3) Phillips bits: #1, #2, 
#3,  - (3) Pozi drive bits: 1, 2, 3 - (6) SAE hex bits: 3/32”, 
1/8”, 5/32”, 3/16”, 7/32”, 1/4” - (5) Metric hex bits: 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6 - (13) Flat bits - (5) Tamper-
proof bits: T10, T15, T20, T25, T27, - (1) Socket adapter - (1) lockable storage case. 
DEW # DWMT73808 .......................................................................... $34.99

FREE OFFERFREE OFFER

Cordless
Drill / Driver
• Bare Tool Only!
• Compact design: 6.9”  
• Clutch Settings: 15
• 2 speed trans. settings:
  (0-600 rpm / 0-2,000 rpm).
• Brushless motor for longer run time.
• Metal 1/2” ratcheting keyless chuck.
• 3-Mode LED increases work visibility.
INCLUDES: (1) Belt Hook
DEW # DCD791B ............ $129.99

20V MAX*
LITHIUM ION

FREE OFFER

700
MAX
TORQUE 

KIT INCLUDES: (1) #DCF899 1/2” Drive Impact Wrench - (1) #DCGG571 Grease Gun - (1) 
#DCL043 Pivoting Head LED Spotlight -  (2) 20V MAX* 4.0 Ah lithium-ion batteries - (1) 
household fast charger - (1) contractor bag.
• 1/2” DRIVE ‘HIGH TORQUE’ IMPACT 
WRENCH -  Delivers a max torque of 700 ft./
lbs. with a max breakaway torque at 1,200 
ft./lbs. for the most demanding applications. 
Uses an XR Brushless high torque motor 
designed to provide superior run-time, per-
formance and durability. A 3-Speed Selector 
Switch for application specific torque / drive 
control. (0-400 / 0-1,200 / 0-1,900 rpm) 
• GREASE GUN - Powerful motor delivers 
10,000 max psi to power through clogged 
grease fittings. Variable speed trigger offers 
precise control of the grease flow. High-
volume pump can push grease up to 5.0 oz/
min. A 42” extra long flexible hose designed 
for reaching hard to access grease fittings. 
Accepts 14.5 oz. grease cartridge.
• LED SPOTLIGHT -  Can be seen up to 508 
yd. or 1,525 ft. Has (3) bright white LED’s 
and (2) brightness settings for maximum light 
output or extended runtime. Features (1) 
bright red LED to preserve night vision. 
DEW # DCK397HM2 ........... $599.99
DEW # DCD791B ......FREE w/ DCK397HM2

BATTERIES
4 Ah

Li-Ion

BEST SELLER

At first glance these saws appear similar. 
The chart below should allow you to 
make a side-by-side comparison. 
Both Models Offer: 
• Ergonomically designed horizontal 
“D” handle that provides optimum 
comfort and control. 
• QUICK-LOCK™ sliding vise allows for 
fast clamping on different size materials to 
increase productivity. 
• Includes 14” abrasive wheel and fence wrench. 

Model: DEW # D28710  DEW # D28715
Motor: ...................................................... 15 Amps .......................................15 Amps 
Horsepower: ................................................4 HP............................................ 5.5 HP
No Load: ................................................. 3,800 rpm .....................................4,000 rpm
Arbor Spindle: ...............................................1” .................................................. 1”
QuickLock Vise Clamp: ..............................YES .............................................. YES
Max. Capacity (round): .................................5” .................................................. 5”
Max. Capacity (rectangular): ................ 4” x 7-5/8” ..................................4-1/2” x 6-1/2”
Blade Change: ......................................... Wrench ................................ QUIK-CHANGE™
SALE PRICE $199.99 $224.99*

4-1/2” Small Angle Grinder 
• Has 7 amp AC/DC, 12,000 rpm motor with 
low profile, jam-pot gear case. Tool free One-
Touch™ guard adjustment and Quick-Change™ 
wheel release. Includes: (1) depressed center 
wheel,- (1) 2-position side handle, - (1) Hex wrench
DEW # DWE4011 ...............................$69.99

20V MAX* 
Cordless / Corded
Large Area Light (LIGHT ONLY)
Tired of putting up with poorly lit work areas? Maybe you 
don’t have electricity or the hassles of running extra-long 
extension cords - this area light is for you ! 
• Light operates from either AC or DC power source.
• The light features instant on/off with no warm-up.
• Light can be programmed to turn on or off at scheduled 
times automatically.
• Has on-board slide pack battery charger.
• AC Outlets - provides flexibility and convenience to daisy 
chain multiple lights or power for a corded tool.

UP TO

7,000LUMENS
AC Lumen Output ......................... 7,000 Max
DC Lumen Output (ECO Mode)  ..... 3,500 Max
Dimmer ....................... as low as 500 Lumens
Light Selection ................... Right / Left / Both
Bulb Type .............................................. LEDs

Produces Light Equivalent to
Eleven (11) 60 Watt Frosted 

Incandescent Light Bulbs

CONNECT.CONTROL.ALERT
DeWALT Tool Connect App 
allows light to be controlled 
from smartphone or tablet

On-board Battery 
Charger Compartment 

with door lock option

Bluetooth™

$39995
DEW#DCL070

LET THERE BE LIGHT
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* FREE DWE4011 
with purchase of 
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18V to 20V MAX* 
Battery Adapter Kit
Operate your aging 18V DeWALT power tools 
off of the advanced 20V MAX* Lithium Ion 
battery technology. This very basic adapter 
resembles the shape of a DeWALT 18V pod 
style battery on top but is molded on the bot-
tom to accept 20V MAX* slide pack batteries.
Includes: (1) 18V to 20V MAX* adapter - (1) 
household slide-type battery charger - (2) 20V 
MAX* 2.0Ah XR lithium-Ion batteries with fuel 
gauge indicators.   
DEW # DCA2203C .............. $159.95

20V MAX* - XR BRUSHLESS ‘HIGH TORQUE’
1/2” DRIVE IMPACT WRENCH KIT

700
MAX
TORQUE 

20V MAX*
LITHIUM ION

• 1/2” DRIVE ‘HIGH TORQUE’ 
BRUSHLESS IMPACT WRENCH 
see specifications listed above.
• 3/8” DRIVE IMPACT WRENCH - Lightweight 
and compact, just 5.7” front to back. Delivers 
130 ft/lbs (1,560 in/lbs) of maximum torque while 
providing 0-2,700 impacts per minute. Features 
3-Mode LED increases work visibility, variable 
speed trigger and hog ring socket retention.
• LED AREA LIGHT - Has (3) super bright LED 
lights with two brightness settings (500 / 250 
lumens) that provide versatility for maximum light 
output or extended run time. Has 140° pivoting head 
with rotating hook for hanging. 
KIT INCLUDES: - (1) #DCF899 1/2” Drive ‘High Torque’ Impact Wrench - (1) 
#DCF883 3/8” Drive Impact Wrench - (1) #DCL050 LED Area Light - (2) 20V MAX* 4.0Ah lithium-
ion batteries w/ fuel gauge indicators - (1) fast charger - (1) contractor bag.
DEW # DCK398HM2 .............................................................................. $599.99
DEW # DCD791B .......................................... FREE w/ DCK398HM2 Purchase

BATTERIES
4 Ah

Li-Ion

20V MAX*
LITHIUM ION

20V MAX* 
LED Area Light
(LIGHT ONLY)
• (3) bright in-line LED’s 
encased in an over-
molded, non-marking lens 
cover. Has 2 brightness 
settings (500 & 250 
Lumens), 140° swing arc 
pivoting head & built-in 
telescoping / rotating 
hang hook.  
DEW # DCL050 ..........$69.99

FREE OFFER

FREE OFFER

Cordless
Drill / Driver
• Bare Tool Only!
• Compact design: 6.9”  
• Clutch Settings: 15
• 2 speed trans. settings:
  (0-600 rpm / 0-2,000 rpm).
• Brushless motor for longer run time.
• Metal 1/2” ratcheting keyless chuck.
• 3-Mode LED increases work visibility.
INCLUDES: (1) Belt Hook
DEW # DCD791B ............ $129.99

*Free DCD791B with purchase
of one of these kits listed on the left

 (DCK398HM2, DCF899HP2)

20V MAX*
LITHIUM ION

FREE OFFER

20V MAX* - XR 
Lithium-Ion Battery Pack
• This 2.0 Ah high capacity XR 
battery features a 3-LED battery fuel 
gauge indicator to monitor the level 
of run-time available.
DEW # DCB203 .......... $89.99

• Charge less and work more. XR high capacity batteries
to keep you working longer between charges. 
• Brushless motor runs cooler and more 
efficiently than standard brushed motors. 
• Compact design 6.9” front to back. 
• Lightweight at only 3.5 lbs.
• 15 clutch settings. 
• Superior gripping 1/2” metal ratcheting chuck.
• 2-speed transmission that delivers (0-600 / 0-2,000 RPM). 
• 3-Mode LED provides lighting in dark or confined spaces.
KIT INCLUDES: (1) Brushless Drill / Driver with on-board bit 
holder - (2) 20V MAX* XR compact 2.0 Ah lithium-ion batteries
 - (1) fast charger - (1) belt hook - (1) kit box.
DEW # DCD791D2 ....................................... $224.99
DEW # DCL050 ...... FREE w/ DCD791D2 Purchase

20V MAX* - XR Brushless
Compact Drill / Driver Kit

• 1/2” CHUCK BRUSHLESS DRILL / DRIVER:
see specifications listed above.
• 3 SPEED BRUSHLESS
HEX IMPACT DRIVER: 
• Compact design: 5.3”
• Variable speed trigger.  
• Impacts per min: 0-3,800
• 1/4” hex quick release chuck.
• 3 speed transmission settings: (0-1,000 rpm / 0-2,800 rpm / 0-3,250 rpm).
• 3-Mode LED increases work visibility.
KIT INCLUDES: (1) #DCD791 Brushless Drill / Driver - (1) #DCF887 Brushless  
Impact Driver- (2) 20V MAX* XR compact 2.0 Ah lithium-ion batteries - (1) fast 
charger - (2) belt hook - (1) contractor bag.
DEW # DCK283D2 ..........................................................$329.99
DEW # DCB203 ........................FREE w/ DCK283D2 Purchase

20V MAX* - XR Brushless Drill / Driver
& Impact Driver Combo Kit

BATTERIES
2 Ah

Li-Ion

BATTERIES
2 Ah

Li-Ion

12V MAX* 
Lithium-Ion Cordless
Drill/Driver & Hex Driver Combo Kit
• 3/8” Drill/Driver - At 7-1/2” long and only 2.4 pounds, 
this driver is easy to maneuver in smaller spaces. The 
two-speed transmission delivers (0-400 or 0-1,500 rpm) for 
a range of fastening and drilling applications. Has 15 clutch 
setting, 3/8” chuck, shadow-free LED lighting and a belt clip.
• 1/4” Hex Impact Driver - 6-1/4” compact lightweight 
design fits into tight areas. Delivers 950 in/lbs (79 ft/lbs) 
of maximum torque while providing 0-3,400 impacts per 
minute. Has a no load speed 0-2,450 rpm. Offers convenient 
features, like shadow-free LED lighting, quick one-handed 
loading of the 1/4” hex chuck, and a belt clip.
KIT INCLUDES: (1) 3/8” Drill/Driver - (1) 1/4” Hex Driver 
- (2) 12V MAX* 1.5 Ah lithium-ion battery packs - (1) house-
hold fast charger - (2) belt hooks - (1) contractor bag.
DEW # DCK211S2 .................................. $224.99
DEW # DCF813B ....FREE w/ DCK211S2 Purchase

12V MAX* 
3/8” Drive Impact Wrench
(BARE TOOL ONLY)
• 3/8” square drive hog ring anvil for fast 
socket changes. Variable speed trigger 
delivers 0-2,450 rpm. Delivers 96 ft./lbs (1,150 
in./lbs) of maximum torque while providing 0-3,400 
impacts per minute. Shadow-free LED lighting. 
DEW # DCF813B .................................... $99.99

FREE OFFER

12V MAX*
LITHIUM ION

20V MAX* Battery

18V Cordless Tool

Adapter

• 1/2” square drive hog ring anvil for easy socket changes. 
• Measures 8.81” length
• Lightweight design (7.2 lbs.) with durable
magnesium gear case and all metal transmission
• Maximum Torque: 700 ft./lbs. with a
breakaway torque of 1,200 ft./lbs. for the 
most demanding applications.
• 0-2,400 impacts per minute. 
• 3-speed design deliver application specific control.
• No load speed:  (0-400 / 0-1,200 / 0-1,900 rpm)
• LED Work Light - for visibility in dimly lit spaces.
• XR Brushless high torque motor provides superior run-time, performance and durability. 
KIT INCLUDES: - (1) 1/2” Drive ‘High Torque’ Impact Wrench - (2) 20V MAX* XR 5.0Ah 
lithium-ion batteries w/ fuel gauge indicators - (1) fast charger - (1) contractor bag.
DEW # DCF899HP2 .......................................................................$499.99
DEW # DCD7918 ...................................FREE w/ DCF899HP2 Purchase

BATTERIES
5 Ah

Li-Ion

20V MAX* - 3 TOOL IMPACT
WRENCH COMBO KIT

DEWALT TOOLS - 35
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1/2” DRIVE

1/2” Drive ‘Killer Torque’ 
Twin Hammer Air Impact Wrench
“One badass tool” with the sheer power of 1,295 ft/lbs. of loosening torque. A 15% 
larger rotor and cylinder makes this the strongest twin hammer 1/2” impact wrench 
on the market. Features durable composite housing reduces operator fatigue. Pat-
ented tuned handle exhaust system The model 1150 is assembled in the USA and 
backed with a 2-year parts and labor warranty.
FPM # 1150 ..........................................................................$249.99

MODEL
  1150

KEY FEATURES

3/8” DRIVE

 Model Free Speed Square Impacts per Max. Torque Air Cons. Weight  Length 
 Number (rpm) Drive Minute @ 90-120 psi (CFM) (lbs.)  (in.)

1300-TH 10,000 3/8” 1,650 350 ft/lbs. 6.0 2.6 6.25

1350-XL 10,000 3/8” 1,700 500 ft/lbs. 6.0 3.15 6.3

3/8” Drive Composite
Air Impact Wrench 
• “Super Clutch” twin hammer design creates 
higher speed and faster blows per minute. Pat-
ented quiet tuned exhaust (86 decibels) and easy 
operation flip lever forward and reverse 
• 2-Year parts and labor limited warranty.
FPM # 1300-TH ................... $199.99

‘High / Low Torque’
3/8” Drive Air Impact Wrench 
• Feature a patented high/low torque switch 
over the trigger for instant power change in both 
forward and reverse operation. Provides 500 ft/lb. 
high torque and 150 ft/lb. low torque.
• Titanium finish hammer case with molded-in
buffers, protect the tool from side impact. 
• 2-Year parts and labor limited warranty.
FPM # 1350-XL ........................$199.99

TWIN
HAMMER

TWIN
HAMMER

 Model Free Speed Square Impacts per Max. Torque Air Cons. Weight  Length 
 Number (rpm) Drive Minute @ 90-120 psi (CFM) (lbs.)  (in.)

1000-TH 9,000 1/2” 1,300 800 ft/lbs. 8.0 4.5 7.50

1460-XL 9,000 1/2” 1,600 725 ft/lbs. 8.0 5.5 7.25

1295-XL 7,500 1/2” 1,600 900 ft/lbs. 8.0 4.6 6.62

FPM # 1000-TH ............. 1/2” Dr. ‘Super Clutch’ Air Impact Wrench .............. $207.79
• Rugged and reliable twin hammer mechanism creates faster blow per minute and suitable 
for long operating cycles • Composite housing with patented ergonomically designed handle 
reduces operator fatigue • Easy operation flip lever forward and reverse • Patented quiet tuned 
exhaust (86 decibels) • 2-Year parts and labor limited warranty.

FPM # 1460-XL ............ 1/2” Dr. ‘High Pressure’ Air Impact Wrench ............. $169.99
• Designed and tested for shops that operate at 125 psi. air pressure • Hard hitting twin hammer 
mechanism uses triple heat treated alloy steel hammers, hammer cage and anvil • Cross bolt 
style forward/reverse switch with built-in regulator • Reliable throttle design with tease trigger
• 2-Year parts and labor limited warranty.

FPM # 1295-XL ............. 1/2” Dr. ‘Short Length’ Air Impact Wrench .............. $249.99
• The shortest length full size 1/2” impact wrench available! • One hand operation and control 
• Unique “one click” fwd/rev • Internal silencing technology reduces the noise level to 88 dBA • 
The patented grip has been ergonomically designed to perfectly fit hands providing unmatched 
comfort for the user • The “protected design” air rotor rear support eliminates the rotor moving 
forward and scratching the front end cap-increasing tool life and reliability • 2-Year parts and 
labor limited warranty.

1/2” Dr. KEVLAR™
Twin Clutch Impact Wrenches
• The Twin Clutch design creates a high torque initial 
extreme impact with each rotation. The “machine-gun” 
like rapid impacts will get the job done - Outperforming 
anything in its class!
• Lubricated with common 5w-30 motor oil which 
doesn’t effect the power in cold climates like heavier 
oils do. The oil can be refilled easily.
• Durable Kevlar™ composite housing with ergonomi-
cally engineered handle designed to relieve stress and 
fatigue on the operators hands, wrists & arms. 
• Patented easy operation flip lever forward & reverse.
• Patented quiet tuned exhaust (86 decibels) substan-
tially reduces the level of noise without developing back 
pressure, thus retaining more power.
• CE Certified and back by a 2-year
parts & labor limited warranty.
• See specifications listed on the right.
FPM # 1200-K ..................... $269.99
FPM # 1250-K ..................... $309.99

“COMPOSITE” Impacts 
• No non-sense, hard hitting 3/8” & 1/2” 
impact wrenches incorporate patented 
“silencing technology” to reduce noise.
• Patented grip has been ergonomically 
designed to perfectly fit the hand, providing 
unmatched comfort for the user.
• 2-Year parts & labor limited warranty.
FPM # 1355-XL ........ 3/8” ...... $224.99
FPM # 1076-XL ........ 3/8” ...... $149.99
FPM # 1375-XL ........ 1/2” ...... $229.99

# 1200-K

# 1250-K

• Power: 1,295 ft / lbs.
 Loosening Torque
 1,295 ft / lbs.
 Working Torque
• Speed: 1,400 Blows per Minute
• Quite: 86 (dBA) Decibels

 Model Free Speed Square Impacts per Max. Torque Air Cons. Weight  Length 
 Number (rpm) Drive Minute @ 90-120 psi (CFM) (lbs.)  (in.)

1200-K 8,000 1/2” 950 900 ft/lbs. 8.0 4.5 8.25
1250-K 8,500 1/2” 1,000 950 ft/lbs. 8.0 4.5 8.25
1355-XL 10,000 3/8” 1,350 500 ft/lbs. 6.0 2.75 6.0
1076-XL 9,000 3/8” 1,650 550 ft/lbs. 8.0 2.50 4.25
1375-XL 10,000 1/2” 1,350 500 ft/lbs. 6.0 2.75 6.0

Pro’s operate on a whole different level... so does AIRCAT!
However credible air tool manufacturers are, some have gotten quite creative in finding ways of claiming “loos-
ening torque” and/or “nut-busting torque”. We always advertise accurate torque ratings because we want to 
be completely honest with our customers. The AIRCAT® line represents the most significant advances in the 
performance of pneumatic power tools in nearly 30 years. AIRCAT® has the patented tuned exhaust muffler 
technology in all the tools, that substantially reduces the level of noise while retaining more power and torque.  
AIRCAT® also incorporates a patented ergonomi-
cally engineered handle design to relieve stress and 
fatigue on the operator’s hands, wrists and arms.
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# 1000-TH

# 1460-XL

# 1295XLH

TWIN
HAMMERTWIN

HAMMER

TWIN
HAMMER

Protective Boot
for Aircat # 1355-XL
FPM # 1355-XLBR ...... $9.99

# 1355-XL

# 1076-XL

# 1375-XL

While
Supplies

Last



HEAVY DUTY - 3/4” DRIVE

 Model Free Speed Square Impacts per Max. Torque Air Cons. Weight  Length 
 Number (rpm) Drive Minute @ 90-120 psi (CFM) (lbs.)  (in.)

1680 4,500 3/4” 950 1,200 ft/lbs. 8.0 12.6 8.9

1770-XL 6,500 3/4” 1,300 1,400 ft/lbs. 8.0 7.4 8.25

HEAVY DUTY

TWIN
HAMMER

TWIN
HAMMER

3/4” Drive
‘Super Duty’
Air Impact Wrench
• Best suited for heavy duty 
fleet maintenance and 
industrial MRO work 
• Refined design twin hammer 
increases blow frequency and efficiency. 
• Titanium hammer case has bumpers to 
protect tool from side impacts.
• Power switch with (3) three power settings. 
• 2-Year parts and labor limited warranty.
FPM # 1770-XL ................... $449.99

3/4” Drive
‘Xtreme Duty’
Air Impact Wrench
• Best suited for bus, large 
truck, tractor and agricul-
tural service vehicles. 
• Hard-hitting twin hammer 
mechanism design for long operating cycles. 
• Industrial-Grade aluminum housing has 
grease fitting for twin hammer lubrication.
• Large easy reach flip lever lets you quickly 
change directions. (forward-reverse)
• 2-Year parts and labor limited warranty.
FPM # 1680 ......................... $369.99

 Model Free Speed Square Impacts per Max. Torque Air Cons. Weight  Length 
 Number (rpm) Drive Minute @ 90-120 psi (CFM) (lbs.)  (in.)

1994 4,500 1” x 8” 1,100 2,300 ft/lbs. 16.0 35.0 26.0

1891 6,000 1”x 8” 1,600 1,700 ft/lbs. 8.0 15.8 19.0

FPM # 1891 ..................... 1” Dr. ‘Low Weight’ Air Impact Wrench ................ $599.99
• Reliable hard-hitting twin hammer mechanism design 
is very durable and particularly suitable for long 
operating cycles • Dual large diameter wheels 
allow user to select from forward/reverse 
and power management settings 
• The twin hammer is lubricated 
via a grease fitting located the 
housing • Angled air inlet avoids 
air hose catching on ground • Triple heat treated alloy steel hammers, hammer cage and anvil 
• Lightweight aluminum motor housing with ergonomic side handle to relieve stress and fatigue 
on the operator’s hands, wrists and arms.

HEAVY DUTY - 1” DRIVE

DRILLS & DRILL BITS

FPM # 1994 ......................1” Dr. ‘Super Duty’ Air Impact Wrench ................ $399.99
• Large pin-less hammer mechanism provides added 
hitting power with less moving parts. The pin-less 
hammer is twice as durable (low wear) as 
other impact mechanisms. 
• Uses a strong triple heat 
treated alloy steel hammer 
cage and 8” extended anvil. 
• Provides 2,300 ft./lbs maximum torque. 
See additional specifications listed below. • Combined forward/
reverse and power management system switch. • Lightweight brushed aluminum motor housing 
and ergonomically engineered handle and side handle to relieve stress and fatigue.

 FPM # 800 ............................. 1/4” Drive Mini Air Ratchet ......................... $99.99
45 ft/lb. loosening torque. Single pawl ratcheting mechanism provides added reliability and consis-
tent performance. Feather trigger for added control. Ergonomically designed composite housing.
 FPM # 802 .........................3/8” Drive Twin Pawl Air Ratchet .......................$118.99
75 ft/lb. loosening torque. Twin pawl mechanism provides added reliability. Most comfortable trig-
ger lever in the industry. Ergonomically designed composite housing reduces operator fatigue.
 FPM # 803RW ............... 3/8” Drive ‘Reaction-Less’ Air Ratchet ...................$149.99
80 ft/lb. loosening torque. Internal impact mechanism eliminates torque reaction or in other 
words absorbs kickback when the nut/bolt runs tight and risk of finger trapping. Very quiet 
compared to conventional air ratchets.
 FPM # 805HT ..................3/8” Drive ‘High-Torque’ Air Ratchet ....................$166.69
130 ft/lb. loosening torque. Features a 360° rotational exhaust with silencing technology. The 
patented single pawl head design eliminates the ratchet head from spreading under extreme 
torque. Rapid response and variable speed squeeze trigger. Ergonomic ontoured grip and trigger 
provide ultimate operating comfort.

 Model Free Speed Square Sound Work Torque Air Cons. Weight  Length
 Number (rpm) Drive Pressure @ 90-120 psi (CFM) (lbs.)  (in.)

800 320 1/4” 82 dBa 35 ft/lbs. 3.5 1.63 8.5

802 280 3/8” 82 dBa 70 ft/lbs. 4.0 2.75 10.5

803RW 600 3/8” 79 dBa 80 ft/lbs. 4.0 2.4 10.5

805HT 180 3/8” 84 dBa 130 ft/lbs. 6.0 3.3 12.45

A

A

B

B

C

C

D

D

DIE GRINDERS

X
Y
Z

FPM # 6200 .......................Mini Straight Line Die Grinder ........................... $79.99
FPM # 6201 ..........................Straight Line Die Grinder .............................. $79.99
FPM # 6210 ............. ‘Extended Reach’ Straight Line Die Grinder ............... $149.99

Power to complete your jobs effortlessly and 
quietly! The composite body offers the user a sleek 
comfortable ergonomic design with a significant 
reduction weight. Built with superior steel grade 
internal bearings and direct drive gear mechanism 
that delivers 20,000+ rpm’s of free speed. Average 
air consumption is 4 CFM. Features: 1/4” collet 
size, rear handle exhaust 
and feather trigger for 
better speed control. 2yr. 
limited warrant.

Y X

Z

AIR RATCHETS

 Model Free Speed Motor Motor Wheel Size Air Cons. Weight  Length SALE
 Number (rpm) (hp) Drive (inch) (CFM) (lbs.)  (in.) PRICE

6520 18,000 0.5 Direct Drive 3.0 4.0 1.60 7.00 $89.99
6525 18,000 0.6 Direct Drive 3.0 6.0 2.20 7.95 $119.99
6275-A 14,000 1.0 Spiral Bevel 4.0 6.0 3.75 15.5 $234.99

Each of these composite houseing cut-off tools can cut 3/4” rolled steel (18ga). #6520 features adjustable ro-
tational direction that increases wheel life and also the direction of sparks. #6525 straight-cuts material easily 
thanks to no-stall operation and ergonomic handle. #6275A can reach much further with its extended barrel.

CUT-OFF
TOOLS

29 Pc. Drill Bit Sets  1/16” to 1/2” by 64th in steel case. 135° quick-cut point. 
CDT # 22929 ................ Brite Set ................ $74.99
CDT # 24029 ...........Black Oxide Set ........... $99.99
CDT # 26129 ...............Cobalt Set ............. $169.99

21 Pc. Drill Bit Sets  1/16” to 3/8” by 64th in steel case. 135° quick-cut point. 
CDT # 22921 ................ Brite Set ................ $41.99
CDT # 24021 ...........Black Oxide Set ........... $53.99
CDT # 26121 ...............Cobalt Set ............... $89.99

8 Pc. S&D Black Oxide Drill Bit Sets  Century’s Silver & Deming style 
Duo-tone black oxide steel drill bits are designed to ward off heat and reduce friction and wear. 
Feature 118° end point with reduced 1/2” shanks.
CDT # 44408 ............. Polished Set ........... $219.99
CDT # 47408 ........ Surface Treated Set ...... $139.99

 Model Chuck Motor Free Speed Air Cons. Weight  Length 
 Number Size (HP) (rpm) (CFM) (lbs.)  (in.)

4338 3/8” Keyless 5/8 1,800 6.0 2.5 7.0

4450 1/2” Keyed 5/8 400 6.0 3.0 8.0

These drills have rugged sleek red composite 
bodies, feather triggers, and superior grade steel 
planetary gears for longer life. Both feature patented, 
tuned exhaust muffler technology that allows discharged 
air to pass without developing back pressure, thus retain-
ing more power, while significantly reducing noise! (85dBa) 
Backed by a two year limited warranty.
FPM # 4338 ..................................... $109.99
FPM # 4450 ..................................... $119.99

Brite Bit

Cobalt Bit

Black Oxide Bit

AIRCAT - 37

Protective Boot
for Aircat # 1355-XL
FPM # 1355-XLBR ...... $9.99



TIRE PRESSURE MONITORING SYSTEM

Part # Description SALE PRICE
TSM # T55003 ..............Scan, Trigger, Activate, ID-Clone Tool .................... $399.99
Full-function Gen II TPMS activation and programming tool with cloning capabilities. Large 
keypad makes it easy to select and input menu options. Scans/Triggers all OE and aftermarket 
sensors. The easy-to-read LCD screen displays sensor functionality, tire pressure, battery life, 
and sensor ID number. This information is now stored into the tool’s memory. If failed sensor 
is detected a new programmable sensor can be cloned by ‘copy’ or ‘manual’ download mode. 
Includes: rechargeable battery, charger, USB cable, magnet and handy storage case.

TSM # T55000 ............................ TPMS Clone Tool ................................... $119.99
This tool enables the service technician to clone the original ID of the existing sensor to the new 
clone-able sensor you need to install. The best part is its fast, easy-to-use and no vehicle relearn 
is needed. The cloning process can be completed by placing the new Clone-able Sensor in the 
holding tray of the TechSmart Cloning Tool. Locate the ID number on old sensor, then enter that 
ID Number into the cloning tool and press enter. Cloning is complete in seconds.

VDO # SE54900K1 ................. VDO REDI-Sensor Kit ................................ $124.99
VDO multi-application sensors come preprogrammed and are designed to follow OE vehicle 
relearn procedures. Works with all major TPMS scan tools. There is never a need to ‘clone’ 
or to load vehicle software / protocols to a blank ‘universal’ sensor. Installs right out of the box 
bringing simplicity, ease of installation and eliminates service delays. Kit includes: (4) service 
hardware packs, (1) sensor for Chrysler, Ford, GM, Hyundai, Infiniti, Mazda, Mitsubishi, Nissan, 
(1) sensor for Acura, Honda, Hyundai, Kia, Lexus, Scion, Toyota, and (1) sensor for Chrysler, 
Ford. All organized in a tackle box tray with adjustable compartments and space for expansion.

# T55003

# T55000

Wheel Arms™  
2-Post Lift Accessory
Here is a solution for your aching back. Makes tire/wheel installa-
tion and removal easy while performing brake jobs, wheel bearing 
replacement, suspension work and tire rotations. 
Safe, Easy Access: safely and securely holds  the vehicle’s tire 
and wheel assembly at lift arm height avoiding the need for bend-
ing over to set down or pick up large heavy wheels & tires.
Dual Adjustable Design: easy slip-over installation to lift arm 
frames of varying thickness. Once in place the Wheel Arm™ bar 
can be folded up or positioned to the side when not in use. 
Set Includes: two (2) 150 lb. capacity wheel arms and two (2) 
magnetic tool trays which are great for holding the lug nuts/bolts.
SFA # 92100 .................................................... $99.95

INCLUDES FREE

Magnetic Tool Trays

Part # Description Plug Length Plug Qty. SALE PRICE
BJK # KT340 ............T-Bone Handle Kit ................4” ........... 20 lg / 20 sm dia .........$44.79
BJK # KT335 ............T-Bone Handle Kit  ...............6” ........... 15 lg / 20 sm dia .........$44.99
BJK # KT220 ............Sport T-Handle Kit................4” ...................... 20 .....................$36.49
BJK # KT20SC ........Chrome T-Handle Kit ...........4” ...................... 20 .....................$35.69
BJK # KT20S ...........Plastic T-Handle Kit .............4” ...................... 20 .....................$26.99

Tire Plug
Repair Kits
There is no good time for a flat tire. Plugging a tire tremen-
dously reduces the amount of hassle and down time that a flat 
tire brings. These BlackJack repair kits come fully equipped 
with the following items: Two (2) t-handle tools (spiral reamer 
& open-eye needle) for repairs, repair inserts,  razor blade 
for removing excess repair, a jar of specially formulated 
lube and snap lock heavy-duty plastic storage case.

At-Hand In-Line
Air Regulators
Measures just 1-1/4” diameter 
and 2-1/2” in length. These small 
lightweight air regulators allow the 
user to make precise air pressure 
settings for various type tools 
or product applications at the 
tool. Black anodized aluminum 
body with red slider to lock in 
desired PSI setting. Has 1/4” 
FNPT inlet & outlet port. 

Wheel Weight Hammer
Soft hammer face to avoid scratches and 
dings during weight installation. Has a 
specially designed hardened steel claw horn 
dismounting hook to remove old weights.
BJK # WW-509 ......................$11.99

TRU # 41-143 ......10-60 PSI .....$29.99
TRU # 41-145 .....40-140 PSI .....$31.99

Manual 
Center Post 
Tire Spreader
Hand-operated spreading device allows easy 
access to any portion of the tire. Adjustable 
range from 0” to 10”.  Center mounting post 
slides over up to 1-3/4” diameter post.
BJK # TT-707 .........................$68.99

Dual Foot 
Tire Gauge
Has both straight-on chuck for inside wheels 
and 30° reverse angle for outside wheels. Cali-
brated 10-150 PSI in 2 pound increments. 
TRU # 17-565 .........................$14.79

Digital Dual Foot Tire Gauge
Ergonomic handle encompasses a back-lit 
LCD screen for easy tire pressure viewing 
even in low light areas. Displays in your 
choice of: psi / bar / kPa. Gauge measures 
from 5-99 PSI and has a dual foot chuck. 
Overall length: 12”
PRT # 60309 ..........................$16.69

Low Speed
Air Operated Tire Buffer
Stall resistant 0.60 HP air motor produces 2600 
RPM free speed with an average air consump-
tion of 3.5 CFM. Has a 5/16” hex quick change 
chuck with threaded arbor for mounting buffing 
cones and accessories. Comes with a rear hose 
exhaust assembly that directs dust and debris 
away from the user and work area. Ergonomic 
composite housing weights just 1.75 lbs.
FPM # 6402  ...........................$89.99

1.9” Carbide Buffing Domes
Now you can buff faster and at any angle with-
out the worry of buffing into the cords. Dome 
design gives you more buffing area without the 
sharp corners. Offered in (2) different grits.
BJK # BU-098 ...... Black Fine ..... $20.79
BJK # BU-099 ... Bronze Coarse .. $20.79

Digital Tire
Gauge / Inflator
This highly accurate 
tire tool can be used 
for both inflating and 
deflating and comes 
with a calibration 
certificate. Single button 
operation allows user to 
select multiple units of 
measure: (0-174) PSI, (0-12) bar, (0-1200) kPa, 
(0-12) kgF/cm. Features: large LCD back-lit 
display with 90 second auto off and aluminum 
die cast body with full rubber cover sleeve to 
protect against drops and bumps. Includes 20” 
hose with spring guard and straight on chuck.
TRU # 17-877  ........................$89.99

Digital 
Tire Pressure
Gauge / Inflator
The back-lit 4 digit digital display lets you take 
readings in the dark work environments or at 
night in the pits. Can be used for both inflating 
and deflating via push button bleeder valve. 
User can select multiple units of measure: 
(0-200) PSI, (0-13.8) bar, (0-1380) kPa, (0-14) 
kgF/cm. Features dual foor long reach chuck 
and has 1/4” FNPT inlet.
TRU # 17-879 .........................$34.99

CYCLONE™ High-Flow
Pistol Grip Tire Pressure
Gauge / Inflator
BlackJack spent over 3 years and thousands of dol-
lars developing this gauge. Inflates 25% FASTER 
than other tire inflater gauges. Features a large 
2-1/2” diameter gauge that can be rotated for right 
or left hand operation. Large easy grip squeeze 
lever to inflate and an opposite side push button 
allows you to deflate. Has EPDM rubber hose with 
swivels on each end. If any of the parts of this 
gauge break due to unforeseen circumstances it is 
100% serviceable or re-buildable. 

• 0-150 PSI - Digital Gauge
BJK # GA-445 ........................$74.99
• 0-160 PSI - Analog Gauge
BJK # GA-345 ........................$57.99
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DIGITAL TORQUE ADAPTERS

1/2” Drive Torque Limiting Sets
Converts any 1/2” drive impact gun, including those with an extended anvil, into an instant torque wrench by 
bleeding torque off the impact gun. Helps apply torque to the correct tolerances and prevent over-tightening. 
Each torque sticks is color coded for quick size and torque reference: 

Part # Description SALE PRICE
 KEN # 30234 ................................ 4 Pc. Extension Set .........................................$99.99
• Includes: 65, 80,100 and 120 ft/lbs. extensions with a blow molded case.
 PRT # W32903 ............................. 5 Pc. Extension Set .........................................$54.99
• Includes: 75, 80, 90, 100, and 110 ft./lbs extensions (7-5/8” length) with storage case.
 SNX # 2880 ..................................... 10 Pc. Socket Set ........................................$269.99
• Includes: 17mm x 55 ft./lbs., 17mm x 80 ft./lbs., 21mm x 80 ft./lbs., 19mm (3/4”) x 100 ft./lbs., 
19mm (3/4”) x  80 ft./lbs., 19mm (3/4”) x 65 ft./lbs., 22mm (7/8”) x 120 ft./lbs., 22mm (7/8”) x 140 
ft./lbs., 13/16” x 100 ft./lbs., 15/16” x 140 ft./lbs. with a blow molded case.

Thin Wall Sockets
These thin wall sockets are designed to be used with a torque wrench for precise torquing 
of lug nuts. Sockets featuring an outer nylon cover protect the wheel and inner nylon insert 
protects the lug nuts. Chrome molybdenum 6 point socket design.

9 Piece Set
w/ Nylon Wheel Protectors
Includes the following sockets: 3/4” (light 
green), 13/16” (purple), 7/8” (green), 15/16” 
(brown), 1” (silver) & 1-1/16” (black) plus 
three Metric sockets 17mm (blue), 19mm 
(yellow) & 21mm (red).
SNX # 2849  ...........................$99.99

5 Piece Set
w/ Nylon Wheel
Protectors
Includes the following sockets: 17mm (blue), 
19mm--3/4” (yellow), 21mm (red), 13/16” 
(purple) and 7/8” (green).
PRT # W32902  ......................$36.69

11 Pc.
SAE / Metric Set
SAE: 3/4”, 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”, 1-1/16”  
Metric: 17, 19, 21, 22, & 23 mm & 3” extension
SNX # 2611 ............................$89.99

4 Pc.
SAE / Metric
Dual-Sided
Flip Socket Set
(1) 3/4” x 13/16” Flip 
socket, (1) 7/8” x 
15/16” Flip socket, (1) 
19mm x 21mm deep 
flip socket and 3” extension.
SNX # 2724 ............................$29.99

3

3

2

2

1

1

Converts any ratchet or breaker bar into a torque measuring tool -or- use these adapters to 
check calibration your existing torque wrench. Each set includes: Digital torque tool, calibrating 
block, batteries and a blow mold storage case. The LCD screen displays digital torque readout 
with multiple target torque indicators like: audible buzzer, vibration alarm and visual aid. Indi-
cates accurate torque both clockwise (+/- 1%) and counter-clockwise (+/- 2%). Keypad allows 
the user to select: units, peak hold/trace, digit shift, add value and mode. 
  • Five (5) Units of Measure: Ft-lbs - In-lbs - Kg-CM - Kg-M - N-m
  • Tracking Torque Mode - displays ‘real time’ torque as it is applied. 
  • Peak Torque Hold Mode - displays the maximum torque applied. 
    (handy for checking calibration)
  • Percentage of Preset Torque Value applied on LCD display. 
  • Memory Settings -  (10) Ten
  • 180° Reversible LCD Display - for viewing orientation.
 TTN # 23154 ........................1/2” Drive • 30-150 ft/lbs .............................. $79.99
 TTN # 23153 ........................3/4” Drive • 50-600 ft/lbs ............................ $199.99

Calibrating
Adapter

A

A

B

B

Keypad

LCD Display
w/ Backlight

Multiple Torque Value
Indicators Lamps
(red/amber/green)

Pneumatic Bead Seaters
Provides a blast of air between the tire and rim for a 
fast, safe and economical way to seat even the most 
stubborn beads. Features automatic pressure relief 
pop-off safety valve, on/off inlet ball valve allows con-
trolled filling of the tank and easy-to-read air pressure 
gauge to accurately monitor tank air volume. Has 
large grab handle for stability during dis-
charge and overall portability. Designed 
to hold up to 120 PSI max.

5 Gallon Steel Tank w/ Ball Valve Discharge
PRT # W10012 .............................................$149.99
5 Gallon Aluminum Tank w/ Quick Release Valve
BJK # PN-300 ..............................................$289.99

SFA # W1010A ......................... 10 Gallon Air Tank .................................... $49.95
PRT # W10005 ........................... 5 Gallon Air Tank ..................................... $39.99
PRT # W10058 .................. 3 Pc. Hose & Fitting Repair Kit............................ $14.99

3/8” Fixed Drive 
Dial Type Torque Wrench
Dial Type is the most accurate torque 
wrench family. It is the only wrench that 
is not affected by the hand-hold position on 
the wrench. Calibrated in both CW and CCW 
direction. Has Torsion Bar Design that enables the 
user to read the actual twist of the square drive on 
the dial. Features large easy to read dial with memory 
needle that retains highest torque reading applied. Dial 
is protected by metal guards on either side and has a 
tapered nose for greater access where space is limited.
ISN # PRED2F100HM ..........$209.99

CLICKER TYPE TORQUE WRENCHES

 Square Torque Range Overall Molded SALE
Part # Drive Measurement Length Case PRICE
TTN # 23146 ..............1/4” .............20-200 Inch lbs ............. 10.5” ............... no ............ $24.99 
PRT # M202P ............3/8” ............120-960 Inch lbs ........... 10.75” .............. no ............ $19.99
PRT # M197 ...............3/8” .............25-250 Inch lbs ............. 12.5” ...............yes ........... $54.99
PRT # M198 ...............3/8” ............ 10-100 Foot lbs ............. 17.5” ...............yes ........... $54.99
ISN # KDT85062 ......3/8” ............ 10-100 Foot lbs ............. 18.0” ...............yes ..........$144.99
SNX # 9701A .............1/2” ............ 10-150 Foot lbs ............ 18.25” ..............yes ........... $44.99
PRT # M199 ...............1/2” ............ 30-250 Foot lbs ............. 22.0” ...............yes ........... $77.99
BLA # 49859A ..........1/2” ............ 20-150 Foot lbs ............. 20.8” ............... no ...........$154.99
BLA # 49860A ..........1/2” ............ 25-250 Foot lbs ............. 20.8” ............... no ...........$177.99
PRT # M203 ...............3/4” ............ 50-300 Foot lbs ............. 33.5” ...............yes ........... $99.99

An audible ‘click’ will be heard when the exact torque level is reached. These wrenches have a patented 
torque adjusting collar which simply slides up the handle and allows you to adjust the desired torque on the 
engraved scale. The locking collar prevents accidental changes in torque values. Note: It is necessary to back 
off the torque setting to the lowest torque setting before storing.

# 49859A
# M197

# 23146

# M203

Air Tanks 
Feature an on/off air adjust-
ment dial and a preset safety 
valve to prevent overfilling of 
the 125 PSI maximum pres-
sure tank. Air hose, gauge 
and tire chuck are included 
with each unit.

# PN-300

1/4” Hex Drive
Adjustable Torque Screwdriver
This screwdriver torques both right & left hand 
threads and is adjustable from 3 - 15 inch pounds 
using the large graduated thumb wheel. Locks 
in calibrating position voiding unwanted setting 
changes. Prevent over-torquing of plastic fasten-
ers or over-tightening  metal fasteners in a pliable 
or plastic application. Features comfortable TPR 
rubber handle, storage tube-type case, 90- day 
warranty and can be re-calibrated if needed.
TTN # 23156.........................$124.99

Working Torque: 20 - 100 in/lbs.
Increments: 1 in/lbs.
Dimensions: 9-29/32” L x 2-11/16” W
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 Model  Running Tank  Tank Voltage / CFM @  CFM @ Working Weight  SALE
 Number Description (HP) Size Style Phase  100 psi 175 psi Pressure (lbs.)  PRICE

SAN # IV5048055 Oil Lubricated - Belt Drive 5.2 80 Gallon Vertical 240 / 1 17.9 17 145-175 PSI 470 $1,347.00
SAN # IV5038055 Oil Lubricated - Belt Drive 5.5 80 Gallon Vertical 230 (460) / 3* 17.9 16.2 145-175 PSI 559 $1,725.00
SAN # IV7518075 Oil Lubricated - Belt Drive 7.5 80 Gallon Vertical 240 / 1 22.1 21.2 145-175 PSI 623 $1,899.95
SAN # IH9919910 Oil Lubricated - Belt Drive 10 120 Gallon Horizontal 230 (460) / 3* 35 33.6 145-175 PSI 920 $2,399.95

 Model  Running Tank  Tank Voltage / CFM @  CFM @ Working Weight  SALE
 Number Description (HP) Size Style Phase  40 psi 90 psi Pressure (lbs.)  PRICE

SAN # IPA1882054 Oil Lubricated - Belt Drive 1.9 20 Gal. Portable Horizontal 120(240) / 1** 7.0 5.7 125-155 PSI 148 $499.95
SAN # ILA1883054 Oil Lubricated - Belt Drive 1.9 30 Gal. Portable Vertical 120(240) / 1** 7.0 5.7 125-155 PSI 150 $545.99
SAN # ILA3606056 Oil Lubricated - Belt Drive 3.7 60 Gallon Vertical 240 / 1 13.4 11.5 125-155 PSI 247 $589.95

SINGLE-STAGE MODELS

TWO-STAGE MODELS

** Dual Voltage Motor - factory wired for standard 120-Volt outlet and may be converted for 240-Volt applications

* Dual Voltage Motor - factory wired for 230-Volt outlet and may be converted for 460-Volt applications

SINGLE-STAGE ELECTRIC AIR COMPRESSORS
Sure to please anyone from farmers to do-it-yourselfers. The twin cylinder pumps features 
a thermally stable, one-piece cast iron crankcase with an aluminium head and durable 
Swedish stainless steel reed valves. Pumps use automotive-style ball bearings and is 
shipped with a synthetic blend oil for optimum performance and 
long life. IndustrialAir™ units are backed by a 2-year limited warranty.
Other features include: ASME rated air tank with manual drain, tank 
pressure gauge, 12” cast iron balanced flywheel and clear easy-to-
read oil sight glass. Available in stationary or portable models.

TWO-STAGE ELECTRIC AIR COMPRESSORS
Engineered for commercial or industrial applications. Features thermally stable fully cast iron pumps with four rings 
per piston and hardened steel spring-loaded disc valves for maximum performance. Delivers maximum CFM @175 
PSI, providing enough power to operate more than one air tool or device at a time. Pumps use oversized tapered roller 
bearings and is shipped with synthetic blend non detergent oil for optimum performance and long life. IndustrialAir™ 
units are backed by a 2-year limited warranty.
Other features include: ASME rated stationary air tank with 
manual drain, tank pressure gauge, clear easy-to-read oil 
sight glass and uniquely designed metal belt guard to 
improve compressor pump cooling. 

9 HP Honda, 30 Gal. w/ Electric Start
This belt driven compressor uses a single stage, cast 
iron three cylinder pump. Delivers 125-155 PSI work-
ing pressure. Produce 20.6 CFM @ 40 PSI and 18.1 
CFM @ 90 PSI. The 9 horsepower OHV Honda gas 
engine features electric start, 3 amp charging system 
and automatic low oil shutdown to protect engine from 
failure. A 30-gallon truck mountable receiver air tank 
provides more air for longer run times on air tools. 
SAN # IHA9093080ES ............... $1,935.00

IndustrialAir

5.5 HP Honda, 8 Gal. Wheelbarrow
This portable belt driven compressor uses a single stage, cast 
iron, twin cylinder pump powered by a 5.5 horsepower OHV 
Honda gas engine. The twin “wheelbarrow” tank design uses 
two (2) low-profile 4 gallon tanks and single turf-tread tire that 
provides great mobility. Delivers 125-155 PSI working pres-
sure for optimum tool performance. For accurate air readings 
this unit is equipped with a liquid filled tank pressure gauge. 
Produce 11.6 CFM @ 40 PSI and 9.9 CFM @ 90 PSI. 
SAN # CTA5590856.01................................$999.95

11 HP Honda, 50 Gal. Horizonal Tank
This belt driven compressor uses a two stage, cast iron twin 
cylinder pump. Delivers 145-175 PSI working pressure. Produce 
17.9 CFM @ 100 PSI and 17.0 CFM @ 175 PSI. The 11 horse-
power OHV Honda gas engine features engine-mounted throttle 
and choke controls, fuel shut-off valve and electronic ignition. An 
automatic low oil shutdown protects engine from failure and the 
automatic un-loader valve releases compressed air when the tank 
is at full capacity. Large 50-gallon truck mountable receiver air 
tank provides more air for longer run times on air tools. A uniquely 
designed metal belt guard improves cooling by as much as 60°F. 
SAN # IH1195023 .....................................$2,299.00

IndustrialAir
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PROFESSIONAL AIR SYSTEM

MXL # M3800 .......................... 1/2” MaxLINE Master Kit ............................ $149.99
Kit includes: (100’ ) roll of 1/2” MaxLINE tubing with a bend radius of 4”- 6”, (1) T-connector fitting, 
(5) 90° Elbow fittings, (6) Straight connector fittings -1/4” NPTM, (1) Straight connector fitting -1/2” 
NPTM, (1) Machined aluminum compressor block, (4) brass plugs, (3) Machined aluminum single 
port outlet blocks w/ water drain valve, (1) Tubing cutter, (1) Deburr tool.

MXL # M7500 .......................... 3/4” MaxLINE Master Kit ............................ $199.99
Kit includes: (100’ ) roll of 3/4” MaxLINE tubing with a bend radius of 6”-8”, (20) Pipe mounting 
clips, (2) T-connector fitting, (4) Straight connector fitting -1/2” NPTM, (3) brass plugs, (3) Ma-
chined aluminum single port outlet blocks w/ water drain valve, (1) Tubing cutter, (1) Deburr tool.

MXL # M8001 .......... 1/2” Tubing x 3/8” NPT Fitting ............$4.99 
MXL # M8005 .......... 3/4” Tubing x 1/2” NPT Fitting ..........$11.49
MXL # M8010 ..................... 1/2” ‘T’ Fitting .......................$8.49
MXL # M8011 ..................... 3/4” ‘T’ Fitting .....................$16.79
MXL # M8080 .....................1/2” 90° Fitting.......................$6.69
MXL # M8067 .....................3/4” 90° Fitting.....................$13.49
MXL # M8021 ...................1/2” Union Fitting .....................$6.69
MXL # M8022 ...................3/4” Union Fitting ...................$11.49
MXL # M8038 ................1/2” Inline Hand Valve ...............$16.99
MXL # M8039 ................3/4” Inline Hand Valve ...............$31.79
MXL # M8026 ...................... 1/2” End Cap ......................$10.49
MXL # M8027 ...................... 3/4” End Cap ......................$12.49
MXL # M8064 .............. 1/2” Pipe Clips (10 pack) ................$8.49
MXL # M8065 .............. 3/4” Pipe Clips (10 pack) ..............$11.69

# M8005

# M8067

# M8022

# M8039

# M8027

D-I-Y SHOP AIR SYSTEM

Part # Description SALE PRICE 
PRT # 60700 ................................ 3/8” AirTIGHT Kit ................................... $76.69
Kit includes: (65’) roll 3/8” nylon tubing, (1) Tubing cutter, (16) Tubing clamps, (1) Inline shut-off 
valve, (1) Inline check valve, (3) T-connector fittings, (6) 90° Elbow fittings, (4) Union fittings, (3) 
1/4” NPT female connector fittings, (3) 1/4” NPT male connector fittings, (2) reducers, (3) Wall 
mount outlets, (3) Industrial-style quick couplers and (1) Industrial-style female plug. 

PRT # 60750 ................................ 1/2” AirTIGHT Kit ................................... $78.99
Kit includes: (100’) roll 1/2” nylon tubing, (1) Tubing cutter, (4) 90° Elbow fittings, (2) Brass union 
fittings -1/4” NPTM, (6) Straight connector fittings -1/4” NPTM, (1) Machined aluminum compres-
sor block, (3) brass plugs, (2) Machined aluminum single port outlet blocks w/ water drain valve. 
mount outlets, (3) Industrial-style quick couplers and (1) Industrial-style female plug.

Air Anywhere! Reduce shop clutter. No more dragging out the 
compressor or untangling the air hose and electrical power cord. This 
compressed air piping system allows you to design and install your 
own personalized air system anyway you want without expensive 
tools. The flexible tubing is lightweight, corrosion/abrasion resistant 
and flows around large radius corners easily. The system can be 
mounted on the surface of a wall or behind/inside the wall. Simply 
push the tubing into the quick-connect fitting 
until fully seated with no sol-
dering or threading required. 
It is easy to add and change 
air drops as needed, since the 
hose and fittings can be easily 
disassembled and reused.

EASY
ASSEMBLY

This air system 
features premium 

semi-flexible HDPE/
Aluminum core mul-

tilayer tubing with corrosion-free smooth inner wall that will 
never build up scale or rust. Can be easily bent by hand and 
maintains the desired shape, giving a professional appear-
ance with no tubing sag. Tubing can be buried underground 
or in concrete. The MaxLINE fittings are nickel plated brass 
designed for years of long term performance. Its double 
o-ring compression design is engineered to be a leakproof 
system, that can be easily disassembled and reused. No 
expensive install tools required and meets OSHA guidelines.

Watch Video

MaxLINE kits & fittings accomodate 
your unique shop and air layout 

Part # Length Hose Size Working Pressure Brand SALE PRICE
 TRU # 510HR-RET ......25 ft. ........3/8” I.D.  ......... 300 PSI ........ Tru-Flate® .......$99.99
 TRU # 505HR-RET ......50 ft. ........3/8” I.D.  ......... 300 PSI ........ Tru-Flate® ......$189.99
 TRU # 515HR-RET ......50 ft. ........1/2” I.D.  ......... 300 PSI ........ Tru-Flate® ......$199.99

Part # Length Hose Size Working Pressure Brand SALE PRICE

 REE # 7650 OLP ..........50 ft. ........3/8” I.D.  ......... 300 PSI ........ ReelCraft® ......$384.99
 REE # 5650 OLP ..........50 ft. ........3/8” I.D.  ......... 300 PSI ........ ReelCraft® ......$309.99
 REE # A5850 OLP .......50 ft. ........1/2” I.D.  ......... 300 PSI ........ ReelCraft® ......$344.99

Retractable Air Hose Reels
These spring powered auto-rewind reels are constructed of durable heavy gauge steel and have a multi-
position guide arm that allows the reel to be mounted on floor, wall or ceiling. Included with each reel are 
adjustable hose bump stops to maintain the desired working length of hose. The reel’s guide arm contains 
four direction rollers to allow the air hose to be coiled up with a simple tug of the hose.
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C
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Medium Duty
Spring
Retractable
Air Hose Reel
This polypropylene 
spool is a lighter-weight, 
spring retractable hose reel. 
Features an industrial-grade 
drive spring which is protected from 
the environment for longer service life. The 
guide arm adjusts to seven positions, allowing 
the reel to be mounted on floors, walls and 
ceilings. With 50 ft. 300 psi 3/8” air hose. 
REE # RT650OLP ................$227.99

Ultra Air™ 
Enclosed 
Hybrid Air
Hose Reel
Retracts hose quickly 
and automatically saving you valu-
able time. Features an enclosed durable 
plastic case with locking ratchet brake and 
a side-to-side rewinder that lays an even, 
balanced coil as the hose is retracted. Swivel 
mounting bracket for wall or ceiling. Includes 
50 feet of Amflo’s Ultra Air™ 3/8” highly flex-
ible premium hybrid hose which has extreme 
cold weather flexibility. 300 psi max pressure.
TRU # 540HR-RET.................$79.99
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Rubber Air Hose Assemblies
The rubber reinforced braid construction provides excellent
service life. Each includes brass 1/4” NPT male couplings. 
    Fitting Working SALE
Part Number Manufacturer Color ID x length  Size Pressure PRICE
DAY # 80006 Dayco Blue 3/8” x 25’ 1/4” NPT 200 PSI $29.99
DAY # 80007 Dayco Blue 3/8” x 50’ 1/4” NPT 200 PSI $54.99
PRT # M601P Wilmar Black 3/8” x 25’ 1/4” NPT 300 PSI $13.79
PRT # M603P Wilmar Black 3/8” x 50’ 1/4” NPT 300 PSI $22.99
TRU # 552-50AE Tru-Flate Red 3/8” x 50’ 1/4” NPT 300 PSI $32.99

Hybrid Air Hose Assemblies
Standard air hose can kink, curl and require extra effort. Hybrid air hose is a lightweight specialized blend 
of rubber and PVC making the hose extremely flexible and kink resistant, even under pressure. Features a 
superior bend radius and has zero memory so it lies flat and/or coils up effortlessly after use.
PRT # M617 Wilmar Green 3/8” x 50’ 1/4” NPT 300 PSI $24.99
TRU # 575-50A Amflo Ultra Air Green 3/8” x 50’ 1/4” NPT 300 PSI $21.99
TRU # 575-100A Amflo Ultra Air Green 3/8” x 100’ 1/4” NPT 300 PSI $43.99

# 575-50A

Manual
Rewind 
Open Frame 
Air Hose Reels
These steel framework reels 
have a mounting bracket that 
can be mounted on the floor, 
wall or ceiling. Features include: brass 360° inlet 
swivel with 1/4” NPT, easy crank handle and spring 
tension brake. Holds up to 100 feet of 3/8” air hose.

Reel w/ 50’ Air Hose
PRT # M610 ...........................$49.99
Reel Only Models:
TRU # 502HR-RET.................$33.69
LIS # 50350 ............................$79.99

12V - 150 PSI 
Mini Air Compressor
Delivers rapid air flow of 45L/min to quickly 
inflate a car tire in only 3 to 5 minutes. The 
9’ cord plugs into your vehicle’s 12 volts DC 
cigarette lighter socket. Includes air pressure 
gauge, 3’ air hose, (2) nozzle adapters & 
(1) sports needle accessory nozzles. Built in 
worklight with emergengy flashing feature.
TTN # 55203...........................$33.79

 Model  Running Tank  Tank Voltage / CFM @  CFM @ Working Weight  SALE
 Number Description (HP) Size Style Phase  100 psi 175 psi Pressure (lbs.)  PRICE

SAN # IV5048055 Oil Lubricated - Belt Drive 5.2 80 Gallon Vertical 240 / 1 17.9 17 145-175 PSI 470 $1,347.00
SAN # IV5038055 Oil Lubricated - Belt Drive 5.5 80 Gallon Vertical 230 (460) / 3* 17.9 16.2 145-175 PSI 559 $1,725.00
SAN # IV7518075 Oil Lubricated - Belt Drive 7.5 80 Gallon Vertical 240 / 1 22.1 21.2 145-175 PSI 623 $1,899.95
SAN # IH9919910 Oil Lubricated - Belt Drive 10 120 Gallon Horizontal 230 (460) / 3* 35 33.6 145-175 PSI 920 $2,399.95



PORTABLE  ELECTRIC & GAS PRESSURE WASHERS

PORTABLE AIR COMPRESSORS

PSR # PWE1600
1600 PSI 

Flow Rate: 1.6 GPM
Max Pressure: 1,600 PSI

Motor Type: Electric
Hose Length: 20’

Features:
35’ GFCI Power cord,

Adjustable spray wand,
Includes soap bottle,

2-way hose connector
$119.99

PSR # PWE2000A
2000 PSI 

Flow Rate: 1.6 GPM
Max Pressure: 2,000 PSI

Motor Type: Electric
Hose Length: 25’

Features:
Four (4) position spray 

nozzle, Built-in soap con-
tainer, On-board hose reel, 

35’ GFCI power cord
$169.99

PSR # PGPW2700H-A
2700 PSI 

Flow Rate: 2.3 GPM
Max Pressure: 2,700 PSI
Motor Type: 180cc Gas

Hose Length: 25’
Features:

Four (4) quick connect spray 
nozzels (0°, 25°, 40°, soap), 

Siphon tube with strainer, 12” 
never flat tires

$329.95

PSR # PGPW3100H-AT
2700 PSI 

Flow Rate: 2.5 GPM
Max Pressure: 3,100 PSI
Motor Type: 208cc Gas

Hose Length: 30’
Features:

Four (4) quick connect spray 
nozzels (0°, 25°, 40°, soap), plus 

turbo nozzel, On-board soap 
tank, 12” never flat tires

$399.95

These cold water pressure washers provide tremendous cleaning capability anywhere you need it. Perfect for 
RV’s, cars, trucks, boats, ATV’s, decks, driveways, patios, lawn equipment, buildings and other projects around 
the home. Simple connect the pressure washer to a water source using a standard garden hose. Features 
include a detergent tank for applying soap, mesh lined polybutyl pressure hose along with a pistol grip trigger 
spray wand, holster and mobility kit. All units are backed by a 
one year warranty. Gasoline models use a four-stroke OHV 
gasoline engine with a three-piston, axial pump mounted on 
a 1” powered coated steel frame with large diameter wheels 
to take on varied terrain.

PSR # PCE6021K
2 Gallon

Air Delivery:
1.5 CFM @ 40 psi
0.7 CFM @ 90 psi

Power Source: Electric
Max Pressure: 100 psi

Type: Oil-less
Features:

Hose and accessory kit
$89.95

 PSR # PCE6200
 20 Gallon
 Air Delivery:

 6.2 CFM @ 40 psi
 5.2 CFM @ 90 psi

 Power Source: Electric
 Max Pressure: 115 psi

 Type: Oil Lubricated
 Features:

 Upright space saving design
 $269.95

 PSR # PCE6100
10 Gallon
 Air Delivery:

 5.2 CFM @ 40 psi
 4.2 CFM @ 90 psi

 Power Source: Electric
 Max Pressure: 115 psi

Type: Oil Lubricated
 Features:

 (2) output couplers
 $179.95

Great for general inflation, blowing and smaller SCFM air tools, yet compact 
enough for convenient storage. Features: all steel, electro-statically painted 
tank with drain, that is designed for years of use. A direct-drive pump means 
no belts or pulleys to replace for added convenience. Innovative shroud cover 
protects its vital components. Equipped with pressure regulator, easy-to-read 
dual pressure gauges and brass 
quick connect output coupler.

15 Gallon Portable Air
Compressor w/ 5 Pc. Tool Kit
This Pulsar compressor comes with useful air tools 
for tackling weekend projects. Carry bag included.
• 1/2” Air Impact with 230 ft/lbs. torque
• Paint Spray Gun with 1000cc cup
• 175psi Tire Inflator with gauge
• 18ga 2” Brad Nailer /Stapler with 100ct magazine
• 25 ft. Air Hose with quick couplers
Compressor has 5.2 CFM air delivery @ 40 psi and 
4.2 CFM @ 90 psi. 115 psi max pressure.
PSR # PCE6150VK ..................... $289.99

SVC # 5872510 ....................... 5 Gallon Portable Vac ................................ $128.99
Includes: 1-1/2” x 7’ crush-resistant Lock-On® hose, claw utility nozzle, crevice tool adapter, 
wall mounting bracket, high efficiency collection bag and Ultra-Web® cartridge filter with filter 
retainer. When utilizing both filters, exhaust air is much cleaner.

SVC # 9621210 ............12 Gallon Floor Vac w/ Blower Feature .................... $142.99
Includes: 1-1/2” x 12’ premium crush-resistant Lock-On® hose, claw utility nozzle, (2) extension 
wands, elbow grip, crevice tool, 12” floor nozzle with squeegee and brush insert, adapter, high 
efficiency collection bag & Ultra-Web® cartridge filter with filter retainer.

Motor: Single Stage
Horsepower: 6.5

Suction Pressure: 60 inches
Cord Length: 20 ft.

Tank Type: Composite
Air Flow:

200 CFM (# 9621210)
195 CFM (# 5872510)

the Original wet/dry vac

3/8” x 25’ 
Nylon Recoil Air Hose
Self-coiling properties retracts quickly to store 
itself when finished. Has 3/8” NPTM brass 
swivel end fittings to reduce hose twist. Bend 
restrictors reduce kinking and increase the life 
of the hose. 200 psi max working pressure. 
TRU # 6-25 .............................$31.99

Airline 
Swivel 
Splitters
Allows multiple tools to be connected to a 
single 1/4” air supply line. Universal quick con-
nect couplers ensures fast connection. 360° 
swivel feature reduces kinks in air hose. 250 
psi max working pressure.
TTN # 19446...........3-Way .......$24.69
TTN # 19445...........2-Way .......$18.99
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GASOLINE POWERED PORTABLE GENERATORS
Choosing the Correct Generator
Unfortunately, generator under sizing is 
the most common mistakes committed by 
consumers. Not only does it involve the risk of 
damaging your new generator, but can also 
damage what is connected to it. The guidelines 
below offer some great starting points.

Device / Appliance Running Start-up
 Watts Watts  

H O M E  /  O F F I C E  /  R V
Light Bulb - 75 Watt 75 75
Coffee Maker 800 1300
Toaster (2 slot) 850 850
Refrigerator/Freezer 700 2200
Refrigerator (RV) 180 600
Microwave Oven (small) 1000 1300
Television (tube) 500 500
Laptop 65-250 65-250
LCD Computer Monitor 25 25
Hot Water Heater 4500 4500
Air Conditioner 1500 2200
Furnace Fan (1/3 HP) 700 1400
Garage Door Opener 480 600
Security Alarm System 180 180

CO N T R AC TO R  TO O L S  & E Q U I P.
Circular Saw (7-1/4”) 1400 2300
Table Saw (10”) 1800 4500
Hammer Drill 1200 3000
Bench Grinder (8”) 1400 2500
Pressure Washer (1 HP) 1200 3600
Air Compressor (1/2 HP) 975 1600

C A M P I N G  /  TA I LG AT I N G
Cell Phone Charger 10 10
Electric Fry Pan 1300 1300
Slow Cooker 170-270 170-270
Griddle/Deep Fryer 1200 1200
Single Element Hot Plate 750 750
Radio/Clock 50-300 50-300
Blender 400 850
20” Fan (portable) 40 120

Note: this is approximate wattage only. Please refer to 
your appliance’s owner’s manual for exact wattage. 
To get an idea of what size generator you will need:

(Amps x Volts = Watts)

 These EPA approved long-running generators use a low emission OHV 4-stroke air cooled 
engine that features fully isolated motor mounts for smooth operation. Comes complete with: 
fuel meter, protective overload circuit breaker and automatic low oil shutdown protection.
 7,500W & 10,000W Models have additional features which include: push button electric start 
with backup pull-start mechanism, on-board maintenance-free battery, 3-N-1 digital meter that 
displays volts/frequency/hours and a mobility kit with solid never-flat tires. 

Model #  PSR # PG3250  PSR # PG4500  PSR # PG7500  PSR # PG10000
Peak Wattage 3,250 Watt 4,500 Watt 7,500 Watt 10,000 Watt

Running Wattage 2,500 Watt 3,500 Watt 6,000 Watt 8,000 Watt

Engine Displacement 208cc (7 HP) 208cc (7 HP)  420cc (15 HP)  420cc (15 HP)

Engine Start Type Recoil Recoil Recoil & Electric  Recoil & Electric

Fuel Tank Capacity 4.0 Gal. 4.0 Gal. 6.6 Gal. 8 Gal.

Fuel Type Unleaded Unleaded Unleaded Unleaded

Noise Level 70dB 70dB 74dB 77dB

Outlets (2) 120V (2) 120V (4) 120V (4) 120V
 12V DC output (1) 120V/240V twist-lock (1) 120V/240V twist-lock  (1) 120V/240V twist-lock
  (1) 30A RV (1) 120V twist-lock (1) 30A RV
  12V DC output 12V DC output 12V DC output
   (1) 50A receptacle

Product Size 17.9”H x 23.6”L x 17.5”W 18.4”H x 15”L x 16.6”W 21.6”H x 27”L x 22.4W 22.2”H x 28.5”L x 21.8”W

Weight 87 lbs. 103 lbs. 185 lbs. 204 lbs.

Wheel Kit No Yes Yes Yes

SALE PRICE  $319.99  $399.95 $749.99* $859.99

25 foot, 14 Gauge
3-Wire Extension Cord
Free with purchase of 
# PG7500. Retail Value 
$29.99 (# 14/3-25)

FREE!

Deluxe 
Roadside Assistance Kit
A must have for every traveler! Kit features 
a zippered case with integrated reflective 
triangle. 8 ft. 10 gauge jumper cables, a 2 
ton (1,333 lb.) 14 ft. tow rope and a Krypton 
flashlight with batteries. Other items include: 
pliers, 2-in-1 screwdriver bungee cords, rain 
poncho, first aid kit, gloves, ice scraper, tire 
gauge, knife, cable ties and electrical tape.
PRT # W1555 .........................$28.99

24 Pc. Bungee Cord Set
Made from multi-strand top quality rubber 
cords and UV resistant cord jacket to ensure 
superior strength. Color coded by length for 
convenient selection. Set contains: (6) 18”, (4) 
24”, (2) 32”, (2) 40” bungees, (6) mini cords 
and (4) canopy ties in a resealable jar.
HCM # 90084 .........................$16.99 

# PG3250 # PG10000

# PG7500

8 Pc. Tie Down
& Bungee Set
This cargo control set contains: (2) 10’ x 1” 
ratcheting tie downs with hooks - (2) 15’ x 1” 
ratcheting cambuckle tie downs - (2) 15”  & (2) 
24” flat bungee cords - in an handy store case.
PRT # W1417 .........................$21.99

8” Jumbo
Aluminum
Carabiner
PRT # W463 .............................$3.69

Silver Heavy
Duty Tarps
10 mil thick woven 
reinforced fabric 
is designed for all-
weather outdoor use. 
Has rope-reinforced hems, 
rust-resistant grommets and 
reinforced corners for added strength.
PRT # W7002 .........6’ x 8’ .........$6.49
PRT # W7004 ........ 8’ x 10’ ......$10.99 
PRT # W7006 ....... 10’ x 12’ .....$16.49 

2-Stroke 
1,200 Watt AC / DC
Portable Generator
This 36 lb. generator provides up to 8.5 hours 
of run time, at 1/2 load, from the 1.2 gallon fuel 
tank. Delivers 1,200 watts surge, 900 watts 
continuous power. The 2 stroke gasoline pow-
ered, 79cc (2.2hp) air-cooled engine has recoil 
start system and low oil shutdown. Four rubber 
feet reduces vibration and has a quiet noise 
level of 65 decibels. The control/outlet panel 
offers one (1) 120V A/C outlet and one (1) 12V 
DC output. A trickle charge DC cable included.
PSR # PG1202S...................$159.95

72” x 80”
Camouflage Utility Blanket
This large moving blanket provides additional 
protection for loads during moves or items in 
storage. Shell is made of non-woven synthetic 
fibers and filled with recycled denim cotton.
TTN # 22017...........................$24.99

36” x 48”
Cargo Net
Polypropylene 
elastic stretch cord 
with multiple plastic 
mounting hooks. 
Stretches to accom-
modate a variety of load sizes. Excellent for 
pick-up beds, trailers and roof baskets.
PRT # W1429 ...........................$6.99 

Ratchet Tie Down Set - 4 pk.
Ratchet mechanism allows you to control the 
tension on the strap while the coated S-Hooks 
prevent marring and scratching. Each flat 
strap measures 10’ in length by 1” wide. 
Provides a work load limit of 300 lbs. or 900 
lb. break strength capacity.
HCM # 92105 .........................$19.99 
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7x50
Stadium
Binoculars
High quality glass lenses produce crisp 
clear images. Ergonomic rubberized body 
for improved grip. Center wheel focus. Fold-
down rubber eye cups for use with glasses. 
402ft.@1,100 yrd. field of view.
PRT # W9460 .........................$17.99



INTERLOCKING PANELS
Use GrillGrates on any existing grill

VERSITILE
Create a new grill surface or use on top of factory
grates. Note: each GrillGrate panel is 5-1/4” wide

EVEN TEMPERATURE
Even dispuresment of heat means no hot spots!

PERFECT SEAR MARKS
Raised rail design creates bold grill marks

AMPLIFIES HEAT
Grate design converts heat to infrared

BLOCKS FLARE-UPS
Say no more to burnt or charred foods

RETAINS JUICES
Moisture gathers in grate valleys for juicier steaks

GrateGriddle
Lay on top of your GrillGrates or interlock 
to go beside them allowing seamless integra-
tion. Griddle doubles as a defroster plate for quicker 
thawing of frozen foods. Will never rust! Constructed of 
aluminum and then hard anodized to a create a surface hard-
ness that is twice that of stainless steel. Two sizes to choose from:
OZK # GGRID-0001 ..... 13-3/4” L x 9-3/8” W .........$19.99
OZK # GGRID-0003 ..... 18-1/2” L x 9-3/8” W .........$27.49

GrillGrate Tongs
OZK # WGTONG ................ $19.95

GrillGrate Spatula
OZK # WGTOOL ................. $12.99

GrillGrate Cleaning Brush
OZK # WGBRUSH .............. $15.99

GrillGrate
Uprade EGG, Gas, Charcoal & Pellet Grills

3-PANEL KITS w/ Spatula Length Sale Price
OZK # WSS13 ............... 13-3/4” ..... $59.99
OZK # WSS16 ............... 16-1/4” ..... $69.95
OZK # WSS18 ............... 18-1/2” ..... $79.95

2-PANEL KITS w/ Spatula Length Sale Price
OZK # WGG1925K ....... 19-1/2” ..... $32.95
OZK # WGG20K ..............20” ........ $59.95

SINGLE PANELS (no spatula) Length Sale Price
OZK # WGG1375S........ 13-3/4” ..... $18.89
OZK # WGG185S.......... 18-1/2” ..... $24.99
OZK # WGG1925S........ 19-1/2” ..... $23.99
OZK # WGG24S...............24” ........ $32.95 GrillGrate Spatula fits in Grooves

100ST
Portable
Stick/Arc Welder
This is the perfect starter arc welder 
for projects around the home. 
Features an inverter power system 
making this unit lightweight and 
easy to use. Handles up to 1/8” 
electrode. Capable of welding 16 
gauge up to 5/16” thick steel. Deliv-
ers up to 90 amps from standard 
120V household current. Quick 
connect cables alleviates issues 
during transportation and storage.

125ST
Flux-Core
MIG Welder
Lightweight and simple to use ‘plug 
and play’ unit. Perfect starter MIG 
that works without using a gas 
set up. Plugs into standard 120V 
household current with up to 125 
amps output. Capable of welding 
24 gauge up to 1/4” thick steel. 
Handles flux-core .030” wire and 
has the capacity to accept either 
a 2# or 10# wire spool. Tweco 
consumables included.

Forney® introduced a new personal line of portable welders 
ideal for:  Do-It-Yourselfer’s, Farm & Ranch, General Mainte-
nance & Repair, Metal Fabrication and the weekend Hobbyist. 
Available in your choice of stick or MIG models.

$14999

$14999

FRN # 298

FRN # 299
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Part # Grade ID Size Length Fitting Size Pressure Sale Price
FRN # LB253........ R .......... 3/16” .......... 25 ............... B - B ......... 200 psi (max) .......$29.99
FRN # LB254........ R ........... 1/4” ........... 25 ............... B - B ......... 200 psi (max) .......$30.99 
FRN # LB503........ R .......... 3/16” .......... 50 ............... B - B ......... 200 psi (max) .......$46.99 
FRN # LB504........ R ........... 1/4” ........... 50 ............... B - B ......... 200 psi (max) .......$48.99

Victor®
Oxygen/Acetylene
Welding Torch Kits
These kits contain premium performance com-
ponents for professional grade use. Suitable for 
fusion welding, braze welding, brazing, heating 
and hand cutting applications. Out of the box 
specification listed below. Optional nozzle / tips 
available for increase capacity. 
Kits Include: (1) oxygen regulator, 
(1) acetylene regulator, (1) cutting attachment, 
(1) OxyFuel handle, (1) 12.5’ R-grade twin 
hose, (1) welding nozzle, (1) cutting tip, (1) 
striker, (1) protective eyewear, (1) manual.
Part # Description Welds up to Cuts up to Sale Price
VIC # 0384-2682 Heavy-Duty 350 Kit 1/2” (#2 nozzle) 1” (#2-1 tip) $279.99
VIC # 0384-2571 Medium-Duty 250 Kit 5/64” (#0 nozzle) 1/2” (#0-3 tip) $229.99 

Model # FRN # 302 FRN # 303
Cutting Thickness 1/4” up to 3/8” 1/2” up to 3/4”

Air Pressure Requirements 60 to 80 PSI - 3.5 cu.ft./min. 60 to 80 PSI - 3.5 cu.ft./min.

Input Voltage 115V - adapter for use  230V (50A) or 120V (20A) 
 with 20A or 15A input with adapter receptacle

Rated Output 10A - 20A 20A - 40A

Lead Specification 15’ plasma torch,  15’ plasma torch,
 15’ ground clamp/cable 15’ ground clamp/cable
 15’ input power cord 15’ input power cord

Weight 30 lbs. 35 lbs.

Invoice Price $924.99 $1,529.99
Minus GreenBack Mail-In Rebate - $90.00 - $150.00
Actual Cost $834.99 $1,379.99

Plasma Cutters
These plasma cutters have Electrical Arc Drag Torch Technology that allows you to move (drag) torch 
directly across the metal surface for more precise cuts. These units are portable and generator friendly. 
Feature: Red / Yellow / Green Diagnostic LED Lights that show readiness, when thermal or over-current 
protection activated and if air pressure falls under 50 PSI. Has an integrated air pressure regulator and filter 
dryer plus consumable storage area. Includes: commonly used consumables and owner’s manual.

# 303

Twin Welding Hoses
These red and green colored synthetic rubber hoses are suitable 
for use with oxygen-acetylene gas only. Non-staining coupling en-
sures that brass fitting will not discolor. Open steam vulcanization 
curing process does not require pin pricking and offers improved 
cover and reinforcement adhesions for longer hose life.

REBATE

# 302



# PB820D ONLY

PIT # 50605 ...Mandarin Habanero Rub
Mandarin oranges and spicy
habaner chili peppers bring on the
heat without losing the sweetness. 

PIT # 50610 ...Sweet Heat Rub & Grill
Molasses and fine ground coffee give
this rub a delicious and unique taste.

PIT # 50611 ...Tennessee Apple Butter
Use in kitchen or at the table to add a
well-rounded fruity apple flavor to any meal.

PIT # 50613 ...Chop House Steak Rub
Coarse spice perfect for steak and pork.

PIT # 50614 ...........Hickory Bacon Rub
Rich with a smoky bacon-like flavor, making
this the ultimate go-to for bacon lovers.

PIT # 50618 ....... Raspberry Chipotle Rub
Perfect combination of sweet fruit with a touch
of heat. Adds lively flavor to a variety of dishes.

Spices & Rubs - 5 oz. 
There is a perfect spice for everything. Versatile as a rub, applied 
evenly over entire surface of meat before cooking. Can also be used 
in a marinade, or simply as seasoning for beef, pork, fish, poultry, or 
vegetables. Gluten free. Contains no MSG.

PIT # 50612 ...... 6-Pack Sampler - contains each rub listed above ...........$35.70

$595

Pit Boss Grill Covers
These covers are a perfect fit for your 
Pit Boss grill. The heavy duty polyester 
construction and PVC backing protect your 
grill from the elements and the draw string 
construction makes it easy to keep it secure.
PIT # 73440 ... PB440D Grill Cover
PIT # 73821 ... PB820D Grill Cover

Each

$5900

$2699

Each

Each

Pellets
New Pit Boss 100% 
natural hardwood 
pellets. Our raw 
wood is sourced 
across North 
America to make a 
superior product. 
No artificial flavors, 
additives, spray 
scents, glues or 
chemicals are in our pellets making it better 
for the environment and better for your family. 
Be sure to try the competition blend made 
from a combo of maple, hickory and cherry.
PIT # 55435 ....Competition Blend
PIT # 55433 ......................Apple
PIT # 55434 .....................Cherry
PIT # 55436 ................... Hickory
PIT # 55438 ................. Mesquite
PIT # 55440 .........Tennessee Oak

Not just for steak... Pit Boss® grills can cook a wide variety of foods!  •  Simply fill the hopper with pellets, turn 
the temperature control to the desired cooking temperature, (170° to 500°) and the grill will automatically light 
itself and adjust the pellet feed rate to maintain the cooking temperature  •  Precise temperature control along 
with fan forced convection cooking means you can rely on even heat to lock in the juices without the need for a 
rotisserie  •  Uses 100% hardwood BBQ pellets instead of charcoal, propane or gas which allows you to enjoy the 
amazing wood flavor with a simple twist of a dial  •  Designed and built to last with heavy-duty 16 gauge steel 
construction and classy toned appearance, but priced to fit anyone’s budget.

Model PB820D
• Total Cooking Area: 818 sq/in.
• Main Level: 575 sq/in.
• Upper Rack: 243 sq/in.
• Burger Capacity (4” dia): 42 total
PIT # 72820

Model PB440D
• Total Cooking Area: 471 sq/in.
• Main Level: 364 sq/in.
• Upper Rack: 107 sq/in.
• Burger Capacity (4” dia): 20 total
PIT # 72440

$49900
Small Deluxe Grill

$69900
Large Deluxe Grill

Pit Boss® DELUXE Wood Pellet GrillsPit Boss® DELUXE Wood Pellet Grills

FLAME BROILER OPTION
Having both in-direct and direct 
cooking methods means you can 
charbroil steak, slow smoke ribs 
and briskets or make wood-fired 
pizza & cookies all from one grill.

MORE VALUE with PIT BOSS!
Grills feature a removable serving tray, 3 utinsil hanging
pegs and bottle opener. Inside you will find porcelain
coated cast iron main grill and upper cooking racks.

Wire Scratch Brushes 
These brushes have a 13-3/4” long curved wood 
handle that features .013” wire bristles in 3 x 19 rows. 
FRN # 70518 ............Brass .............. $4.69
FRN # 70521 ......Stainless Steel ........ $4.69

Wire Scratch Brushes 
These brushes have a 10-1/4” wooden shoe style 
handle that features .013” wire bristles in 4 x 16 rows. 
FRN # 70519 ............Brass .............. $4.29
FRN # 70520 ......Stainless Steel ........ $4.99

Wire Scratch Brushes 
These brushes have a 8-5/8” long angle-head design 
to eliminate cut or bruised knuckles. The curved wood 
handle features .006” wire bristles in 2 x 9 rows. 
FRN # 70491 ............Brass .............. $3.29
FRN # 70503 ......Stainless Steel ........ $3.69

Flint 
Striker Lighters
Feature large flint(s) and a round file that makes sparks 
to light gas without open flame. (3) flint model has slotted 
screw to allow user to rotate fresh flint into position.
FRN # 86101 .......... (3) Flints ........ $26.99
FRN # 86102 .......... (1) Flints .......... $2.99

Premium 
Split Leather Gloves
Help protect your hands from the heat while welding 
or working around the BBQ grill and wood stove. Con-
structed out of split grain cowhide with extended gauntlet 
cuff that offers extra wrist and forearm protection. Feature 
include: cotton lining for moisture absorption and self-
hemmed welting’s in seams to provide extra strength. 
FRN # 53422 .......... Blue (lg) ........ $13.99
FRN # 55206 ........ Orange (lg) ........ $9.99 

Self Igniting
Butane Torch
This pistol grip refillable preci-
sion torch has a needle point 
blue flame that can produce 
temperatures up to 2,500°F. 
Built-in push button piezo ig-
niter for ease of lighting. Uses 
butane fuel, (not included) 
and burns for approximately 
60 minutes continuous run 
time. Features: gas adjustment 
wheel, ‘hands-free’ slide lock for 
continuous use and ‘pulldown’ child safety lock.
FRN # 54824 ............................... $24.99
FRN # 54822 ......Butane Fuel .......... $4.99 
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INTERLOCKING PANELS
Use GrillGrates on any existing grill

VERSITILE
Create a new grill surface or use on top of factory
grates. Note: each GrillGrate panel is 5-1/4” wide

EVEN TEMPERATURE
Even dispuresment of heat means no hot spots!

PERFECT SEAR MARKS
Raised rail design creates bold grill marks

AMPLIFIES HEAT
Grate design converts heat to infrared

BLOCKS FLARE-UPS
Say no more to burnt or charred foods

RETAINS JUICES
Moisture gathers in grate valleys for juicier steaks



Forney® is proud to introduced a whole 
new line of auto darkening helmets 
with stand-out features. When selecting 
a helmet one must consider - personal 
safety, wearer comfort, and optical clarity. An 
uncomfortable helmet can affect your overall 
productivity, not to mention the quality of your 
work, but most important it all comes down to seeing clearly.

 WHY IS OPTICAL CLARITY IMPORTANT?
Your capability to clearly view the weld puddle helps you deliver accurate 
end results, with higher-quality welds. If you’re looking through a dis-
torted lens with inconsistent shade, your eyes will strain to see what you 
are doing. To take the guesswork out of purchasing an auto darkening 
helmet, cartridges undergo testing in four (4) important categories, all 
referring to optical clarity. Each category is graded according to industry 
standards on a scale from 1 to 3, with a score of 1 being the best (perfect) 
and a score of 3 being the worst. Welders looking to upgrade a helmet 
now know that one with a 1/1/1/1 optical clarity rating will deliver a 
perfect view and the best-quality lens. 

 OTHER FACTORS TO CONSIDER
Cartridge Switching Speed: this is the time it takes an auto darkening 
cartridge to switch from bright to dark when you strike an arc. Viewing 
Screen Size: a large viewing area alleviates having to move your head and 
neck as you weld or work at awkward angles. Includes comfortable ad-
justable ratcheting headgear, replacement protective lenses and for those 
people needing visual assistance optional magnification cheater lens are 
available. Helmets shown here meet:  CE, DIN, ISO, EN 166, EN 175, EN 
379, CSA Z94.3 and ANSI Z87.1 Standards

NOT ALL
AUTO-DARKENING
HELMETS ARE
CREATED EQUAL!

MASTER
 SERIES™

ADVANTAGE
SERIES™

PREMIER
SERIES™

MODEL NUMBER FRN # 55712 FRN # 55707 FRN # 55701, 55702
Viewing Area 9.144 sq/in.  7.70 sq/in. 5.97 sq/in.

Optical Clarity Rating 1/1/1/1 1/1/1/2 1/1/1/2

Numbers of Arc Sensors Four (4) Four (4) Two (2)

Switching Speed 1/20,000 per second  1/16,000 per second 1/16,000 per second

Controls Internal step-less Internal step-less Internal stitch

Variable Shade Selection DIN 5 to 8 & 9 to 13 DIN 9 to 13 DIN 9 to 13

Shade Selector Internal shade selector External shade selector External shade selector
 with grind mode. knob with grind mode. knob with grind mode.

Low TIG Amps Rated 5 AMP 8 AMP 15 AMP

Impact Resistant Shell 18.51 oz. Nylon 16.22 oz. Nylon 15.34 oz. 

Power Supply Solar cells w/ (2) replaceable Solar cells w/ (2) replaceable Solar cells w/ (1) non-
 3V lithium batteries 3V lithium batteries replaceable lithium battery

Auto On/Off Technology YES YES YES

$16999

$11999
$5999

$7499

THE PATRIOT
FRN # 55712

THE EDGE
FRN # 55707

BLACK
FRN # 55701 CAMO

FRN # 55702

REBATE

REBATE

REBATE

$200

$90

$50

$1,99999
270 AMP CV/DC MIG

FRN # 319

$89999
210 AMP CV/DC MIG

FRN # 311

$49999
140 AMP MIG

FRN # 309

For GreenBack rules
and rebate form see:

forneyind.com/greenback/

Can be easily switched between MIG, TIG, and Stick weld-
ing processes. You’ll notice the these machines look very 
similar but the main difference is power input and then 
also the power output. Both models feature a Euro-Con-
nect Torch connection which allows user to quickly swap 
out torches, replace the liner and also makes it easy to 
transport. Common Tweco® style consumables add to 
the convenience. Excellent wire feed system thanks 
to an upgraded cast aluminum wire drive 
system with dual geared idler and drive roll 
and premium de-spooler. You can adjust the 
slope of the motor and the burn back time as well. If 
we take a look at the control panel you will notice you may 
select: stick, TIG and (4) different MIG welding modes. There 
is also multi-trigger modes: 2T trigger mode for short 
welding, a 4T trigger lock for long welds, manual and 
advanced synergic controls that gives an overall better 
quality welds with spatter reduction. Units use easy 
to digital readouts and has a Ampenol connection 
for connecting a spool gun, or attaching a foot 
pedal of TIG mode. 
Optional Accessories (purchase separately):
• Spool Gun (#85653) for aluminum welding 
• TIG torch assembly (#85654) 
• TIG foot pedal control (#85655) 

MODEL # FRN # 322 FRN # 324
Accepts Wire Diameters .023” - .030” - .035”  .023” - .030” - .035” - .045”

Accepts Spool Sizes 4” (1-2 lb) & 8” (10-11 lb) 4” (1-2 lb) & 8” (10-11 lb)

Accepts Electrode Diameters up to 1/8”  up to 1/8” & some 5/32”

Duty Cycle 100A @ 20%  170A @ 20% 
 45A @ 100%  85A @ 100% 

Input Operating Voltage 120V  plug - cord adapter for  230V (50A) or 120V (20A)
 20A or 15A input using adapter plug included

Weight 38 lbs. 43 lbs.

Package Includes EuroConnect 10’ MIG gun/torch,  EuroConnect 12’ MIG gun/torch,
 stick electrode holder,  stick electrode holder,
 ground clamp/cable, ground clamp/cable,
 8’ power cord, 15’ power cord,
 gas regulator, manual gas regulator, manual

Invoice Price $799.99 $999.99
Minus GreenBack Mail-in Rebate - $80.00 - $100.00
Actual Cost $719.99 $899.99

MULTI-PURPOSE WELDERS

# 322

# 324



5-PIECE TIE ROD/BALL 
JOINT SEPARATOR SET
Used for separating most types of Pitman 
arms, tie rods and ball joints found on 
automotive and light truck applications. 
Drop forged steel construction with knurled 
shaft for better grip. Set featuring five (5) 
different sizes, including separators for late 
model Ford and GM pickups. Opening sizes 
include: 21/32”, 5/16”, 1-1/16” x 2-3/4” 
depth, 1-3/8” x 2-7/8” depth, and GM 
1-5/8”  x 3-1/8” depth. Replacement part 
availability.

4-IN-1 
BALL JOINT 
ADAPTER SET
This set includes the necessary tools to 
service press it type ball joints without re-
moving the control arm. The C-frame press 
allows you to service most car and light 
truck U-joints, either on or off the vehicle. 
The 4X4 adaptors allow removal and installa-
tion of upper and lower ball joints on 1967 to 
current 4WD vehicles with DANA 44 axles. 
In addition, you can remove and install brake 
anchor pins. Expand the service capabilities 
of this set with the W89305 Master Ball 
Joint Adaptor set.

PRT # W1729

PRT # W89310

PRT # W89304

$699

$5249

$11999

COOLANT SYSTEM
AIR PURGE & REFILL SET
Eliminates problematic airlocks in to-
day’s automobile cooling systems. 
Trapped air results in cavitation, 
over heating and other prob-
lems. No more bleeding and 
purging. This set allows you to 
refill the entire system, including the heater core. Connect 
shop air to the venturi assembly to pull a vacuum on the 
cooling system. Once you reach the desired vacuum level, 
observe the gauge for any drops in vacuum. Now select the 
refill hose and submerse into premixed coolant container. 
Open the valve and the cooling system will refill within min-
utes. Do not allow the coolant container to get too low when 
filling to avoid drawing air into the coolant system.  

61 PC. MASTER BIT INSERT SOCKET SET
This professional quality bit socket set use the latest innovation in 
2-piece bit design that is proven 20% stronger than the original 
one-piece style. Simply allows the bits to be interchanged or 
switched without removing the adapter thus providing greater 
access and speed. Constructed using superior steel to meet or 
exceed torque specifications. 
SAE Hex Sizes: 5/64”, 3/32”, 7/64”, 1/8”, 9/64”, 5/32”, 3/16”, 
7/32” (5.5mm), 1/4”, 5/16” (8mm), 3/8”, 7/16” (11mm), 1/2”, 
9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4” (19mm), 13/16”, 7/8”, 15/16”, 1”
Metric Hex Sizes: 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 
18, 20, 21, 22mm Star sizes: T7, T8, T10, T15, T20, T25, T27, T30, 
T40, T45, T47, T50, T55, T60, T70, T80. Set Includes: 1/4”, 3/8”, and 
1/2” adapters in a neat storage / carrying case along with a complete 
assortment of tamper resistant star and hex bits.

PRT # W39500

$9999

1-PAIR
WHEEL 
DOLLY SET
These 1,000 lb. capacity dollies feature 
four 3-1/2” cast iron swivel casters 
and accepts tires up to 14” wide. Set 
contains two dollys.

PRT # W54013

$87 49

HAND VACUUM PUMP
AND BRAKE BLEEDER SET
The patent has run out on the com-
petition so if you have always wanted 
one of these now is the time to buy. 
Performs hundreds of automotive 
diagnostic tests, mechanical tests and 
allow the user to perform one-person brake and 
clutch bleeding jobs. This hand pumps develops 
up to 1 cu/in. of vacuum every stroke 
and can develop / maintain up 
to 25” of mercury. Has a 2” 
diameter easy-to-read 
gauge. Set includes (1) 
4.5 oz. fluid reservoir bottle 
with fluid transfer lid, (2) 2’ long 
clear hoses and many other miscel-
laneous adapter accessories.

PRT # W89734

$5799

PRT # W87030

$2769

RECORDABLE 
INSPECTION CAMERA
Perform detailed visual inspection in 
hard-to-reach areas, even in total dark-
ness or under water. Record videos 
and store image files using the 32MB 
built-in memory or micro SD card slot. 
Has TV/video output jack for future 
playback. 2.7” color LCD screen with 
640 x 480 VGA resolution and 
image rotation. Features 40” 
flexible neck. 11/32” (9mm) 
diameter borescope/camera 
has 4 adjustable LEDs with ad-
justable brightness illumination. 
Includes: mirror, hook clip, magnet, 
USB cable, video cable & batteries.

PRT # W50046

$13999

6 PC. STRIKE CAP
SCREWDRIVER SET
Designed to provide more torque for tough 
applications. Unique full-tang heat treated 
shafts have hex drive bolster end caps which 
means the screwdriver blade is continuous 
from tip to end cap. Feature heat resistant 
handles and magnetic screwdriver tips. Tip 
sizes include: #1, #2, #3 phillips and 3/16”, 1/4,” 
5/16” slotted tip.

3 PC. DEAD
BLOW HAMMER SET
Free-flowing steel shot filled 
canister head creates a dead blow 
effect, absorbing shock on impact and 
reducing rebound. Chemical resistant 
molded urethane covering is bright orange for 
high visibility and safety. Set include: (1) 12 oz. hammer 
with brass platted cap that can be used for non-sparking appli-
cations, (1) 16 oz. peen hammer with steel faces for striking 
punches and chisels as well as shaping and straightening 
unhardened metals, (1) 24 oz. urethane coated hammer 
used for non-marring / non-sparking applications.

PRT # M7234

$2799

INDEX
Air Compressors ................. 5, 40, 42
Air Die Grinders ............................ 37 
Air Drills ........................................ 37
Air Impacts .......................... 2, 36, 37
Air Grinders / Cut Offs .................. 37
Air Hose / Reels ................ 41, 42, 48
Air Ratchets .................................. 37
Battery Back-ups ............................ 5
Battery Chargers ........................ 6, 7
Battery Tester ................................. 7
Bead Seaters ................................ 39 
Booster Packs ............................ 5, 7
Brake Bleeder ............................... 22
Calipers / Micrometer ................... 30
Clamps ..................................... 3, 12
Camera / Inspect .......................... 47 
Circuit Testers ................................ 9
Code Readers .............................. 10 
Creepers ................................. 29, 30 
DeWALT Specials .............. 1, 34, 35 
Drain Pans / Lift ............................ 20
Drill Bits ........................................ 37 
Drills - Cordless ...................... 34, 35 
Engine Cranes .............................. 31
Flaring Tools ................................. 22 
Flashlights
& Worklights ........... 3, 24, 25, 34, 35
Fluid Testers ................................. 23
Fuel Transfer Pump ...................... 23
Funnels ......................................... 21 
Generators .................................... 43
Glue ................................................ 3
Grease Guns .................... 23, 34, 48
Grills - Pellets ......................... 44, 45
Grill Grates / Accessories ............. 44
Grinders .................................... 1, 34
Grinders - Bench .......................... 33
Hammers ...................................... 33
Heat Guns ...................................... 4
Heaters - Space .............................. 4
Hex Bits / Drivers ...................... 2, 15 
Impacts - Cordless .............. 1, 34, 35 
Jacks - Service ................... 2, 18, 19
Jacks - Air Assist .................... 19, 48 
Jacks - Bottle ................................ 19 
Jacks - Tranny .............................. 18
Jack Stands .................................. 18
Jump Starters ............................. 5, 7
Knives ............................................. 3 
Magnetic Trays ............................. 32
Memory Savers .......................... 5, 7
Multi-Meters .......................... 8, 9, 11
Nut Drivers / Setters ................. 2, 13 
Oil Filter Wrenches ................. 20, 21
Organizers .................................... 48
Parts Washers .............................. 31
Pig Mat ......................................... 20
Pipe Wrenches ............................. 12
Plasma Cutters ............................. 45 
Pliers ................................. 11, 12, 20
Pressure Washers ........................ 42
Pry Bars ........................................ 12
Pullers ........................................... 31
Punches / Chisels ......................... 33 
Radiator Filler ......................... 23, 47 
Relay / Circuit Testers .................... 9
Safety Glasses / Shields ............... 33
Sand Blaster ................................. 32 
Saws ......................................... 1, 34 
Scan Tools .................................... 10
Screwdrivers / Bits ........ 3, 12, 13, 47
Seats / Stools ............................... 29
Service Carts ................................ 25 
Sockets - Impact ........ 15, 16, 17, 39, 
Sockets - Chrome ............. 13, 14, 27
Sockets - Master Sets ...... 14, 15, 16
Sockets - Storage Trays ............... 27 
Test Leads / Accessories ........... 8, 9 
Tie Downs / Straps ....................... 43
Tire Tools ...................................... 38
Toolboxes / Triangle ............... 14, 26
Tool Sets - Custom ....................... 14
Torches / Heat Gun ............ 4, 44, 45
Torque Wrenches ......................... 39 
Tubing - Cutters ............................ 23 
Vacuums ....................................... 42
Vacuum Pumps / Testers ............. 22 
Vises ............................................. 32 
Welders / Helmets .................. 44, 46
Wheel Dollies ............................ 2, 47
Wire Strippers / Crimpers ............. 11 
Wrenches - Adjustable ................. 12
Wrenches - Combination .. 27, 28, 29
Wrenches - Crowfoot .................... 29
Wrenches - Ratcheting ................. 27 
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THIS ADVERTISEMENT WAS PREPARED IN ADVANCE, THEREFORE MERCHANDISE AVAILABILITY IS SUBJECT TO MANUFACTURER’S 
SCHEDULED DELIVERY. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL OR PICTORIAL ERRORS. PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

CNL # TOOLROLL3

$7899

SFA # 23221C

$49999

2-n-1 Compact 
LED Light Bar
This cordless light bar can be 
operated as a pivoting head, end 
mounted flashlight or extends to 
reveal a side mounted area light. 
The telescopic area light contains (8) 
LED bulbs designed to provide a wide 
angle light beam for use as an inspection 
lamp. Features a magnet base opposite the 
flashlight head for hands-free use. When 
closed the shock resistant housing 
measures only 7-1/2” L x 1-1/4” 
oval shape. Includes batteries.

DSR # SL25

$1499

TTN # 21267

$379

TTN # 21268

$899

4 Compartment
Multi-Purpose Organizer
Clear lid for easy product identification. Overall 
dimensions: 12.40” (W) x 4.50” (D) x 2.56” (H). 

9 Compartment
Multi-Purpose Organizer
Store small parts, hardware and other supplies. Clear 
lid for easy product identification. Recessed carry han-
dle allows organizers to be stacked for easy storage. 
Overall dimensions: 18.1” (W) x 6.7” (D) x 3.7” (H). 

Retractable
Hybrid Air 
Hose Reel
Features an enclosed 
durable plastic case 
with swivel mounting 
bracket for wall or ceiling. 
The automatic hose roller 
guide ensures smooth and even recoil. Includes 50’ of 
3/8” ID highly flexible hybrid rubber/PVC hose with a 
working pressure of 300 psi, making it ideal for most 
projects. The 1/4” NPT brass fittings with bend restric-
tors at each end to prolonging the life of the hose. 

Magnetic
Work Mat
This 12” x 12” 
flexible / fold-
able magnetic 
mat holds 
tools, nuts, bolts and other hardware. Embedded 
with high-energy, super-strong magnets that adhere 
to any ferrous surface keeping your most used tools 
and parts right at hand. Durable chemical resistant 
material won’t scratch paint. Can be used vertically 
to extend storage space on the outside of a tool 
chest or use the grommets for wall or peg hanging. 
Tools not included.

22-Ton
Air/Hydraulic
Service Jack
This compact jack uses a high 
speed air-actuated motor to raise 
the load to the desired height 
efficiently, effortlessly and safely. 
The adjustable heat treated 
extension screw provides low 
pick-up height and maximum lift 
height. A built-in bypass device 
protects the hydraulic system 
from over pumping damage.
Features: two (2) large steel rear 
wheels and your choice of 3 
adjustable handle angles (90°, 45  
& 0°) for maximum access to the 
vehicle lifting point.
Includes: sturdy one piece 
handle assembly, self-returning 
ram springs, and an in-line air 
filter to traps contaminates and 
protect the air motor.

5 Pc. Plier Set w/ Tool Pouch
Great Holiday Gift Idea! Each Channellock® plier is 
constructed from C1080 steel then an electronic 
coating is added for ultimate rust prevention and 
finished off with the iconic blue comfort grips.
Set includes the following: 9-1/2” (#420) and 10” 
(#430) tongue and groove pliers - 8” (#3017) long 
nose plier - 7” (# 337) high leverage diagonal lap 
joint cutting plier - 6” (#526) slip joint plier - tool 

roll with individual sleeves. 
Made in the USA

Accurate within 0.5 psi. A back-lit digit digital display 
lets you take readings in the dark work environments. 
Can be used for both inflating and deflating via push 
button bleeder valve. Change digital readout between: 
(0-150) PSI, (20-1000) kPa, kgF/cm2, and bar with a 
push of a button. Includes flexible rubber hose with 
straight on chuck, 1/4” male inlet and valve core tool.

Digital
Tire Inflator

with 
purchase 

of #M613

PRT # M525

$1799with 
purchase 

of #M613

FPM # 300-C

$1899

Lever
Action Grease Gun
Delivers 1 oz. per 40 strokes while developing up 
to 10,000 PSI. Includes: Snaplock™ grease gun, 18” 
flex / whip hose and heavy duty grease coupler.
PLE # 30-806 ..............................................$37.99

Pistol Grip Grease Gun
Delivers 1 oz. per 40 strokes while developing 
up to 8,000 PSI. Includes: Snaplock™ grease gun, 
5-1/2” straight rigid grease pipe, 18” flex / whip 
hose and heavy duty grease coupler.
PLE # 30-807 ..............................................$34.99 

PRT # M613

$8499

NO THREADS

1/4” Turn Quick
Barrel Connection

SnapLock™ Grease Guns Tired of fighting reassembly 
of your grease gun after replacing the cartridge? It seems like it’s so easy to 
cross-thread them. Now there is SnapLock™. These use a threadless quick-con-
nect head and barrel design with a 1/4 turn solid stop so you know it’s locked. 
• Lightweight Knurled Aluminium Barrel - for better grip
• Three Type of Loading - 14 oz cartridge, or can be bulk and suction loaded
• Automatic Bleed Valve - eliminates air pockets for easy priming
• Pause & Lock Plunger - eliminates need for continuous pull

# 30-806

# 30-807


